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Chapter 1. Introduction. 
Sensitve seismographs record oscillations of the surface of 
the Earth which have an amplitude of a fe~ microns. Many of these 
are cleary of local origin and are due to wind gusts against the · 
observatory bumlding, traffic, frozen ground, etc. There are 
however continuous osci~lations of periods between 3 and 10 
seconds and amp~itudes between O.l and 20 microns. the word 
microseism is reserved for this latter type of seismic disturbance. 
_It has been noticed that the intensity of microseismic 
disturbance increases simu.Ltaneously over .Large areas of Europe 
and North America ( GUtenberg 193l,.L932; Lee 1934 ). Whipple 
and Lee '(1936) noted that the greatest disturbance is found in 
coastal.~egions bordering on a well developed depression, but 
that equally developed depressions did not necessarily give rise 
to equal amplitudes. Ramirez (194@)-has shewn that microseisms 
recorded at St. Louis are received from the direction of 
depressions _off the Atlantic coast. Banerji (1930,1935} gave 
evidence that microseisms were recorded in India as soon as a 
storm was formed in the mid-Arabian cea or in the mid~ay of 
~engal, five or six h~ndred miles away from the coast;· He reports 
that tremendous waves weTe produced and concludes that these in 
some way originate the micros~isms. He pvints out that ·the waves 
from the storm would take two or three days to arrive at che 
coast, so that the waves over sha.Llow water could not account 
for the microseisms which were recorded as soonaas the storm was 
established.Lee (1935~ tabulated the phases of mic~oseisms 
received at Kew on six occasions when depressions were located 
' over different parts of the Eastern Atlantic and Western Europe. 
He finds that the p~ase differences between components confirm 
"the theory that microseisms are Rayleigh waves in the Earth's 
crust and concludes that microseisms are generated in deep water. 
Lee(l934) investigated the effect of the subsoil and of the 
geological formations under observatories on the amplitude of 
microseiemic disturbances. Analysis of the motion of a seismograph 
pillar, and measurements of the earth resistance- ·at Durham and 
Kew, show that the tilting of the pillars due to microseismic 
osciUations is negligible; consequentl~~ the accu.acy with which 
these osc1llations are recorded cannot on the subsoil. He found A~ 
that variations in mic roseismic ampli udes are due t ... 
geographical and geolugical causes, and that the ratio uf 
. horizontal to vertical components at stations on earlier 
geological formations was in agreement with the theoretical value 
for Ray.Leigh waves. 
The observations of .Lee (1.932), Banerji (19)5.) and other 
writsrs indicate that microseisms must be 5enerated in deep water. 
The fairly obvious source of energy for microseisms,namely sea 
waves, has for a long time been neglected owing to the inability 
of the current first order theory of hydrodynamics to ·account for 
c.. 
a pressure variation at depths greater than half a wave-
-length. ~am@rji carried out experiments with waves in tanks 
and found that ''the disturbance starting from a maximum value 
at the surface diminished up to a certain depth and then increased 
to another but lower maximum at the bed''. He considered that this 
phenomenon was a consey_uence of the compressibility of the water, 
and in a subsequent analysis he obtained an expression for this 
pressure. Banerji's results are difficult to explain and it 
seems likely that his experiments were on the wrong scale. His 
work has been severely critised by Whipple and Lee (1935) and 
mistakes in his mathematics have been indica"ted by Baxter and 
Archer(l935). Scho~te (1943) considered a variable pressure 
applied to the surface of the sea and found the displacement of 
the sea bed; shewing that such a variable pressure causes the 
simultaneous development of gravity and-compression waves he uses 
a first order theory to shew that whilst the gravity waves are 
attenuated exponentially with depth the compression waves are 
transrni tted unaltered to the sea bed and there produce pe.:dodic 
displacements of the ground. The weakness of this as a theory 
of the origin of microseisms is that sea waves are not generated 
by such a pressure variation (Jeffreys 1925). 
An earlier theory due originally to Wiechert and until 
recently supported by Gutenberg (1931) was that microseiems were 
generated by the surf breaking along the coast line and 
transferring the energy of the waves to the ground. Undoubte~y 
som~ energy will be imparted to the ground by a '!breaker'', 
but the innumerable breakers along a coast do not break 
simultaneous so that-- the surf seems likely to produce a very 
complex motion. Further most coasts are not of the _steep type 
required by the surf theory. 
Bernard (1941) obtained evidence which led him to believe 
that microseismtc oscillations have periods which are ha~f those 
of the sea waves which ~ive rise to i:.hem. He reached this 
conclusion by comparing the microseisms .recorded at Averroes, 
near Casablanca, with _. .. simu..Ltaneous observations on the sea 
waves reaching the coast. The same ratio was noticed by Deacon 
(1947) between the frequency of microseiems recorded at Kew and 
sea waves recorded at Perranporth on the north east coast of 
Cornwall. Deacon's work suggests that the waves entering the 
coastal region west of the British Isles w&$&responsible for the 
microseismic activity at Kew. Darbyshire (1950) shows that it is 
possible to reconcile the two views that microseisms are 
generated in deep water and in coastal water if we consider that 
the microseismic activity at any particular observatory is due 
to more than one source. He selected three oc~asions when a 
single depression over the Atlantic was producing large waves 
whilst the wave activity in the coastal region was sma~l. 'fhe 
records of the Kew Ga~itzin vertica~ seismograph were subjected 
3. 
to f-requency analysis, and in each case it was possible to 
identify two bands of frequency. It was possible to ident~fy 
the microseismic waves which had a two to one frequencf;:rth 
deep water waves in mid-Atlantic and these which had a similar 
connection with the coastal waves. . 
Thus a satisfactory theory of the origin of microseisms 
must be able to e~~ain h~w surface waves in both deep and 
coastal waters ca 'nf~uence the sea bed and why Lhe seismic 
waves have twice t e mean frequenc;yof the generating sea wave 
group. The key to this prob~em was provided by Miche (1944} "who, 
-in a thorough second ovder investigation of wave motion in an 
incompressible medium, obtained expressions for the velocity 
and pressure under progressive and standing waves. He found that 
under a standing wave there existed a second order pressure 
variation which was independent of the depth and had a frequency 
twice that of the surface wave. A shorter proof of the existence 
of this second order pressure variatian under a standing wave 
was derived by Longuet ·--- Higgins and Ursell ( 1948). It has also 
been investigated experimently at Cambridge by Cooper and 
Longuet-Higgins (1951). This has been used by Longuet-Higgins 
(1950·}-~te demonstrate that opposite wave groups, that is wave 
groups of s~milar characteri~tics but travelling in opposite 
directions, originating in a depression or near a coast produce 




The second order pressure variation on the bed under a train 
of standing waves in an incompressible fluid. 
In the classical study of Hydrodynamics it has been 
usual to assume that the wave amplitude and deriva.tiluof it are 
so small compared with the depth that second and higher powers of 
these quantities may be neglected. In this section the coordinates 
of the position cf a particie and the pressure at a puint will 
be determined tv the second order in these small quantities. 
We shal~ use the Langrangian form of coordinates and 
consider a two dimensional m~tion; the wave mution being 
supposed to occur between~wo"p~1rat.J..lel planes unit distance apart .. 
Let (~;4) be yhe 1nitia~ coordinates of any particle of 
fluid and (~1 %) its coordinates at a timet. Then by Lambjl3 the 
equations of motion are 
)1-x. ~:to. ( )'z -5) ~ + 1.. ~p -· 0 p --
- . i"" -+ it'- 'Uo '))(6 'a~ lCo 
~'-,(. l X. +(~-6) )Z. + L. ?Jj 0 ( 2 • 1} ~t,... ~ i)z. p n6 
where P is the density in the neighbourhood of the particle 
and p is the excess pressure over the atmospheric pressure at 
time t: • 
Assuming the ~iquid to be incompressib.J..e, we have as the 
equation of continuity ( Lambjf 14) 
o(:tc:,-z:.) 
o0t,,"-.,l =-I (2 .. 2)" 
Where the origin is taken in the free~urface at rest, 
2 0 is measured downwards and Xo is measured horizontally in the 
direction of the wave motion and perpendicu~a~ to the wave crests. 





Xo+ ...f.. t/>1 + -('</>~ 
"Z j) + ~ "' + -~...~ "'~ 
lJ Z.o + --l._ ~I + -t._Lx_:L 
where 4>,., 1 '"' Y, ( n = 1, 2) are functions of ')C..o 1 2.0 and 1::- • By substituting from equation (2•3) in e~uations ( 2•1) 
5. 
J.. 
and ( 2 •2) and equating to zero the coefficients of -tand t.. we 
determine the six functions 4',. , '/',.. and ?',.. (It -:::: 1, 2). Thus from 
equations (2•1 ) ~ 
From equations (2•2) 
From the twrms in ~ we have 
)X,-+ ?JL {1. 
<J 
)C/1 
: 0 I 
'I - -ii; ~ aXo 
d~ + 0.,. if; 8 }Yf = 0_, (2·4-t -





- -0~ 1%o 
6. 
1. 
From the terms in -{. we have 
For a solution of the first order in -"- it is enmugh to 
evaluate 4>, , 'i't and -x., and to substitute in equations t:2·i), 
:..~ .... _--~;:)_}·;-;~-~~ .r~~~ :_:---:: -· . .O.•.v... 
To eliminate ?(I between equations (2•4), differentiate the 
first equation with respect to Zo and the second equation with 




Differentiating the third of equations (2•@) twice with 
respect to ~ we have 
} o'-4tf + 1 . ~~ _ a ii.; 'fta.. ")Z.j ') t-.... -
From equations (2·6) and (2•7) it appears that 
)\p, and ~are conjugate harmonic functions of ""'- and !.
11 
- lt:J.. . -o ~~ It is therefore convenient to introduce a function 
G-(:k'.,1X.1~defined by 1:z.cr if-~, - ~ . )L-6- ')l.(f, ::. 1 . "'rt~ - n., ')t-:1- / 1 t;a- IZ0 ~l:-,_ ( 2. 8) 
Whence, after use of equatidn (2•7) 
.2~ ~ o(;-c;_ - o 
• 
7. 
If we now integrate equation (2•8) twice with respect tot 
and use the third of equations (2-4) we find 
f 
+ a k {xo, 2.0) 
"') %.0 J 
'"';) Cr{'c",z.o, t-) _ ) k {t"' t..#) ,/; 
)%. 0 )Xo 
. where k and k' are any T-wo arbitrary functions of X.0 and Z 0 • 
If we write ~'=>co~ ,e,!' ~ z':zo-""'- i>R 1 
0 I ')%p o )k41 I 
we find that the terms in ~ vanish.Thus the function A is not 
physically significant as its existence depends on the choice 1 
of coordinates. lt is thus permissible to neglect the terms inj. 
lf we denote by u and w the ve~ocity components of the 
point (x,z) at time t,we have from equations (2•3) 
(,I :. -(_ )'ft ..,( ~) ~~ . )t + ')e -' 
n I - JJ 7>4>, I ~ - ~ lli o 
or to the first order ~- ~'")'t .J- "" - ')t 
Hence using the determined value:;; of 4>, and IY, (equations 2 •10) 
u.: + 
-Thus it appears that the tenns in -/:1. 110 y t represent a current· 
independent of time i.e. a motion independent of, ann 
superposed on the periodic motion. There are an infinity of 
such possible motions. but according to Miche, such currents 
(courants ent~nements ) are known to be very feeble in 
comparison with those f0llowing a pe1iodic disturbance. Hence 
to the first crder in ~we can neglect A and write 
.J... 0 (T and fll ~ - 0 (r ( ;,: •11 ) 
<+', = i'i"'o T'"1 - 1>'Z.o 
8. 




l \}& -:.o~ o~.l% -aL& 
- + --= 
')-x:- '11~ 
G-C",Z-qi:) is a harmonic function of Xo, '2;.. 
Substituting for ~' and '1', in the first two 
we have 
a-x., tJL oti- ~l.LC-
- 0' + -· - - 'J 'Wzo -- #Xo lPlo ~~ 
')X., o"L ~ ~!...~ 
-
o· 
+ )?-. ") z., ~ '?»%.~ - .J )~o 
"() [ )'r:r )& J 
=OJ 
- '"X., + W - tiJ i"ro )XC) 
X = a 'Y, - ~ + f, (t-J 
r a ' lt ... 
of equations 
(2•12) 
where :f,L~ is a function of t , whose value is Cktermined by 
the boundary conditions. 
If the motion is considered to be irrotational, we 
have, in Euler's notation, 
II - 2!' d f P- ~ ~- ~"'- an ""' - 'D'L 
where ~is the velocity potential. 
( 2 .. 13) 
But to the first order we have 
~- -1.. ~q,, d u· - ""aiR 
- -SF an ....., - "fF 
Hence using equation {2,11) ~ 
U.: ~1ft= ~(~~) ~ ~ 
and JJ '()'l't ~ ( .IJ Rf!) - ~ • ~ ": ""'- rt ==- 1'£ ~ '21t - 1)2:. 
Hence, suppressing an additive function of t which has no 
importance for the periodic motion, 
{ 2 ·14) 
9. 
But the current function ~ satisfies 
lA os l{ and W =-~t ( 2 • 15 ) 
i.e •• .Y and cp are conjugate functions, hence if k is the 
harmonic conjugate function of ~ 
,, / = ~ a k lll,7, H '2 • 16 ) 
Y' lt-
Determination of <P~ , '11,. and 'X.1 . 
</>1 and 1/1 and hence G- are periodic functions Lf 
time. Suppose their period is 2T, then 
~I 
-




- (-¥ J1 '/'J ~ ( 2·17) 
-0~ 
au. G- - - ( 1! )'" G 
- - T , 
and 1 t-~ 
Using equation (2~ll),the first uf equations (2•5 ) becomes 
Similarly the second of equations {2 5~ becomes 
From these we have, after integration, 




The earlier determination of 4>, and 'h introduced functions 
lc and i! ; but k 1 : 0 by a sui table choice of variables and 
experience is that ascending currents are usually either nil 
or very feeble, so that ()i :o to higher than the second order. )4 »· Further rz. = v I a fUnCtion Of LjJ Only I SO that )J ("%0) 
represents a horizontal current independent of the wave motion, 
variable with depth and cf second order in -It • 
From the third of equations (2·5) we have, on using 
equations 2·19, 2•20, and 2•11, 
,·. e. 
Hence F - L [ ( o&-)1 ( o~)1J + G-2. 4- ~- + ~ 
( 2. 21) 
or F= : ~ [ 4t + '¥.,] + ~l-
where G~ is a harmonic function of X 0 , 'Z.., and periodic in t. ,. 
The precise value of G-.J. depends. on that of ~ (t-) which in 
turn depends on the boundary conditions. 
Hence equation (2•18) becomes 
"'Y _ aU/_ J.. .lL (<1>.1+-u~"' _ ~~ -+ L (.!!: )~ (</>, .... +-'1-{) + tJ. (r) ( 2 • 221 
"'-o2. - '"' T~o 4 j)~ , Tl ) )~ 4 T 
~or a progessi ve wave the classical value of <#>is (Lamb f 229) 
~-= -!::. · -e.. ~ c;,~ I(u-1.) ~ 1r(E.- ~) 
"':f" T ~1Df L- ' T L.. 
c.. 
= _ _,, 
----:• tA~ taH 
11. 
tr 
a..:. -L. .J where 
and 2T is the period and 2L is the wavelengbh of the progessive 
wave and H is the depth at of the mass of water and h is the 
amplitude of the wave. 
Two trains of progressive waves with the same 
characteristics but travelling in the opposite directions 
interfere to produce standing waves. Suppose the two trains to 
be defined by equation 2•23 and by 
<P: _ /,~ . ~a ( 1/-2.), ~ ( bf--t- tiK) I 
~~~~~· 
then the velocity potential of the standing wave train is 




Cn.-4 tt (1/-2...), ~ a.~. en 6~ 
.s..:--1- A H 
Hence, after using equation 2 •.l4 we have in Langrangian 
notation 
:.. Uok a. ( 1/-2.). ~a. :t"6. ~ bt-
4-~ "-f/ 
From equation ~·11 
( 2·.2.1(-). 
4>= I £c-.~...~ 1-1 
.l C,A t:t (H- Zt,) . CAh a ){o. ~ &t- } 
( 2• 2 6) 
*"• = -~~a. (1/-'Z.o) ~  tt x.,. ~-.be 
~ c:.t.ll 
On substititing for ¢
1 
and ~ in eqaation {2•21} 
F': ~'-b~ [ea,J..."a{U--z..) C,"-a.l£ 0 +~.._-.{H-~)S.:..! etX~+{i-2. 
~~"'H . 
: ~1.bt- [( (n,4.~£H-~)-t-f)( &,-~)(o+f) 
~'-(AH :~. 
+(('..,~ v.~/H.,}- ')( (- ~lro)] + ~i 
12. 
Hence, after substituting in equations 2•l9, 2•20 
l(J.:. - a.~hk .. ~ l..A (U-z.o) + o ~ 
5-V-L 1 (',4.f/ . ") 'Z. D 
From equation 2~12 we have 
~I =- .L!J ~ ~ (/:1.-t..o). ~ ttk"o~ ~~k 
.sv...t.. a.H 
(2•27) 
+ 1.. I,,_ Cn1t.. 4 {II- "Z "' - ""'""" tt ){ D • ~ M- + :f., (f-) .. 
P... ~ .eH 
After reflexion at a barrier the horizontal currents will 
neutralise each vther and for standing waves, near the barrier, 
we can write lJ("%.0 )~. Hence tc the first order in -A. 
'X - '<o + ~~ (,.,L.. 4 ( U -~) . &n tt lf o . ~ h t- } - ~a.H (2• 29) 
"Z. - "Z.o - .2-! ~a{ H -l.o) . .o(A..,. tt )(0 • ~ b-t-
-
.u-..J... ~[-/ 
· k. ::. z.l) + ,_"' A-i.- ax~ ,o.<- lo t- l-_ p.;...J. ,. H + f. t..t.. a {II-z. fl 
Ps ~ (,l H IJ\a 
+ f. f, (tJ ( 2 • 30 ) 
9 
The pressure must be constant at the surface ( 2.0 = O 
i.e·.when Z0~o J P= G 




After substituting for :f,(H and ~ in equation ( 2 "30) 
·t == -z: 0 +2 -l. """'- ""'•,...;.. l.r [-~c..( 1/-Z..)+ 1-.....t.t> II. f.,t.. "( 14 --.;,~ r; ~a.H .. 
: Z.0 -t .t-l. ,..:..a:r0 A><-I.;. t pi-J. ,.( t+-z.,) C., 1.. 11 H l .o-c:--t.~fl (,~..all + ~~aH C,h. o.(H-Zo) J 
-
-
'Z. 0 + ~ .£{. ~A'JC'o ~ '*, 4-(A..~ a. Z 0 
~ p..f/. f,( a. II· 
From equations ( 2· :16}. 
""""l 1. 
•• + 'Y. = :L~ b~ r {n" ~{ I{-Z0 ) + Un ;!a )(J ~a.H l' . 
also 1T = b, Hence e~uati un ( 2 • 22) gives 
T 
-x..)... =- _ a.a ~ :let c H-zJ ...o.i-2.. k 
~;&..e~.- H 
- b .. ~.1-~ [ &,4. :lA-( 11-z.) + Ln.v• x"J 
~,_a,f{ . 
+ b'1- [ Cnt... 2-A{ /4-%.~) -r C,2.a. xe>J ~z..k 
~,.,a.Jl 
+ f. (t--) _,_ ~ ~~ - 7!-G:J.. ( .2D 33) 
~ l-'%-o "() t;'-
where 
1 t} tia. = 0 and P 0:::..0. at Z..6::. 0 · 
~4. 
It is now necessary to eva..Luate 6-2. and -:fi_(t) , aft-er which 
equations 2 · 26 and c.. .. 33 give the complete va.lues of ¢, , '/'., & X. 
. ..,. .2. - ..l. 
.:..at '-.tbe taken as ~ ,t~A(fi-Zo). ~.1."-'Xo. T(bt-) 
then )&l. = _)..A. ~2A{H--z.o) .. t4nl-A.'Yo.T(b-t:-) 
~~ . 
: Cr.A. '-"'-{ U-z.o) . C., .:t.ax0 • 01..T • bl. ~ (bt-JJ. 
_ ~;u;.. LY-Zo>· c;,~o. 7lT . a.1 /a-.L a H 
'"a( bt-l 
after using equation 2·31. 
Substitute these values in X2.. (~uation 2•33) arul ~ set z;:o. 
Then using t.he fact that ~ = o (and hence ")(.. 1 :.. 0 ) 
when . "Z 0 -= o , we have 
- ""i ~ :to..H ~~ J.]- f:nJ.,hk ( ~V4H~ ~.lAYo) 
~,.o.ll ~l.aH 
+ t,l· ( in4 ;J.a H + C:, .2..tl '){.,) /.JM... ,__ b-t- + .Ji { ~ J 
~'-aH 
.2.~3 ~ Q..A/1. ~ J.a.r6 • T{ bt-) 
~ .2.al/. ~.taT . {,.,_T • tUi _/'~ a..H = 0 
• )(htJL Q 
for a..Ll va-Lues of Jto and' 7::. 
Then since 
- ~~ .. J. Cd..aH. ~,.k- - tAl Cti)J..&i:- ( Gnit 2aii+Cnuot0 ) 
~All ~a.H. ~all 
~ a.' (~).A flo~- u, ).A/1{11) ~ vw- + f.~ { 1:-) 
~A.H.~J..aH 
L-
-. .IJ ,_ .. 11 &t, i4(")( , - T{ bf-) - U,J.. ;lA 1/. Cnla l'o _ d T . a.q 
'2. ~ ~ .... " • (J • 4{/,t--Jl. 0 
X t-~~ff = 0, 
15. 
:. ~,.'*[ _ .tao"- ttH + 3(Cn4. ~afl+ G,;La:r0 )J 
s.t-.t.. 1.\H ~ a H. t:n~ ~ H 
- 4 ~ a.-H &L a}f, Un ;l.a~0 T ( bt:-) 
- &, 2-a..:ro • 'd~T [~a H. C'P,h.P..H + ~3et H] _ 
. )(irt-J.,. · C-6:>'- tt II - O 
.. &_,. bf:-[- .2. tA4"-H + .3 C,~ aH -1- 3,a;c.;_i.. all 
S-i--t-. ...,fl ~:--t- A H (A,J. (A. H 
We now set 
and 
T-= A lA2b~+ 'B 
f.!.:. ll.~ (c £.DJ.bt-4)) 
where A, B, C~ ·and D are constants. 
Then writing 5-i,.,!- bt- = 1,.(1- C,)...bt-) .J 
we have 
16. 
_ .L (', .,uJ ~L. a H + 3~aH -1- · 1 C., ~Ar0 ] ~ VVLL ~AH Cd'" all ~P.H CnJ..a!l 
fc.r a..~..l values of /:::.. and a..~.l X.0 • 
. : en~[C _ ent..'J.aH+3~afl + ~c) 
~a:HCaJ..a.H . 
for al.J. X 0 and E: • Hence 
' A= 3 -· I" 







Hence {M = 1 [ ( t:.l.~af{ + 3...:..Ca f{} C, 1M- + ~ 
au ..f.:...t..:tilH 
3 C, 'l.-bK- + I • 
and T ~) c r. S<-J.'"all ..t~J.:JA.H 
:. G~ =[ c,u .. (ll-z.} Cn1A,_-.] [ ;~~ ... ({ "*- .;~.d .... J ·. 
:; tr,.::. C,l.. ~(li-Z;,}. (;,,tay, {3 Cn~ "*- fi:i-.L.~afl}. 
. j' r.k-4 If a II · 
Hence after substituting in ( 2• 28) for 
~:. _ Cl~/,..t-~).a.Y4t _ (~ ~:u:-..{1/-Z") ~.leO:~) 
. ~ .S.• 1-•l.,.. a. H 4- /4-.1-'fa /{ ) 
x(3 c,..~ + ~ :a.a. H) J ,2. 36) 
_ a_~'L/:,.t:-, ~ ~{11-zo) 
~~-a.H 
_a...~ la.{ll-ltJJ ~JAI.f, ;(3 eo~+ ~tL..L~H) (2·36) 
4 ~'+-a.H . 
Wi~ the values of &,_ and :f.a_(t-) equation (2•33) gives 
1:8. 
~;L = - a..l ~ ~a. (H-z.") ~ L f,t-
~J.QH 
- ~:-!:t [ U.l. :1A.{fl-2a) + C.~axJ 
- + ~,L. - [e..,( aa.{ 11-z.,) + c;. .u:w J ,.,..,_ .. J...t-
~~H -
+ lt.aH [ ( ~';./1 + 3....:.J.'all) G,.._k + 1 
- a.t~Jt:..{!I-~)C,uxlj. (J&~+ ~~H) 
4~+~~..H 
+ .31/C,i.. :JA{fl-~) Cn:taxlj ~ ~ ~ 
.Z.. ~ 'f-&lit II 
But ~ 1.:. ag ~ o..I/J 
.: ':t.t - - ~J.a. {11-z,)~'-u 
--
q ~,._~,.'-aH 
- Crt~ - [ u,~ ~{H-1-o)+ C, UtrJ ~ ~~.-H &-'. tA-H 
- + , - r~ at>- ( ~~ --z.,) + t:.UMt~ ...,._2- J.,t-
~4HC,.A4.H 
+ _ I [(en;-aJ1 +J .f.;.J.. 'all)~ J.-1,-t- +-~ 
~a. II tM~ all - _ 
- ~ .u.( 11-z,)C..~ • ( Jt., .:U* + fa..~..~ H) 
4-~'~'a.H 
+ 3 &.4 ~(1/-z,). en~,. c.,~ • (2•37} 
~~3(4H G,J.. A.H 
19. 
The comp.Lete va.Lues of 'lj 1 :Z::. and ~ to the second order 
in""'- are given by the fo..~..lowing equations (2~38),(~3 9) & (2 .. 40). 




- ~~. ~Ut{ll-2-o)~~a.xo ( ]Cr.,J-b.t-+ fa.J_~If} 
4-~lf-aH 
-
Z= z.o- .l.~~a.(/1-'t..,). ~0..~"-~/,t-
~.et.H 
-~'"'a. . ~ QJJ..{H-l.o). ~~k-
~,.AH . 
../...J.. a.. ~~ 2A { H -ZD) v, J.AI){~ • (3 Cn ~-~- ~'i.e. II J .. 
/+. /.k.:.-<.. ~ a,.. II . 
.'. '%.= Z
0




+ ~u"• ( 3 t...:~.M-+- l:a-C ... H~ '·· ·39) • 11-~'+'a.H J 
.:::o. 
and J: :: 2: 0 + .2. .(, ~A.1t" b ~ £12,.0 /.k._ .bt 
f 9 ~ (). fl {;,/&. " H 
~ ~"- [- ~ :LA(H-"Z.~) /.l-i-?-"W 
~A.H ~aH 
+ { C,k .2A( fl-z~) + C,.:tA: x6 ~ ( 3~ ,_.k- -•) 
:t~ aH 
_ ~u{f.l·z~~J u,1A.lt'• ( 3 a,~+ ta-.L ~~H) 
4- ~,A.H 
+ 3 C,k. ~a.(H-2p) ~~ x6 · e,:J..--u ] (2•4o) 
~~J.. a. H. &(A. H 
The mean pressure on the bed over a wavelength is denoted by p,.., 
J.~ . d fu 
where !:: : ....!.. J [ l. d;,t :. i. [! · )_: .cJ,J ( 2• 41) 
f'j J,. L f5 ..,.. =,., u_ P5 --a~. J 
. 0 -o u l.,rfl 
Putting-~~ H in equation (2•40) we have , . 
+(Cn-t!aH+J~'-a.H)en.:Jk +I 
:J.~a,/1 
+ 3 tm :J. ax., C.C, ,_h_,e-




A + :B~ a. Xo + ( C6t ~4l\. X 0 
where · 
A: H + (A..-/..1. [ (J~'--~-1) + (~k1a.H+3~'-AH)C,.~+ tl ot-4.~tH Co-t.. o.. H ~ Cot.. ~ H J 
= H + ~1. [• + ( ,.~ ~a.fl-•) c,.l-k] 
, 
!.k~ a.. H t1n-1.. a. H 
I 
c : 0--i.L [ J~'Ll.-t--1 + 3 a, :iM ] 
S..iJ..~:. H ~ a. fl :. ~a H tJ,4 ti H 
a.,--1..'1 - [t- 3 ~~ + J (A~ J 
:t~H.H t;,A.~~.fl . ~'-"'H j --
M~ [I+ 3 (t- ~~H) Ctn:J.-b-1:] 
£M.At.t:tH ~""aH 
Putting "Zo= H in equatiom 2 •38 we obtain 
)(..:. )<. 6 + :Z.~ en A~o ~/rt--
I.M.,...(. a. II 
- -{
1
A. ~ J..All6 [~"'k ..J- (3 ~:Li>t-+ ho-I-..... H) 1 
. ~~~01. fl 4-~~-a H J 
~: r e] :: ,_ :t-lA..~ k. ~ a..:Jlo L1x. ~H ~A-H . 
- J-{ ~ ["~",;~ -+ J Gn JAn-+ f-a-A~ 1/J ~ 2 a JLo 
~'"AH If-~ tJLJI 
Hence 
22. 
_D: - 2{"'- .~ [,t-
~a.H 
E = - ~~a.~ c~~ht- + JGe.LiM-+ ~:--~A H1 ., ~,_~H . 11-~,_a H 1 
[ l.. 1.2.'-1 P8 1 x, 4~= H 
: (.4+.8~ay6 +C~1A.'Jio)(l+..)~a..:x0 + £U.J.Av.,) 
:: A+(8+A:l))~All0 + (C+AE) CD~tA.YQ + &J>~-k~~ 
+ ( bt +-BE)~ a. .,t, CJ,~ t4>1l, + ct Cc,2-et~o 
= A+ l g+ ~) ~a.:w., + ( C+-ht) ~ !l~d) 
+~ ( 1- ~l..ta-?lo) + )'-iBE(~ 1~,- ~ ~.) 
-4- f£ (t+ c.,.,~.,) 
,1.. 
= (A+¥'+¥)+(8+~- Dc;-GE)p.;....u. 
-t-(C.+~- ~~g) ~1.tVXo+ bc+BE ~~"llLo. 
. ~ ~ a 
u. . 
. j [ ; ):t.] _.~ . · [ .1-A+ Bb+ eel 
•." · pq · iK, ~D = .l.. J LL. , since 




Hence by equation (2-4~) 







::- Lf: "'~ ~2. 6~ 
~ .c. H. C,t. "H 
to the second order in it 
H + a. {11 + ( ;t,.,.;....I..L .._ H-I) &, ;). {, t- - :J. ~>.A. :1.-k ] 
~ a. H. t1t,1,. tl H ~ a-fl tA.4 a H 
::; ,.., + a-/.l r, +- ( .2.,.-,..% ,._ 11-1) C..,J.# _,+c..~ 
~A.H a,kaH L 
H+ :t. (A _giL~ 'La. II . ~ 2-M; ~a. II &J.. a.H 
. ·. p ... = f':1 [ U + .Q. ~:~. "'1 t......! a. fl. en :t.M] (2•42 l 
But {JgH is the static pressure at the depth H. 
Thus we see that the mean pressure on the bed, under a standing 
wave, has a variable part. Since the frequency of the standing 
wave is bf;:rr we see t}1at the variation in the mean pressure has 
a frequency ( ! ) twice/of the standing wave. I t;-k ... t-
TT" ' A. {\ 
Since (; = a 3 f~aH 
The amplitude of the pressure variation is proportional to 




Evaluation of the mean pressure beneath a given mass of 
-. - -. . ' ~~ 
.... ·- ......... moving_ fluid. 
Ih chapter 2 we considered a periodic, irr·)taticnal 
motion in an incompressible fluid, and demonstrated, by actual 
evaluation, that there is a variation of the mean-pressure 
beneath a standing wave., and that this variation in the mean 
pressure arises from the second order rerms and is independent 
of the depth. 
In the present chapter,we shall no~ assume that the 
motion is either periodic or irrotational. But assuming on~y 
that the mass of the f~uid remains constant, we shall derive 
an expression for the pressure at any point. Then by making 
the motion periodic we shall find the mean pressure over a 
wavelength. · 
Consider a quantity of fluid of mass M; the fluid 
being supposed incompressibie. Let us use the Langrangian 
system of coordinates, x being measured horizontal~y in the 
direction of the motion and z verticaL.:..y downwards. 
Then the ccordinf!.tes of a particular particle of 
fiuid at time ~are ( X1~ ), and the c~ordinates cf this 
particle at an arbitrary time, t =o, are ('%-.,Z0 ). 'l'he pressure 
at the point P ( 'X/'%. ) is p and the pressure at Q (x1 l:.'t-t1%) )~~... p+ u fz:. .y -- -. . 
i'ne equation cf mLtiun vf the fJ..uid in ~ 
the smal~ vo~ume PQ is apprcximateJ..y 
Hence the equation of motion of the particle at P is 
)j-rP=-f~ 
")"to . )t:I-
The equation of continuity is 
( 3 ·l) 
since ~01 Z. 0 are 
independient of ~ 
25. 
i.e. by equation (3·2~ 
f-p )a.Z dlxtl'Z. :::: £ J pz. dncd:z. (3•3) h ~~ at~ ,.. _ 
Integrating equation (3•1) over the whole fluid M, 
J ~ th. d"L- 1 9{'ct.cJ:z.. %-f. p ~~ rhci."L H ~~ 11 M 
-:. -01. J. (''L d.xd'z.. (3•4) 
~p- h 
In evaluating the integrals of equation -(3•4) it is convenient 
to regard x, z and t as independent variables, rather thRn 
x and z as functions of t , and the boundaries of M must in 
consequence be functions of t. 
At the time t=O, lrt us suppose that the mass M of 
incompressible fluid is contained by the free surface z = :J ; 
the horizontal plane z .::. z' and two vertical planes x = x1 and 
x = Xs• At this instant we denote i:he pressure in the p..~..ane 
z = z1 by p1 and the constant pressure at the free surface by Ps . 
Then at this instant t = o 
-
-
(lf1. -x1) )( ( fl&- Ll~ &,J f1- Ps) 
( ){ L. -1l,) ( p- ~s ) (3•5) 
where P' is the mean value of over the interval 'k1 ~ x,s l£.2. 
To evaluate tije second i,nteg_ra1 of equation ( 3• 4 ~ 
l 5 f J,cAz = 'Jf J t}Atd-z 
H. If 
(since the fl.uid is incompressible) 
=· 9p f )(1. (:L !_ :r) dnL 
X, 
:: ~fz'/J(d..t- sf J"Lt h 
, , 
, f ')(J. 








To evaluate the third integral of equation (3•4) it is 
necessary to find an expression for the integra~ at times other 
than t = 0, and then tc set t =0 in this expression. 
S~ppose that at time t the fluid M is bounded by the 
surfaces z=- J(x, t) · i.e. A1 AJ.. . 
z = z1 + :J1(-;., t) 
X= $ 1( z, t). 








Initially when t = 0, 
-J' (X,.o) = o, S1 (k, o). = :X.1 ~ ~2.- ('z., o) ==-· X.L 
The intersection cf z = -:f, lc.-:: S, (-,,f-) is 
The intersection uf z : -:f :J ')(.:. ~ ..... (¥, i-) is 
A I { ~. ,Y,) _, 
A.l. {KLI Y.a.) .I 
The intersection ofz:%.'+t'('!t.,,.), x=S"~CxJl:-) is A~(«.J~YJ..'). 
0 ~ 
M at time t 
z 
A,~,( II(,_} yl-) c 




. I 11 , ( I ·r.') H2. o(J.J J.. 
F.·,.~. 
27. 
Since the mass does not change, 
A, A,' A~ Al. A, 
A, 8 A; b- c£ A,. A; CJ. + A.z. ))c1 A~ -
-
This method of evaluating /J dx dz over the area A of the 
mass M at a time t leads to the following expression:. for jj z dx dz over the same area: 
-t'' -1 ( r:( 
Jfz.d:><J"L:. 1£ "[(2-'+-r')~:fje~o<.- }~;_ «f-I .. )z.ctz. 
A I 
. I 
!. tiC.; r r, ) + i ...... ( -;~!.. ~1.) .l "" - J tj { "f, - ~ z d:z.. 
I 
+ i (<' [ t;' ~ { z' + Jl )'"] tk 
'\";'~ I 
_.. .!.. ( 04.' - e<,) 
1 
. :f ~ dnulZ 
N 
In order to find 
necessary to apply the 
on the right hand side 
continuous function of 
between ~. and k, and 
are functions of ~ 
and 
28. 




( 3 •8} 
du.. 1 '%. dx el z. it is 
gp. M 
fo~lowing theorem twice to each term 
of equation ( 3 •8) : If Jf~,i-) is a 
both variables x. and .f:' , and " varies 
~ bet we en t-o and C, ,- and if X.0 and >cl 
( Goursat : Cours d'Analyse section 97 ) 
Hence if a dot deno~es a partial differentiation with 
respect to t : 
29, 
..L • ' v'~ 1 • / ..,.,~ 
+ .;z ~ 's.. - i II{' I I 
Jr./ ~ ~ J \';' f t I ~·. r.· [since z· is J + -CIS-' , ~~"'.%. + r. it/ _, 1 L ""J.. - ,1. .._ "'.L · indepenfient of t r;. )t-
1 ~ 1'\ - I !!f, "%.. d'Z-r, ')t • I I I • - r, r, a(l + )#. r; ~, 
[ 
• I t 1 I .. I I • I f I ' I r.' ' L--.L 
- ± e(J. . ~ + .1 t(,~. t;. r;. -: «I r, - .,t C!(l \'; I - o{J. J.z. 
- .t ~ i; r ... + "' r. ... + J...,(, r, r, J 
,'. Y: ( ~ d.xdz. 
)P- )M 
30. 
I ~ l ~L "\.L ).1- . L J. )I. = . !.. . 1 ("'L' -r1'' ch. - - . . ~I )~ ;J.. '(1 ')t~ 
!. r,: • • r Yj I i! + [ '%.. 41%. ~ J... >, z d.%. rJ.. ".J.. ti 
I ...,..L 
- J ofAc. 
.1. 
-!! f .._; I ~ f - • I vf I .. i r. • f. \': + ..,.2.. I .t. ~..... o<l rJ I r, - C1( l.. J. ~ + D(, I I 
,, ·t..,..r 't ·''It '.;.""' + 1\'L ¥;. 8,s.. - - ~l. ~ f',s.. - otf, r, r, -4- a{, I fl I I I 
[
.,I 'I I -I •t I · ' • . ] ~ ~ a(.1 ~ ~ - at, r, r, ~ tt{l. ¥;. \';_ + o(' r, r, ( 3. 9) 
We need n0w to t'eturn &o the evaluation of the third term of 
equation· (3•4) i.e. equation (3•9} to the initial instant. 
Initially t:::O, «1 := at.'= .x II(:.. c.'=-)( ~ .,..,_~'=z.' 
. I .1 L.- :&. LJ I 1 - l1- • Suppose that when -x:. :k1 , -f= :r, 
and when .,, : )CL J -r =- 1;,. 
Then when 1:- :...o , equation { 3· 9) becomes 
31. 
[ 
• f •f , • f ~I I • V. ~ • ~ V"'J 
-4- ,t l(,l. }';, l;_ - ~ I I t; - 0(,2. I J. I~ + II(, J I I 1 
But I . . d z ~s ~n ependent of t ,hence 
- f.~··-' €, z. .tz. + .t.[-<: r..' t;_- ~'i,' r,'- .:t.. Y.. Ys.. + .-, r,r, J (3•10) 
I 
After substituting from equations (3-5}, (3-6) and (3•10) 
equation (3•4) becomes 
-~~- ~s ., g -z.' = 
p 








.2. [ ~; r: t.'- ~: r: r,' ._ ~.1 t r.L +- ;.., 'i; r,-1 (31u f 
'XL-'XI ~ 
Equation { 3-ll) expresses the mean pressure on the plane Z= z' 
at the inmtial instant. It is desirable to transform this into 
a form which-expresses this mean pressure independent of the 
initial instant chosen. -
Let (u! w, denote the velocity components in the plane 
z: zl at the initial instant, 
- r(tf's.) =- 1 c-r'i'J =- :r'i.'+ -t'J. then 1lts' ,.. "')t' 
When t:: 0 : J. (f. 1'') : t.>'J. {3·l2.) 
I Since "Z. = -z..l +-:f is the equation e;f a surface 
moving with the fluid we must have 
where 
~ ( ~ -~I- :rcJ =:. 0 I 
))t 





From (3-13) we have 
From (3 .. 14 ) we have 
~ .... :!, 1 ''L:f' ,Ls' ( "\,, ~ "' ~s' ~ + u.!....... +~"'".!.__ + ~ + lA. ~""+If.)~)-0~ . o "" lx")r 1)t- 1)x. 1)'L ')"' 




1!' - t,J I :::.. 0 
)t-
1 'j' 1 d c.J f . . 
• ,. .-.--- ... .__.... -==---0 
orlr '()X. 
(3•15) when· t= 0 
)"';{' f )LSI (}WI u.' ~4) f w' d t..lr) = 0 
-- +"'-'"'" - - - + --- + )'Z. 'b~ l• ~c ~t- o~ 
d "'-' 1'\ ""' + 'L.:::: :.-z, 
- -az. 
But by the equatii..;.,n of CL:ntinuity 
Q)(. 
since 
~1. ' . ow' t "l 4 1 ~ l.l'-Hence 
_!. -+ lAC =-0 _...,.£,.) --
::rt: at:-,_ 1x. ax. 
'1. 
• ) l' f owf 1 (u~~t) 
. - -· -~~~- - -~{:- O'' 
"/ ' / ~ ]_ ( I.A. ', "'') (3 •16) or 
-:f - £.l ..... Q~ . 
34. 
SincEr X: 1;_., { ..i = 1, L) is the equation of a surface 
moving with the fluid we must have 
~ C~-~L)=-o ])t J 
. u- ') i.L ?. ~; Hence - - W _ =- 0 , 
')t- ) z. 




LV = L 
Hence initially, when t =o, we have 
=- 0 . 
- ('~'- + u, 'lu; ___.__ w: a lAC:) + ~ -f-.lt.J: OIA~ -::.o 
7) «: "a X. ..,... ... "')X- s t ... ')'%. 
.. ~ . .:.. 
' 
But by the e~uation of continuity 
Hence 
.~ .... lu~ ""~ -
'}%. 
)k. . ~ c.o ' 
-'+ o '-:..D ~,._ ~ 
35. 
(i=l,2) 
Substituting from equations (3•12), (3•16) and (3•17) into 




f f.k1 [ !. .. (U'-)- "'1- r {",- ~ ("''"1L :;:rl.h ,, lP · lk J J 
, 
- [ !,) ~-~ (~~._~ .. )}-z.tz. -(1 ,;,-~( ... "·>12 d~ 
I 
I 








-+ I ['Z-' ( lA.{ w_'-1.\}._ ~) + l.\, ~'%.' +{_ua..~;a.. ~) ~ 
)1~.,·· J. 
- tl I 1.11 'Z.I - ( Lt1 1.11 1, )-j'1 J 
._. .1 . . [ e( I \,.to/ trl ._ f ~ ~ I • ~ • . J )lJ.,._,,, 1 IJ... rJ... - tJ(, r1 \'; - Of~. •J,. YJ.,. + it/1 t; r, 
But ( ~i, ~i ) and ( ~ l __, ii, ) are the velocity components at 
( 'X~ 1 f ) and { ''-' ,z.'}. Hence drcpping che dashes we have 
the exact equation for the mean pressure at time t ::o. 
37. 





Equation (3•18) is true for all values of z and t, and gives 
the mean pressure on the plane z =:.constant between vertical 
planes X-: ,c, and X= ')t~ • 
By allowing 'l<Lto tend to ""-• in this equation we 
obtain an expression for the pressure at any particular point. 
Thus 
p 
= E:_ (1. tz.) - w'-- z.~-:; j 
')P' ~ 
- !._ [ ( i_ (fA :Z +(A. t.1) ol.z. - ( U.t.IZ jz."' ;r] { 3•19) )'' J.,. z..= r 
We now suppose that the motion is periodic in X. with 
wave length ')\ ; to fix the motion let us set ll1 ::.II and.l(L:~ 
and suppose that the origin is in the mean surface level. 
Then since u and u 
have equal values 





Also since the net flow of- f...LUid across the plane z constant 
is zero over a wave length we have 
Henc_e using 3 ·lo, 3 •2G, 3 •21 anfl 3 -:22 the mec:m pressure over 
a wavelength is given by 
F-Ps t: z-- .L. "t 1 ~i r d-Jr.- 1.. rJ. f.JL ob.. p - .J - ~ ~t:L 0 ,. JIJ 
In water of constant finite depth~ , the vertical velocity 
tr vanishes when ~-= 1!... , so that equation (3,23) 
indicates that variation in the mean pressure on the bed over 
Qne wavelength in water of constant depth depends upon a 
second order term in the wave amplitude. 
39. 
CHAPI' EE_i_ 
The s~anding wli:ve and the progessive wave. 
In this chapter the results of chapter 3 are used to 
evaluate the mean pressure on the bed in the cases of a 
standing and a progessive wave. 
· Suppose that the water is of constant depth -I. and that 
the motion is on~ which to the first approximation consists 
of two progressive waves of equal length~ )\ and period T 
travelling in opposite directio~. Then the equation of the 
free surface is 
(4-l) 
where N.= 0'-= 
2.1T 
-=r } 
and -o---1. = 
[Lamb 1~32,. page 36iJ 
O{a 4) is a term of the second and higher urders in tl1and Cl1 
the wave amplitudes. 
When z = h, _tv = 0 , hence by equation ( 3 •23) the mean 
pressure ~"on the bed ( z:h) is given by 
. ca. [.:t, c, ( h-"·t} +a ... a., (.f.H.,.t-~ · 
:. Qf (1,~ { ll_ )1.-~) t- a_~ C,L{ ~X- To-+) 
. + ~Gl,t:l~ {a, ( kx -o--t-) Co ( k X+- H-) 
: 1 [a,'+ t\! + t\~ en ( .J..k >(- J.u+) +a~ c., ( .Uou- .1 ~ J 
+ a,q;~.. ( C, M ll+ u, .ttT' 1:-) 
40. 
) . ~ :, J [a, C.. ( kx_- u-t:)_,. a .. ~ a,.+ ... t-8 doc. 
0 
_ [ (a,~. -t-a:) x + a,~ ~ (~k :JC.. ~) + ~k1. ~ { :J.J!Je. +:»f) 
- 4k 4 
+ ~Q1 ~ ~ -x. -t <\(qJ. :)<. G.o:to--t- ] '), 
x o 
= ~ [ a1'-t- a_;-+ ,.1.A.1 ~ c, .;1 o-t-J 
Hence 
Thus to the second order of approximation in ~ thw 
variation in the mean pressure on the bed is given by 
It is apparent that the variationin the mean pressure l-fl 
the bed ( f" ) is independent of the depth of the water l -f. i, 
that it is periodic in time with a f~equency twice that of the 
surface waves and in magnitude is propurtional to the product 
of the wave amplitudes. · 
We may derive the mean pressure variation in the two 
particular cases of the prcgressive.wave and the standing 
wave from e~uation (4•3). 
Setting Q,~. :o, and a., :. a.. we have:-progress i ve wave of 





Thus to the secon%_in amplitude the mean pressure on the 
bed umrer a progressive wave is cc;nstant. 
41. 
Setting A-1 :: q.2. = fa.. , we have a standing wave, 
and the .equation of th~ free surface is-· 
From equation (4•3) the-fluctuation in the mean 
pressure at a depth ~is given by 
(4•5) 
From this we see that the mean pressure at a depth ~ 
beneath a standing wave has a periodfc variation, independent 
of the depth, with double the frequency of the standing wave 
and with an amplitude prcportional. to the square of the wave 
amplitude, 
This conclmsion was arrived at in Chapter 2 after 
evaluating the second order approximation in full. 
If in equation {2•43} we w~ite Jf 
H /{ ..,(,. ~ rr--· and : i we have 
I 
I>~ = ra-t + -1.. rc~- rr--~ ~ :1. ~ t-
A ~esult in full agreement with equation (4~5) 
42. 
CHAPrER 5. 
The total force over a horizontal plane under a surface wave 
motion of general form.!. 
Perfectly periodic trains of progressive or standing 
waves are of very rare occurence on the oceans~ To exaftdne the 
pressure variation on the bed due to the customary surface 
w~ve motion on the seas, we consider that the observable surface 
motion arises from.£ cGntinuous range or spectrum of wave · 
frequencies. 
We measure z vertical~y downwards from the free surface 
at rest and x and y horizontally in two perpendicular 
directions. Let u and v denote the velocities of the point 
(x,y) in the x and y directions. The symbol A(u,v) denotes the 
complex wave amplitu~e and also defines the two dimensional 
frequency spectrum of the wave motion. 
We let z-:: "1'· denote the equation of the f:cee surface, 
and we imagine that the fluid is incompressible. After assuming 
the general conditions necessary for the validity of this 
work, and in particular the possibility of differentiati~ 
under the integral sign, we suppose that the values of ::f and 
o-1/'bc at the initial instant t= o· can be expressed as 
11110 -o 
1[ I f A~~(14b~o'k~) d... .tv_, 
-GIIO -eD 
where ~ denote·s the real part, and- B as wall as A is 
a function of ( u, v). We furthe·r suppose that :B is 
defined by 
_:B:to-A 
where tTr/'~ is.the period of the wave of 
~ _~.;l-::::;..:;.Tr=---r,r;-::-
length 1\.:. (CA"'-+If~)rjL k, 
The perio·d equation for waves in water o~ depth 
therefore (Lamb Chapter 9) , 
0'1_: ( 't_ t.-f-VL) 5 k t-~ ( t.i-+-·r/LJ £. R. 4 
is 
( 5• 5) 
43. 
The surfacu wave ~efined by (5·4} and (5•5} has its crests 
parEllel to the line 
U.. X+ V :, .:::-D 
We shall now derive a transformation which is to 
be applied to equations {5•1) and {5•2). A continuous and 
absolutely integrable function .f<lt) can be expressed by 
the exponential form of Fourie~s Formula. Titchmarsh 
Theory of Fourier Integrals, chapter I ) : 
r ~ ..L J .. -,· J(f4. / CIIQ e, J _." t-r-.,..) = .. 1:rr ~ clu "/_'- l- cz. ole . 
-At> -""' . . 
Writing ku for u, this becomes 
Hence 
t .. , .. , -- lc J c:IO -' /l)t(A. f 1110 r /. -<. kur <r • " n- tJ -~ v(.s; ~J ~ U 
> -- . -~ 
where y is taken as constant. 
If 
then 
where y is constant. 
Also 
and 
where ill u is constant. 
44. 
Hence 
since u and v are independent, 
since s and t are independant. 
Interchangimg F and f, (u,v) and (x,y) we have 
where 
45. 
Hence we nave the transformation for a continuous and 
absolutely integrabl~ function f(x,y) of two variables 
where 
tf F(u,v) denote a complex function of (u,v) , then 
F." l &.t,V) + F. ff {-u_,-v) =- 'R. 1. 11 { ~, v)' 
4 
where F, is the conjugate complex function of F. 
Hence 1 
1 IIIII) J ~ 1 [. · .,_,~ ,J -<.{uk'f+tlk'j) · ff,.,'J)::: -o~> -Qb 1:. F(u,tl) + F -u,-vJJ- . ~t4'(5 .. 9) 
=ft. [ co f_ _. F"{u,v) .fl.<.{ut. -x+VIl'JJ ~ 
-oQ -tJiJ 
(5•10) 
where F(u,v) is a complex fUnction. 
where {?. F(14,11):. f [F (,.,11}+ F*(-t<1-ll) J 
( 5·11) •. 
Apply the principle of equations (5·9), (5·10) and (5·11) 
to equations (5·1) and (5-2), then 
\ 
46. 
but from equation \5•3) 
From (5·12) and (5~13) 
~ow consider the expression 
where A(u,v) is given by equation (5•14). 
A ( ) ..( (w k''+ vk,+o-t-) Z -:... lA, V .J2. represents a surface 
wave of amJ;>litude A(u,.v), with velocity components (u,V), 
period '~/~ in water depth~ , of length given by (5•4) 
. (~13). 
(5 ... 14). 
47. 
and satisfyimg the period equation (5•5) for waves in water 
of constant depth. • ~ -~L ~) 
-c. (u"" X -t-r~e) + U" ~ 
Since Ale.., ~J Q. satisfies· the period 
equation for waves in wa~er of constant depth, ~ must 
also satisfy this equation to the first order of approximation. 
But from (5•15} we see that 
"'0 -o 
( 





011 ~ (u.kw+ llli'j+rrl-) R.. A {u, v). i ~ -L · olkrM/ 
-.o -.o 
by 5·3 
Since the initial values of the surface elevation amd its 
rete of change with respect to time determine the initial 
potential and kinetic energies o~ an irrotational motion, 
then these initial conditions m~st de~ermine a uni~ue 
irrotational motion. Hence since 
~ ~~ ~~ J -::: "1.- and -1-t :~ "it for t ::. 0~ 
they must also be equal for all values of t . I 
48. 
that is 
R I~ r Al ) ..i.(Uk'?l_ ... vk~j+ri') • lA' V .e - t:i.IA./W { 5•16) I 
--.o~ 
for all values of t. 
Since uk and vk can take all values then equatiom (5.4} 
defines all possible wave-lengths and equation l5•6) defines 
all possible directions. ·rhen the free surface Z = -s can, 
by equation (5·16), be regarded as created by the sum of a 
number of superposed wave motions of all possible wavelengths 
( equation 5•4) and travelling in all possible directions 
from the origin 0. For a given value of k the line OP, where 
P is the point (-uk,-vk), is perpendicular to the line 
l.\,)(o+V';j :..o for all pairs of values of (u,v). That is, 
every line OP is perpendicular to the crest of a wave. co that 
~ 
each vector OP corresponds to a wave component satisfyimg 
~ 
the period equation (5•5). The direction of the vector _OP 
gives the 11 z ?· g direction of 
corresponding wave component. Since 
propagation of the 
o p2-= ( ,..,"-~ v£..) k~ 
Op 
= 
~ tr b t. ~ , · y equa ~on 
"" 
( 5 ·4 ) • 
So that all wave components of the same length correspond to 
points P lying on the circle centre 0 and radius 2-"TT • 
Diametrically opposite points correspond to wave components of 
the same wave-length, with parallel crests but travelling 
in opposite direc~ions with the same speed. ~uch pairs of 
wave components will be called opposite wave components, and 
will interfere with each other tc produce standing waves. 
49. 
The tot·al energy of thiB' moticJn. 
Before determining the kinetic and potential energies cf the 
free motion of the sea surface we must first extend the 
Parseval-Plancherel theorem to functions of two variables. 
(Titchmarsh: Theory of Fourier Integrals). 
Then J Fr~) ~·)<k = .2cn l~(i,.)d., [)a·J /":U,. 
--o 
: .211 I ... -/tt-J ~er) M: . 
-oliO 
Since [r(u) - ~"IT J - t:j{ f--) ~ "'~ '=" dk 
. -.o 
r· ~(") &c.) ..tx. -:= .2Tr f" .ftt·) i (f-) dt- . 
-~ 
-c:ll) 
If 5 ~ .f. ahd & -:::.- ~, then 
the Parsev~ Plancherel Theerem. 
50. 
~y Fourier's Exponential Formula for two variabl~s ( see 
equations 5·7 and 5•8) : 
Suppose that g and G are similarly related functions. 
Then J 110 f &10 .ft~, '.1) 9(", y) Ae7Lp 
-..d -elf) 
But as fl( w,~):: j""J 00 e ;(It,.,+ kv,J (;.{ u, 11) tA.W 
.._, -11() 
51. 
Hence in (A) replace G( u, v) by G( -u, -v) 
and g(x,y) by g(x,y). then 
Putting F G and consequently f g 
f f"' lfc~.,ll" WxAtJ = (Trf~"'{,oo/Ft"·"'j""a....w 
--'J -· .. 
where f(x,y} and F(u,v) are related by equations (5·7) and (5·8). 
Rewrite equation (5.16) as 
and apply the above theo~em 
..).. 
={7f)1[·"" 1 if A£~,vJ~ .. ..-r~ A•c-u,-vJ~'K} olAtW J5.18) 
.... ~~ 
52. 
• c CJ"'t' A (- u,-v) (2.- 1
.2. 
: A('-1,\1). A•(u,v) + A{t-1,v) Al-u,-v)~..ir-t-
* A.. -l.. ..<. o-t ,. + A (tA,v) (-u,-v) e. + A ·f-u, -v) A {-L4,-V) 
: :;1.. R.( IH~, v) A •c u, v) ..,... A(", v) 4(-..,-v) e.._-'- <M-] • 
since and 
( 
2A o--t" ~ • - 1 ...£ 1>-t-A '-tc\1) A (-u,-v) -e + A (u, v) A (-._., -v) e 
:. .:~..£. [ I\-£L<1V) Al- ",-v) e "" .-L-J 
Hence equation \5•18) becomes 
!4110! tlb . -J l. CJI;x ~ -~ -~ -oD . ( 5 .. 19) 
. t-. J { 1[)1["" { A{lt,VJ A" { u,v) + A{ll,li) A {-,-11) :-' ""j,Jx.W 
-"" ~ .. 
The potential energy uf the motion is j""[f. f 1 Tl-h~ 
_., -.. 
by equati0n (5•19). 
53 • 
. The Kinej>ic "'nergy of the mution is ~ f["" [4 ~] &.J, (5• d) 
_ _, ~ Z.-=-D 
where z is measured upwards from the disturbed surface 
( Milne-Thomson j 9•11). 
With a surface displacement A-(,..lv). ~ i A {t4Jt-t&l~} +tr+] 
the complex potential ~ ( :.. cf> -riif/ ) is of the fo·rm 
(5-22) 
But 
Milne-fhomsohL .J 1•·18 
t£-+lt 
Then 'P 
,. ~[lll•b• .. f ,~:::~ + .. (Z--r-t.)}] c..,~t-
-
;- G, k ( u ,, + v~) _ Cnh.. f t /"' '+ v--. l z.+ -e..)}· ~ rl-
- 1. ~ k bu.-11:,). ~{ k/u'\.~. (z.-r..<) }· ~ ~t- . 
54. 
:. + ::. p [ ~ k( ~'X't- v~). Ctnk { (Z:+£} k /141;...v'- }. c. r-t-
+ C, lz.. {tor-tVy J. ~" { {l.at-~) kl"'i-v'-f.~ ~ J, 
hence 
:}t ~ - P [C7" ~ k (" HV'~J, {N. f {~ff.H ,lti''>· v~ }. ~ ll"t-
- rr ~ k (tot+ v':1) ' &,h. f ( ~+.,{ J k /~&.-}. u, tr--t-] 
Hence by equation (5•23) 
p""" ~ ( kk /t.~v""' ). C, { ll {u:r+tl;) + o-f--f 
:: S A-lt.t1v) _ C, { k (ux+ v,) +o--t-t 
9 A {Lf, v) 
Hence picking ~ut the real part of -z::f Oequation 5.22) 
<P c 5 A (u}V) . C,J..f (~rh.)~ l~c '"1--vL.}. ~fkt~1t-tv'!IJ +of] 
rT Gtlt. ( 1.. i.l "-'i-ll'-') 
- !1 ~ 1. 9 A-{ ui v) C,A. f {,.,.,;.. JA /~~. 'r V""'} i (u k: 1f+Viz II +trl-) 
: - f( . . ~ d,t...dt/ 
a- C,.(. {It~ ,/H.c+v.,_) 
'"W -~ 
55. 
1f ~ <J /1-{lt,ll}. k .a;;:;. ,a;_4. {k {Z.+4Jh .. '-.v...,}. ~ {il{u,+ll;) r-rt J. 
o%. ~, . U,k {AA ,/4L+v.,;.) 
Hence from (5•21), the 'Kinetic Energy is 
where 
56. 
fi!. r r }3( .. ,ll) . "" e 
Hence by the same transforma~ion that derives equation (5•18) 
from equation (5•17), the kinetic energy of the motion is 
by the same method as equation (5•19) is derived from (5-18). 
But B(u,v) :: iA(u,v) , hence~the kinetic energy of 
the motion is 
f'~(.rr R, j j~(u,~) A*(•,ll)- M~,ll) /H-r.<,-ll);-<<>-j bdV {5•241. 
__, ..... 
Hence after reference to equations (5•30) and (5•24), the 
total energy of the motion is 
2f~(ff f"J ... /l{lf,ll) Ait{,.,ll) ot.....tv (5·25) 
-110 -,JD 
So that the total energy of the general wave motion depends on 
the square of the modulus of the wave amplitude A(u,v) • We 
shall return to this result in chapter 9 when we find the 
displacement of the aea bed due to a wave motion in a finite 
area. 
57. 
The force on a given area of the ocean bed. 
Consider a region of the water, unit thickness in the 
y-direction, depth h in the z-directiGn and baunded by the 




-p denotes the mean pressu~e on the plane _z = z1 in this 
interval. 
~ denotes the variable part of the total .force acting on 
the plane z = z1 in this interval. 
~ is the ·pres.:mre at the free surface z = ""'S' 
Then for the equilibrium of the bounded fluid 
Then from equation 03•18) · 
{5r26) 
58. 
From the continuity of the flow of the water in the region 
· between z =f.... , z ::. z 1 and X = :f R, 
= 
t. 
hence z I t:, tk< " 
-IZ 
[ [ U~z L: 
[~ L~~ hl_: 
If the mean level of the free surface z = -s' is zero 
at time t =0, considera.tion of the depression of the free 
surface and the 
/( f:r..eu 
-ll 
outflow of water gives, 
-
- (5·29). 
Extending equation (5·28) to the entire depth of the water, 
that is putting z = 1t , we have 
f< "( i,,_z ~ tk ,.. [-f..~ c. d'% J :::..0 ( 5 •30) 
Putting z =-~ and using e,.._uations {5•29) and t5,30) for the 
second term and integrating the third term by parts, e~uation 
( 5 •27) becomes J n 
I{ . t- "- "" ~£] = J [ t (£1~)-w~-]c:{At. _ [,-[ dk1 ud~] D n lf'&r . o .P -t ' z.:~t.. - " J 
59. 
This gives [,:--] z~t.. the variab..~...e part of the total force, 
per unit distance in the y-directlt.on, acting on the bed t z =-h} 
in the interval -R <. X.< R. 
Equation (5,31) is completely exact statement. We have alreac'ly 
in this chapter, shown that th~ motion may be analysed into 
a. frequency spectrum comprising etll possible wRve f~equencies; 
we suppose that the energy of the motion, given by equation 
(5 •25) is nearly all -::cnfined to a narrow band of frequencies; 
then the motion of the surface will be wave-like. We suppose 
crf "' the mean frequency to be ~Tr correspo~ding to a wave-
length ~ , which is small compared with R. 
We now ccmpare the relative sizes of the t~rms in equation ( .5-31). 
In general the relative phase of the motion at two widely 
separated points on the x-axis will be random. We may, huwever, 
suppose that the motion is regular and periodic over any 
interval of the x-axis less than or equal to 2R 1 in length. 
In addition.we suppose that initially the motion was confined 
to an interval )-RJ. < ~ <. RJ.. ,( where Rl. may be very 
great compared with R1 ) , so that- the elevati en and vertical 
velocity of the free surface at points outside this interval 
are initially zero. 
We may distingUJbsh three distinct cases : 
Case I ;When R ~ R1, so that the motion is regular Gver 
the whole interval -R <. )C <. R which we are considering. 
Then J t. [ f;.li -r'-)_ ~.d d/x 
-fl. . 
2~ l ~ [ !'-U -r•) -1.,'-] tM<-, since the motion is 
" u "bt"' periodic -..ver -R <x < R 
~I! f ~ [ -f '?J::f ~ ( lS }a._, 1-.ja.J ck 
~ )t'.. )t" 
d 
Q (a.."' r~ ~) , where a, is the maximum wave elevation, 
--
if we assume that lA. ·and w are of order 'l lt"' • 
60. 




that is 'j : 0 l ~ 1. ~) ,. 
Also 
z. J ~ [ f:f c... A'Z -fl = for all z. 
~\. 't.\.~ • 
The remaining terms of (5•31) are uf order 14(1' "2. or c...O'" ft 1 
hence if IJ..j ~ and P..fl are sufficient..~.,y lagge we have 
l [ft~ ~ 1 [it~ (1-t'-) -w~J h (5·31) 
to the first order of small quantities. 
In establishing equation (3·18) and hence equation 
(5,.31) we have assumed a c~.msta.nt me.ss ,;f fL ... i0, hence it 
must be verified that these second-aider pres.:sure variations 
which are in phase over the whole interval, do not produce 
any sigli:lificant motion across the planes )(=1:R. 
The horizontal and vertical displacements of a particle 
when there is a standing wave are ( LambJf2~8) 
X=- A~~t~~k.x. ~{3o-t-+£),-
A e tz C, k x. . ,...:.. {2 rrt- + c) 
Consider the effect of a pressure distribution 
~ [ :J.a'-~: G. 1 rr/: ( llt I < R) _, 
-
"= 
r (lxl > ~)., 
acting on the free surface of deep water. 
61. 
Regarding the pressure as due to ahead ~1f wat-er 
·~ (. . A= .2 a.'J..~"L a c:.ni%. 
The amplitude of the horizontal component of the velocity 
u is l rAe R%.~ k')c.. 
0( ~)' -
sinoe ~ :: 0 ( ~ o--'""'). 
[J%. iA'Z..] R. 0 ( t · a:r) ::- 0 (tt '-~>-) . Hence the total flow ~u ~ ~ ~ 
-fl. 
Hence when ~ >> I and (("% >>I 
equation ( 5 ·31) will be valid. Since tJ diminishes rapidly 
depth and is almost negligible when z ~ ;l~ 
then [£] :. ~1. I fl. f '!Ld.x. ( 5,. 32) 
p z.-- t 0 ~ -f. 
when z is of order }'\ and ~/),.>>I , 
Ccate II: When R 1<R ~ R1.. • We suppose that the interval 
-R <X< R be divided into smaller intervals of length less 
than or equal to 2R1 • We assume that the motion in each 
of these sub-interva.Ls is regular and periodic but that the;re 
are random phase differences between successive intervals. 
Since, IVGtU1 -+C..l1~-+-, T/N~}\i (S~4+.G.:.I'&+- +r~., ... J'}~f 
( where the 9 's are random) 
62. 
since tne products ~2 ~ ( m~ _,_, have zero sum because 
of the random values of { tPI'-t9J) , the sum of··n vectors 
of comparab..Le mvdulus in random phase relationship with c)ne 
another increases like jn times the mean modulus~ 
t 
Hence j [ ~ (l-t'j ~t.J'-1 ch. 
-~ 
I( (, 
'" ~ J [ ~~ (£1"~ -{.)~] ~ 
-14 - K1 
:: o[ ~ 1~:' { -a~{ t .r') -l.)"t] an. 
0 [ ( ~)~. thr~ t,] 
: 0 [ k~l. (tt,)i 1 
after assuming "' and 1.1 to be of order t:ltr- • The remalning 
terms of equation ( 5 •31) are of order ~~~-)\~or "- r-~>t' ; 
hence if ~/)+. and llf"Z. are sufficiently large equation (5•31) 
is still valid. W decreases exponentially with increase of 
z, hence if z is of order ~ and <J":a.. {ll1j14or {t.t,)'o/>. 
is very much greater than unity, equation (5·32) remains valid. 
Case III : When R > R2 • 
By allowing R to tend to infinity an exact expresoi en for 
the total force -l F] over the whole plane z =constant 
2.~ '-
may be obtained. After reference to Lamb ( 1932, ./238) we 
see that a standing wave with a surface elevativn 
"'1: Cnu-t C,tx 
velocity potential ~ : 
where tr 'L.= a k . 
on deep water arises from a 
9 . -k~ 
- .<:).-.. 0'- l:- . e. ec, ll lie 
o-
63. 
Generalising this by Fourier's double-integral theorem, an 
elevation 
arises from a velocity potential 
'!~ g . -k~ _/-Lj--o~ 4> = ii ~· ~ ,.. t • If, . V'V"- Jl II{) ~ " {'}I-t J "'o/., 
~ -~ 
where the in.L tial condi tiuns are ¥[:::. ..ft-x) , cf>o ::::... 0 
' 
where the zero suffix ind.1cates tne sur·face- value ( z:: 0). 
If the initial. elevatiun be confined t.G the immediate 
neighbourhood cf the origin, so that f-t.t) vanishes for all 








Now ~ C, lex . k~<~ ~k J .bi.~ 
" 
"' R. j""e U~+h) k.,. o{)c. 
Putting J = - 'I..-:. - r C,.,e , 
1:110 
J .;-1<2. (nh. k".U = > • 
GO 
l-~. (-f' ..e.- kr tAe. { ~~ £. ----"·.a--... - em {kr~l}j-t£ ,a;_ [krs~s) d ft. '-17 -tu r £ r-L . 
-
-
-~r~- u. at~ ( "~"&.' J -. . +' -
- ;;: )l ...... l.,.. I! tz~~ 
-'1. ~ z1. when Cj t-'"- is small. 
- ' - -· )l ~~)... (,.~ 'Z.&.-)1-~ 
65o 
Thus we have that the velocfity potential of the motion due 
to an initial elevation of the free surface concentrated in 
the line x:::: z::. .J is proporc1.onal to 9f:-%.()('"+2.."")~ 1 when 
9 ~,..( ,.'L4-'"Z..,_Jl. is small. A '3imilar r~sult wil], hold when the 
-
initial disturbance is distributed:.:.c.ver a finite interval of 
the x-axiso Hence for very large R the velocities acrLss the 
-2-planes z .:. z R wi..LL initially be p:t-uportional to R , and the 
total flow [ j-z." d-.J R will be proportional to jl-1 . • 
-1 -ll 
The terms of the equation (5•31) to be evaluated at the planes 
z = ~ R therefore tend to zero 0 But since the total 
potential energy is finite, we may assume that the first 
integral of ( 5• 31} converges. Hence the total force [F] · 2..~4 
over the whole plane is given by 
rf] _:::. /"'0 [ 1: ( f :rzJ _ ~~] ch. [r Z..'--' -aD )~ 
Since tJ decreases increase of depth 
approximate~y .(5•33) 
these resmlts may be extended to motion in three 
dimensions. Let S be a s'iuare given by -R < x < R, 
-R < y < R on the z; 0 plane. Suppose that the motion in S is 
wave-like with 1fean wave-length )\ o Then if z is comparable 
. with )\ , and R.. /)\ and { ~ K,) 11'-/'). ar·e b0th large 
compared with unity, where 2R1 is the side of the largest 
square over which the second-order pressure variations are 
effectively in phase, the variable part of the total force 
acting on the ~edIt inside the square S is (F ]z..-:.'where [ fl--~= J f [ ~u1~) -w~J eke a, (5·34) 
-It -ll 
66. 
Since w diminishes rapidly with depth, 
l fJ· ::. ~L f Fl. f fl. f -f' ol.r d;J f' z~t.: 0~ -IZ ~ll . (5•350 
if 'Z > i>-. 
If it supposed that the motion is initially confined to a 
finite region of the (x,y) plai.e, then the motion prvduces 




if ~ > i>-. 
67. 
Pressure variation at the sea-bed in terms of the 
freguency spectrum. 
By reference to equations (5•19) an<t (5·36) we sea That the 
variable part- of the total force acting on the entire area of 
the sea-bed, that is the whol• area of the xy-plane is given by 
fl. c~r ~~ ff1 A-£ .. ,.., 1\.( .. ,11)+- A£-,vJA{--..,-II)eu..-f-1 J...kt 





A(u,v) A (-u,-v) ""'L-e ~u 
(5•37) 
Now ft(u,v) and At-u,-v) are the complex amplitudes Gf 
opposite wave-components in the f~equency spectrum. So that 
"three conclusions may be drawn from e'-:i.uation (5•37), viz.: 
(I).The variations in the total force on the sea bed arise 
only from opposice pairs of wavescomponents in the frequency 
spectrum into which the sea motion may be analysed. 
(2) The contribution to F from any opposite pair of wave 
components is of twice their frequency and proportional to 
the product of their amplitudes. 
(3) The total force ~ ii the integrated sum of the 
contributions from all opposite pairs of wave components. 
A wave group is a complicated wa'1!e motion, the component 
simple waves all travelling in the sanie direction; such a 
motion may be defined as one which most of the energy is 
confined to a small region of the (u,v) plane, excluding 
the origin. A single wave group will not possess opposite 
pairs of wave components and so cannot cause-variations in 
the force on the sea-bed. For appreciable variations in the 
total force on the bed the surface motion must possess at 
least two wave-groups which are opposite, im the sense that 
68. 
some wave-components of the first group are opposite to some 
wavw components of the second. 
We now determine the total force over a finite area of the 
sea-bed. We take as the area a square S, symmetrically 
situated with respect to the origin a.nd the axes of x and ·y 
and defined by -R< x < R, -R< y<: R • 
Let us now define a hypothetical motion of the sea surface, 
where the equation of the surface at any instant is z : ;r/ , 












and ) :f' - ::. 0 , outside the square S • 
'}C" 
This motion will not satisfy the equations of motion, especiall~ 
near the boundaries of S, but it enables us to replace 
integrals between the limits -R and R by tho3e with limits 
:!:: . cO • Thus e .• uat-ion ( 5• 36) yields 
( ~ cwoo 
~ J f i -rl-d-7ttLt : ! .... [f f -.r' .. dn4J 
) f;S" ') f-'- -_, . 




We also define /(u,v;t) by the equations 
-s' 
69. 
by analogy with equation (5•16) and other eQuations defining 
-:f in terms of A( u, v). Hence 
Cit) c» ' 
[ 
-v ) ..( O""t" ( ~ ~ I I 1 _ i l t... x-+ v~ J A ~ A'( .. ,,;t-) + A' (-«,-•i "~ ~ ,... ;:,.) -....... ;! ~ t~nc~ , 
-o ~ 1 -; ( t.nt+V~} k . 
i i+1(~,~i~")- A'~-u,-lfj l:~~~.r~ {!n.) J f ¥ · e .:hd:,; 
-ao~ 
hence 
The actual motion of the sea surface is taken to be defined 
by equation (5•16)r 
Because of (5•38) and (5,39) 
jj -!( ch ~ ~ ( - J[-! w.r~ - J 
-a/> ""'o/) - /l -IZ. ( 5 •43) 
R. ~ 
(lip aoo 
E!.' fhdj Jf or JI - ~~I and -- ~t "'bt 
-01) 'W -1- -~ 
Then equation (5•42) becomes 
70. 
But from equation (5•16), where A(UpV,) is a neighbouring 
wave component, 
where O'j :. (!'- { t-t1 J V,) 
SimilE~.rly 
J
..:> Jao [ .{Q.t- ¥ -itJjj ..( (u1i.Jf'filj kfJ) 




That is f + 1 ~j' ~·'it 
J 
.. I... r ... ; ~- -, _ ... i) .. { .. , k:>+V. 1~ 
= fl (I+~) A (~.~,v,).e + {•-~) A {-w,-v,).e j-e AA,Ml 
-1#4..... . 
Hence equation ( 5 •44) becomes A, ( t.t, v; I=') = 
It .( 
= (}.r) J J [ L[t {~+ ~) A(u, V,)~ ~· Oj E:T { ~~)A~-1.11 -v,}e-<c;t-} 
-It ·R -
.< (t-4, k"•Vi k~) J _ i{kk.ll+ v£!1+~) 
e ~,JN, .~ otnc.~ 
- -<110 -.., 
where (A. -;:..-«A~ ' "'• -;:.. - v.2. 
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Since k is as yet unspecified we can write I fom-









- i(u-&Aa) klL - {( v-v,) k 'a' 
~ • .e. 
~(1(-u,) Tr _ i (u--4-t,) rr J 
..(... - ~ ·' 
~ ( u-141 ) . 
J. ~ (w-u 1)1T 
( L.t _.,.,) It 
-i( v-v,)k ~ 
e tba 
2 ~(u-1A1 )7r' [ -ilV-v,)7T" ..4(V-V,)"1il 
____ __:_:____ .e . - -L J 
(t..t-u,) k. (-i) (v-V.) 
4 ~ (k-'-'t) '7T. ~ ( V-V1) 7T' 
~-u,) . ( V-V,) k~ • 
(5 .. 46)" 
a. ~ 




4-~(U+t..,)'Tr, ~ (V-L;f]Tr 
. (t..t+ t.c 1) ( V+ V,). lt:J- · 
Hence equation (5-45) becomes 
That is 
.,_., _, 




In the derivation of equation (5•32) it has already been 
stipulated that " is very much less than R, so the 
frequency spectrum of the motion -5 consists of waves whose 
length, given equation (5~4) is ~ small compared with 2R. 
The factors in the denominators of :Z:1 and Tl..make t.he 
integrands small except when (u1 ,v1 ) ~ (u,v) in 'I, and 
( u 1 , v1) :=!: ~rv) in ~ • In either case G'i ~ 0"""" • 
So thwt in either case 1- ~-=:: 0 and I+ ~ :::= l , 
that is 
A'(",Vj t) ~ j l,Mu,v,), 
-o6 ~ 
(5•48). 
~ l v-v, J" ..:. ; (tr;."i) t 
'l )1T "e o!M,~ • \Y-V, 
Although A(u,v;t) is dependent on t the integrals for 
oA' ?lit' ,~.. 
")F , 'le.,_ , etc • .:.CDntain factors (o--D'j), (v--o;) , 
etc. which are small over the critical range vf integration 
near ( u, v), where the two wave componer1ts are nearly alike. 
Theae expressions are therefore small, and so A1 (u,v;t) is 
. orily a slowly varying quantity, in time.- Hence we may use 
A1 (u,v) for A'(u,v;t). 
~rom equation (5·40) and (5•41) 
£. (ff :{i. J ([lt'tw,v). A'~lf,V}+ A~w,v}. A'(-u,-v)f""1tb-.4 
-..o --
-o - . r-t-
= R{'lt .ft. J J .Litr A' ( u, V). A' ( .... ,-v). f"' tiN<tJN 
..., ·.o . 
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Comparison of equations· (5•37) and (5•49) shows that the 
expression for ~ the force over a finite area (equation5•49) 
is similar to that over the whole plane (equation 5•37) except 
that the original spectrum 
replaced by a nww spectrum 
Equati~(5•48) shows that 
A of the actual motion is 
A' • 
A1 is the weighted mean of 
neighbouring wave components, A(u,v) and A(u,,~ ), of the 
original spectrum. That is each wave component in the new 
spectrum is a blend of neighbouring wave components in the 
·original spectrum, and further each wave component in the 
original spectrum contributes to neighbouring components in 
the new spectrum. 
From equations (5•4) and (5•46) 
2 fl. ' . '1.. a...\1~ 
--,;:- '= (Ill +V J so that 
the number of wave lengths of any wave component intercepted 
on the x-axis inside the square region S is u, and the 
corresponding number on the y-axis is v. Neighbouring wave 
components of the new spectrum are those such that the number 
of wave-lengths intercepted on any.diameter cif S does not 
differ by 2 or 3 from the corresponding number for the 
original wave component. 
Thus in order to calculate the total force on the 
see.-bed under a limited region of an actual motion, we may 
obtain a close approximation to the required result, by 
calculating the total force over the entire plane for a 
hypothetical motiom. This new motion being such that over the 
finite region the elevation of the surface and its rate of 
change in time are the same as in the original motion, but 
outside the region they are zero. If the dimensions of the 
region are much greater than the mean wave-length of the 
original motion, then the new motio-n will have within the 
region ~requency spectrum, which differs only slightly from 
:. .... - ... 
. _, . v 
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that of the original motion. Tee contribution of each wave 
component of the old spectrum to several neighbouring 
components of the new spectrum results in the new spectrum 
being a 'blurred' edition of the uld 'sharp' spectrum. This 
blur .. L'ing may be regarded as being due to an inability to 
define the spectrum exactly from a knowledge of conditions 
over only a limited area. The amount of blur .• :ing is not enough 
to prevent satisfactory results being pbtained by the new 
spectrum A~ 
Since A1 (u,v) 'is the freiiiJUency spectrum of the 
hypothetical free motion in which at time t:::::. t 1 , ~ ancl 
~ take their actual values within the square S defined 
by -R < x < R, -R < y < R but are zero outside the square. 
Then when t = t 1 all the potential energy and nearly all the 
kinetic energy of the motion is contained in the square s. 
Hence, after reference to equation (5•25), the total energy 
of bhe square is very nearly 
"-.:)~ 
2 r5 ( f}'"j J A1(u,ll), A'{u,v) d.. oW 
-CJCJ -.D 
( 5. 50). 
77. 
CHAFfER 6. 
Wave motiL•n in a heav;y: com.Qressible_f_!uid. 
ln the preceding chapters the fluid has oeen regarded 
as incom_t)ressib-~.e. This assumption is '"'nly valid so 1.~.-ng as 
the time taken for a distu~oance t6 be propagated to ~he bed 
is small compared with the period of the waves, that is 
~ ~ T or ~ <S cT (6·0) 
Fo.r ocean waves ~ me.y be of the order of several kilometers, 
c is about 1•4 km/sec, and T lies between about 5 and 20 sees. 
With these values_ of c and T we see that cT lies in the rang!e' 
7•0 km. ~ cT .$ 28•'J km. 
That is, condition ( 6•0.) is not setisfien. 
It follows that a satisfactory theory must therefore take 
account of the compressibility of the sea,_water. 
In ·this chapter we shall develope"' the second oreer the 
theory of the wave motion, in a compressible medium, which to 
the first order of amplitudes is a standing wave of the gravity 
type. 
We shall first of all build up the general equations 
and then solve them by successive approximations. 
General Equations. 
Take rectangular axes Ox,Oy and Oz with the or~g~n in 
the free surface at rest, the z axis vertically downwards and 
the y axis pa~ilel to the wave crests. 
The motion is take~ to be periodic in the x-direction 
with wavelength " • 
Let z ~ ~ be the equation of the sea bed (assumed 
rigid) and z ; J the equation of the free surface. 
Let ~ be the velocity, p the pressure, P the 
density of the fluid, and let Ps and fi denote the values of 
p and p respec;i vely at the free surface. 
Assuming that the viscosity is negligible and that the 
motion is irrotational, 
~=-~"' 
where qb is the velocity putential. 
Assuming f to be a function uf p only, 
~ - .L (.L ... + Q% -1(J ;lj = 0 
ot .a. - o Ps P 
( Mihne-Thomson: 'Theore~tical Hydrodynamics page 82 ) 
where 4" contains an arbitrary function of time t. 




Assume that the relation between p and f is 
~ = c1. : constant ( 6 •4) 
lf 
that is, that the ve~ocity of sound in the fluid, c, is 
constant. 
Then frmm ( 6 • 3 ) and ( ~ 4 ) 
f' : 11' CJ- !!1 
1 p 
The equation of continuity (Milne-Thomsen page 68) is 
:b 
where jt= denotes (as in chapter 3) the differentiation 
fo~lowing the motion. 
Hence De = (' v~ 
~t" 
yq, = L (lf +-k !f -r 1r !f +IN '!f) p 1 t 'h.. ~.., )Z.. 
= l. (lf ... "'ll') p ')t lZ.... 
: ~ ( ('1 f) -t-tA D_ ( ~p) +V 'e_ { /"'Jf) + I..Jl~ ({"Sf) ) t 'bJ( ):J %. 
= }t. (los p) 
= ~ ( J,r,..t~e) since r, = . constant 
= ~ ( ~f1 f) 
:::: .!c ( ~) oy (6•5) 
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Hence I J>£ ~· ])C" 
Eliminating £ between e~uations ( 6 •£:::), ~ 6 •3) and ( 6• 7) 
But 
-'b~ (f ~1.) -v.'l~L( t!!J-J -v 1~ (i_l!,) -LJ1~(f:if) 
+a (ll + (L ~ +-' v~2. + {A)~) 
J ~t ~ ~ 1~ 
since , the motion being irrotational. 
dcP ::.- kT 
oz. 
~ : t1<f:>" hence 
~.vat)=- ~-:t(vq,}: ~ -:i-~):-t-~,_ 
~ence e~uation i6•8) becomes 
~- c~ V';p- 31!! -.&(i~z..)- ~- V(i~1) :. 0 (6•9) 
'l t-"' . 0~ "'" . 
This is our differential equat~on for ~ for which 
we now find a solution by successive approximation. 
so. 
The first thing is to exprees the boundary conditions whish 
a solution must satisfy. { ~) 
At the beo, %.-::-( · and - w-= '3£ z.:~ 0 (6•10) 
At the free surface "Z.-: "'f and p ::. Ps 
( 6·11) 
( 6 .. 14) . 
~uations 6 •12, 6'""13 and 6•14 express the conditions .to biT 
satisfied at the free surface '2:. :. -$ • It is, however, more 
convenient to have conditions satisfied at the bed z= 0. 
These can biT obtained by expanding the equations by Taylor's 
Theorem: 
[ ~-lu:L+g(-zet-1')1 =[Y-i~1+9r1 -=-o by (6·1~) ~f::' ~- ~ 2:-~o ~E:; J l..=. :f 
+ t.." . r ( ~ - 1: ~-(--5 ~) + - - - - - · e- ~z.... ot-
:. "b~ 1.. u1 -t 5%. ·+ S ( o,_t - u 1E + 9) aE - .t. - - 1tta%. ~x. 
-t- -;f'-. [ ')j t/> - (A 01 J!: - ( :-z.~ ).1.] + - - - -




By 'f'aylor• s J.'heorem 
F c~+;r) = F(z.J +71'F' (~) ~ -i'L F'f(z..J ~---
/:-
and:. [FL-...-ttJ]Z.~ [F£z.JL:~. F{D) 1-fFh)+ t F%1+--
Applying this to equation l6-l4] 
r\1,.4>] =D= [v~] +t[hv~] +f[£.-vtt>J-t---·(6·16) 
\..: z.=-t z..~ z.~ e z..~ 
In order to define the so~ution completely it is 
necessary to add a further condition expressing the 
ass~ption thht the origin is in the undisturbed free surface 
Since the mass contained below the free surface is the same 
as in the undisturbed state we have 
j "~, 1~ ttz. = /"th ~~ dz 
0 -:1 " " (6•17.) 
where th~ suffix o denotes the value in the 
'undisturbed atate. · 
Equation (6•17) can be rewritten 




hence since F raJ=- o 
and ~F- p 





'b -z.1. o%. 
etc. 
i f . - 1 .z. [ J :. f' c~z.-= tL P -+ ~ u + - __ - - - ~ . z.~ 1: )Z. 0 ~~ 
Hence equation (6•18) becomes r ~ ["" ( f-1.) clz.-
0 0 
-i >. d,t. L-:f ( f J + 1.. -rl { NJ -+ - - -] ":... D ~ ::..'1) J_ oz.. ~ -0 ~~ . 
From equations (6•2), (6•3) and (6•5} 
. so tha.t 
since LL:o 
-
in the undisturbed state. 
From e~uation (6•4) 





'-._ fs (e. w~,) 
To find solutions for equation (6·9) we write 
1. 
cfo= E 4>, ~ c <~>~ +- --
tf ~. + 1 . Ll - € 5:::!::~ T---
-
-J= E:), Ez:1'2. + - - -· 
(6•24) 
+ 
p-Po: E ~I + El. ~:a..+ - - -
f-fo "::: E f, + ELf',__ + - - -
-
where E is a small pe.rameter. 
We can substitute from ~uation (6·24) in equations {6•9), 
(6•10) and (6•16} ·: 
t_ (e: +, + El.c/>
1
+-- ) - ~z. V1(t- ~. +tl.c/>j.) 
oP" . -
- 9 fi_ ( e ~' + Gz..<f>~ + - ) - .ft.f !{E-!:!..+ ttf!.1+-->] 
- (~ ~. + €~~~ ..... --) ~{ -t(4:S ~,+ <=.z.:~ 1 + --)LT = o; 
f v ,2.. ( e 4>, + E.,_«~>~+ - - ) ]-z. :=:..o 
+ (6 f + E~1. +--)f :e. v~ce. c/>,-f"" €2..+.2. +- -)1 
1 1. ~z 1 z.~ 
+ --------. = o. 
.84. 
For a first approximation to the values of t/J , 
we can neglect powers of ~~~ and for a second 
approximation we neglect powers of ~ above the 
By equating to zare the coefficients of t and 
thus obtain equations by ·means of which ~ and 
determined. 1 
For the first approximation we have 
( O_:h) ": 0 . 
')Z. Z.:.~ .) 
-(v:tcP,) ·= o_ 
Z. =-o 
square. 
€.:&. we may 




From equations (6•1), (6•15) and (6•:2) for the first 
approximation we have 
-~.-= -~</>, 
(~\ + j -s, = 0 l c lz. :.o 
and (ro+ t~,-+ tz.~.2+-- - Ps) = c( fo+ tr,+l~ ... ---ts) 
Equating the coefficiebt of · (E to zero 
p, : c.2.r, 
After substituting in e~uation (6•20) 
. Po+ c~ + et.~ +-- f,.[ l1(6 ~. +eL+,. +- --)- f (~:~, f-~~1+-- )J.-tizl 
• = e J 
~s· 
-e 57{~ (• + ~ f !t.(-=4>,-H';f~+--)- He !t.t+CL!f.,+- >~} 
+ .;,.- ~ f ~ (t:cf>,+""t>.-r- -)- f(e~,+<='-g ..... --f} 
+ --- -------
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Equating to zero the coefficient of ~ , we have 
t; 
- =. f's -c'-
,, 
eft "~' 2-rz. Hence - e - - -· fs fs )t: ( 6· 30) 
where 2..l(: 9/c'-
For yhe second approxi~ation we obtain 
from( 9 •10) (~ ~ ::. 0 ( 6 ... 3 3 ) ~ 'Z. J 'Z. :.C.. 
('V'4>2J2=o= - 'J; ( }z Vl.<P, )z ~ ( 6•34) 
from ( 6.-1) ~.1 =- ~4,. (6•35) 
from ( 6,15) 9'1'=-(£:b -1.. u 1 )-J, ()~,) (6·36) 
.2. ~e .1- -• ?J t-az. ~:.o 
and after substituting in equation (6,20) 
!i. ~ c.J. ~ .= r~- ~ + L • (?1c-A)2].e2..Yz.(6•37) Ps ,1 ") f: .;. u,2- ~ c 
On substituting for f and J" in equation ( 6•19) 
we obtain 
1" j""" A ( E- f, + €~ -+- -- ) dz. 0 ~ 
-1 ). t.i k [ { e-1 -:r, + t.a..? _.. - - ) ( fo + €: t; +- c ~ ~ -- )2 ~ · 
0 






(f'o}z.::.-o = fs· e. 0 :. ~ 
~uating the coefficient of E. we have 




~ubstituting from (6·29) and (6•30) 
1 . ..,. cUt. J-1.. ~- ~- ~2 tz olz. + .L j~ ( d~,\ tk.-=-o d c ') c ~ "1 t k=-o 0 0 
. ~ . . 
:. 2-Y r>. r.h L~ ~ ~l-'tZ~z -4- [ {~~) ~ ~ (6•38) lo o 'a r CJ z. ~ 
J. Equ~ting the coefficients of E we have 
From equations ( 6•36) and ( 6,29) 
_p -- - L ( ')_<P~- 1.. uJ..) + J.._ ( ~·I o~, ) 
J.1 t.J 'l t 2 _, ~=-o 9:J. fE, oz:.ot ~~ 
From ( 6 •21) 9 e 2-Yz ::'\.." < c.: s 
87. 
Substituting these results and from equations -(6·37), (6•30) 
and (6•29) we have 
i ~ [ Is ( ?H/J.~L 2.-tz, 2. Yz.. { ()A.. 2 0~ f '?J t/1, f - - - , _., .(l, - ~. L . _""i. -1 ~ I - .,.., • -. _, o ~l"" ~ t- s 9 ilt .z. i 'Z.it ~ ?>c 
+ .L. L . ( !_1,)~ i. . P . ~.z-rz.J tLtx, -= o. · 
"- ~,_ ~ c- cJ. Is 'Z.. ='-'0 
But 1 Y= ~~ 
:. '-Y t d.< 1~ [ ~L-± !!~ + }; .. (;tr-] ezXz. d-z-
o () 
+ 1" [ ~z.. _ 1... ~.,_ _ !.. o~, . M(.,.. 1r- . (~,\:L.jtk = o. 
"'"). t 1.- ' ~ o~:()t z,t J...,CL -at: J 0 u ~~ 
88. 
Suppose that ¢> and J are periodic functions satisfying 
equations 6·9, 6-10, &15 and 6•16. If E and f are defined 
by equation 6•20 then these equations imply 6•6, 6·11 and 6~13. 
Providing that gradY is not identically zero, equations 6·~1 
and 6•13 show that z~ :r is a surface moving with the fluid. 
But since the equation of continui.ty is satisfied (6·6), it 
follows that the left-hand side of 6·17, 6·18, or 6•19 is at 
most a constant. Hence any periodic so..~..ution ¢ =: q,,• of 
equations 6·25, 6-26 and 6•27 must make the left hand side of 
equation 6•39 a constant, say c,• . . 
Then a solution of (6•39) is given by 
.A... • · c 4 -2-y~ i_6•40) ~, = 4, - :.. .e . {:;-
= D. 
Hence if ~i is any p~riodic solution of ( 6•25), ( 6·26) and 
(6,27) ,a solution of these equations and (6•39) is found by 
adding to ¢,_.. a constant multipltr uf t. Similarly if ¢:J.• is 
any periodic so.~..utmon of ~ t6•32 h. ( 6~33.) an0 ~6~3.4) .. e. solution 
or. these equat-ions:;_agd equation. ( 6~39 Lis t·e be ·~found by. 
adding a constant multiple of t to ...~t'li • 
. ~ 
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Determination of the first approximation p, . 
We assume that ~ is a simpl~ progressive wave of the 
...., )- -<. ( llx. + D'-- 1:-) ¢,: L..(~ -e. - . (6•41) 
where k:. J.-711,., o- =-~lt/,. and z is a function of z only. 
I 
form 
Writing Z . - "(z. z ) -= e , _, (z. 
. v· ~ _ .C. {kx~.rrt-J - Yz.(rJLZ1 _ LydZ., y\~ -11..'-l,) 
Hence 't't - e, , ..e. d:z.a.. di + I 
Hence equation (6•25) gives 
,....L. ~ ...t (llx+tH-) ..... ~[ S -~Y ei4 ~'"Z -k."Z] 
-:- (I'- ~I - C. • L. • .e . tJ..ozr A.Z:- + 1 I I 
..i ( tx+tt+) - Yz. ( r!!t _ y z,) =- o -<J-~ . . £ . 41i"Z.. 
90. 
But l..Y= J!.. (equation 6•31) and we write 
So that 
c,"i-
k1.. ~L. yl. 
-- + c .... 
c('-z., 
--
Cl{_t. Z 1 =- o 
c/.."Z:.L-
Assuming that « -=F 0 , this has a solution 
A tJ( :z. ""]) .-( z z, = -e. + o.e . 
where A and 13 are constants, hence from (6•42) 
..+.. L- , · "( ~ 1:l - .a 1 - rz. ..c. c k ... +11"-t:-) 
._....,:. 11e +-oe J. e . .e 
. .,.~... [A -cr-dz. 'il -l\'"4-dJz.l -il k,_+a-~:-) 
• • 't't = fl. + oe · . j. e 
Hence equation (6-26) becomes 
- A(Y-t).e.-lY-t):_ B(r~)L-(Yr_,(J"- =- o 
. (6•43) 
(6•44) 
( 6 •45) 
( 6 .. 4 6) 
(6•47} 
~2.[" -(Y-4Jl. B -(Y-fol)l.] -i (t.x+~'+") 
-" L rte. + e . t 
Hence equation (6•27) becomes 
91. 
The eliminant of A and B between equations (6•47} and (6~48} is 
In order that equations \6·47) and (6•48) may possess non-zere 
soJ.utions fl ( o; k) : o 
(Ferrar: Higher A.l.gebra I p.l73) 
i.e. rc rl._IJ(1.-k.L)~ ~"- + ot.( Yl:..ot~ kL) Cm"-ot" =o 
but 
r ( y~ "'1.._ A") + II( ( ~- -'-,_ + k ~.. J c,...O( C'(. .{ .=:..-o 
«< ertt. -lA, + r(~--<.~ kz..J--! =- o 
y~ ~...._,_A.~ 
92 •. 
but c~ j_ 
~)" 
:. «*'-~ 41.( + t{.1t':. ,_ .. ,._ !1. ~~) {. _2_ - 0 
9 :taJ-ij 
:. 11(--i ~~ + ~ (y.~:... D(2.-~J =- 0 
. . oJ- 9 . 
:. Dl-! f5,.tt ~ - .:!.___ ("' -l)1 - Y""- {1- Y~ . .L) =- o 
"' (>. s. ~ ,...,_ 
where Q= r~ ( 1- Py-A.) 
If the depth and the period of the progressive wav~ 
are known, that is ~ and ~ are given, then equation { 6' 50 l 
determines ~ , and hence since · 
. k 1. 1.. ~:·- L.. 1.. .,._l.. 91. 
:. ""' + ~:a..- Y ~ II( + ~L - 4 c¥- J 
we have It and hence~~ since· ~:J..tr/ltjtihere C.is a 
constant, the velecity of sound· in the water. 
Now· k ~(9 -: / , hence as a(-/.... tends to zero, 
.f<.-~1·/ tends to ( I- (it ) , which is asswned positive. 
But ~=-Y-'-(f-ft~)-=rL[t-~]<l . 
When~!.is large and positive, flotk)is negative,sincef.t..t!'.,IJJ=aO 
~-~..0 
since fa-L.. "~ I as 9--:.. 00 
Wei te 'Y}_ = c< 1-l..~ , then 
L . .J.. "" f = ~l. ~"72.- 'P~- ~ 
.. f,f = ~ "'1.-f &U. "l t_ i ~1,_t_ 'f' 
• (J "f - _1.. -J4, ~- ~ f L _, 1 I ._).. ,. 1 ./.. 
$J ~-., "' ~ " £ + f 4)1 ;.. CdJee"- 'll1.3;, e,t:.i ~ ;a. ~~ i"1s.: +L L.-q.£ l _c.. t- L 
93. 
If we put 
<o 
()1-.£ Hence 0 ~2.- is always negative. 
Thus we have { ..L) -f<c, ~) ._:;,(1-~) > o a..; ttt-i..~ o 
( 2) f<A~J ...,;; o when o( ~---:;, -t- <oO 
(3) ~ i.e • .f.-=-o has only one 
'l ,.,~.. < 0 real zero. 
This real zero corresponds to a gravity type wave. There are 
an infinity of imaginary zeroes each corresponding to a. 
compression type wave { Whipple & Lee 1935) 
We now assume that o( is the positive real root of 
equation ~6 50)·. 
Now frrt. . .) =-Y~ ~ Y"-- J_ , Y~J.- y..! { 1- :J- ~-t<) 
. ~~2 "'"'" 
= r"'- ~ r~- r-"- -
-: r~ ( ~yl-1) 
>o since I ~{91 > u . 
Hence 
or 




Thus corresponding to ~ which satisfies 
there is a real value of It , that is to 
motion, since /(: l-1Ji'~ • 
From equations ( 6 • 4 7) and ( 6• 48) 
• 
••• 




( 6. •53) 
equatien (6•50) 
say a real wave 
Hence after substituting in equation (6•46) the first 
approximation for ~ is 
-~ -fr-.c.l:t ot.~.. ·-lt~•~ ..c...{kt.,..,..~J <P.=-[(Y+"'J~ . .e. -{Y-')€ · ~ J"e I . 
-.4 -( 't'-J./"Z. . .t.L-{y~l%.] ~ ( kJt+tr+-) 
. 4>,=[('f-rct.)~ _(y-'-)~ .~ l6•54) 
This value should satisfy equation (6•38). 
It will now be shewn that it does in fact do so :-









Thus ~/ given by l9·54) does satisfy equation (6•38). 
Si-nce the equations ~6 .. 25), (6•26), (6•27), (6•28}, ~6·29' 
and (6•30}, which determine th1 first approximation are all 
linear; the sum of any number;solutions is also a solution. 
Therefore we may take as the first approximation 
representing two waves of the same wavelwngth travelling 
· in ·opposite directinns. 
Determination of the sec(.,nd· approximation ¢.,. • 
. We now substitute the value of ¢, given by eo~ation 
(6•551 into equations (6•32), (6 .. 33}, (6•34} and (6•39J and 
solve the resulting equations fo~ ~~ • 
From equayion {6•28} 
- (..l =- av- tt. ..L. =- ; o..!ft + j ~ c6, 
-I a· ..,.., · - ~ - )L 
where i and j are unit vectors in the directions Ox, ~z respectively. 
- -
Then ~ _ (; -~.., + j ')~1)1- · (~t)2. + ('O.P,)L 
-· - - 'fK - )'%. - 4))( ()'%.. 
From (6 .. 55) 
odl ~( ) -""'·-cr-.-(J2.. ) 4-{ .,-.. Gtu-1 J, Ti., =- ~ r+ol ~ _ (r-Ot. ~ J 1(. 
· . X' [ h, C, { h- o-t-) +b~ C, { kxr .,.. t-)] 
~~ = [-cv~-de--4-CI'-<I~{Y~-<1<4-tr~'1 
X ~1 ....,:.. (kx-<>-t-)+b._~(kx+t*~ 
97 • 
. 1ll.__ t1 L--( t-M~ e -4-( r~J2. ~-( V~zl.;L 
• • 1 - J - l Y-"') e J 
x[ bt{.,"-{k.t-<ri;l-t-b;" G1 {ltwr+-) +~~&lin-H) {;.(Lilt-~ 
+ [ ( Y~o~.'j £<4..- ( r-o~ ( t'" ..: ... ) L""-l r,...':J .1. 
X [ b: ~ { Jt,.._ c-+-J +-b~ o4..!- ( le :t+K-) -+-J.-61 b~ ~ ( kJt-rl-}~{ b+1 
J,z(( I' -~- 0'"-' )Z. ~- ( Y'~J z.].2.. 
= /( L Y+DL,e - ( r-"")2- J 
x[vN 1+- C,). { kr.-tri-i + v: {I+ ~:L ( k.+o+)} 
. . + b, /,1 ( (;, 2--k "-t- t.l. <>+ ~ 
[ 
'-'1 --4-{~--<-}2 ~- ( Jr+otJz] 2 
+ ( y:.L I .t - { r~ .t 1 e j 
)([ tJ,,'1 f 1- t..:L {lt!t-'*1} +£ /,:-{1- C..:~- ( k-uo+J} · 
+ L, 4. (-e. J..-k x. + &. ;l..o+)] • 
:. {(Y~)= 
... [ k ... f {~'"~-... Je_..u..-o---..<~ ( r..A)e.u.-(rf.l.!zt . 2 
~ ~ Ct~..:~Fo4.- ( 1'-..<J:_ ( ~~'1 e.a..- ll't-otli j 
X [ /,1'" ~"' ~(lt1t-lrl-} - J,~  1-(i )(t- o-+Jj 
-~[ tl(cr+-~-)-t.~- {,.._,=- ( ""-"'") ~ .U..· (jr+o(.'Zf 
+ ( y~ .• e·t f e -4 -( ......... ,-:. < .u..- rr.-.~:r. F} ~, .,_ .o.-v.. :J. ~ ~. 
98. 
The coefficient of o-{_b~""-l.{k1t-o-f:} -h:.O.C:...l..(kx+-~J] 
~z•[( t"+ol.i1 [:u.J.-z.{f--<J:_ 2 ( f-:ot'j e-z.Y~ ( t-d':e~- -2-(f"+-<l~ 
(y~l.l'-f -~- :L{ Y-.LJZ. -l...t"z. ~- ~( Y+A}.Z.J 
- Jl-2 -~e +-e. 
=- c Y+~t I kl:..... (r-"'-lL.} .e~- 2..( r ... ol)z 
+ t r~)l. { k1-t y-._"'r--} .e,~- 2..( r .... "''2 
+ -1 c r~ Ai ( r2.- ~~ kJ..) .e -.z. ~~ 
-
-
L t ,:LIIL"' 
c@ = -o-f ( Y+«Jl.-kLT (Y-« e 
~ = - ~{ Y'=-«'--ll} [ 1'1 «'·) 
The coefficient of J-,1 b:J. ~l.trt is 
-.f t..Lfli- ,~. -J.4.J..-2{t-I!(Jl. k.l( J. u -..2..\'z. 
- ,,-L " L t+« .2. _ ..1. Y- ttl.-1 e 
is 
99. 
The coefficient of " L I ~..-
.,&.. o, 0.2. ~ ~b-- ~ is 
- .,.. [( Y+ atJ 1 f k'+( t~J'J e. -J.A.I..-.z..tr-' 1z. 
- 6' ( Y- A)1 f kL-r { Y+"'->.2-}.e '-A.A.- 2...( Y+«}2.. . 
T :LD"'(YL A'H kL+ { y~.<')~ -e -2..\'z 
C~ - 2..( l'"-4:1() z. c.® -z...( ~+"""I z C@ -2.. Yz · ../J, + e -.2.. e -
-
where C@ = -a- f ( Y-oll~ k'--} ( Yi-.,c)';e -JA.i-. 
C~:- (1-- f ( r+otf+ k.Lt (r-CI(>~ 2..Dl.k- (6•57) 
Hence 
~~ [ C(i) -J-(t-..t}'L CU> -z.(\rr-ot)z . C<V -.l.Yz.] 
-= .e -+ .e. _,_ e 
at . 
x[ h~ ~.Uh-M-)- 1,; ~:J. {k'lL+~J 
+[ C@ .e_,_(l-.... 1%.. + l§J e-.L( ~··".:. 1. C@.e -2-\'"z:]J).,J,._ QUo.1<ri-. 
Thus equation (6•32) becomes 
~ - c.z.. v~ - 9 ~ ==-ot.. ;,a. {)~ 
[c(j) .J.( r-~J-z: c~ -~c r-kLI~ JiJ _,_t-'£1 e + e _ 1.L-.e · J 
"[!.,1.. ,;_;t{.h-<ri-)-~ p.;...;!.{h .... ,..t-fl 
+r ~ _,.(r-a{)'Z. c® -l(Y+«J~ ca> -.2.-Yzl_ , 1. . L L ./},. + ..e. - .1. ~ J .L-D, ".1 /-Wk .:t ~ {; . 
i_6•58) 
100. 
From equations (6·29) and (6•34) 
(~ <~>~\,,,== j' {ftt)~~· (~. tl'<P,)z~ 
From equation (6,55) 
;1.• -l(\r J ·-'.A- rr-<Jl. 4.-{rf-"'-Jj Ll.. 
-' =- 1-ttt e _ {.,-«,~ " ')tt~ . ,. ';! 
x [,, ~ ( h~J +-b.J. ~ Oot-~-~. 
~~: { t-..('L.\l-(Y-«)~ - et~Jz. ~-ly+,.:Jz.] . ~-za. J - (Y+- eY .e j 
x [L,~ {kit-a+) T 1:.~ ,.;...(bu-o+l) 
:. U" "'· = [lr~o~':lf (t ...... ¥ ...u.. ci'--J:._ ( r-t-"''"' ""'--o-~""z J 
. -ll { Lt+.t) e....u.. ·{~-<Jl_ ( r-.. J.e <4.-(l'fol/z}] 
)( [ j, I ,.;._ ( k II• 1M-) + J, .1 .0.:. (/{:r 'f'~i-J] 
:. [· 8trl]. ~ [ ( r!;.~~{-( v~)t. ~ -"'! ( r+tX:J~ ~} 
n . . z~ - tl { • ( Y=o~.'1-e~ ( ~~ «"J<~v. 
X [ ~~ ~ (/t.x-&-1:-) + b,. ~(kx-o-+J] 
101 • 
. -[- (; t''¥,] -
•• «)Z. -
z.~ 
w: .. {f-{r~J~k'-}e~ f-{r+o~J'+k'}ej . 
x [ b1 .k- (k1t-crt-) +b:z AA-( k:r+a--t-J]. _ 
.<afV~) Hence \; T,_. z.. ~ 
= cr- ( r~oe.1[cr+oLJ ~-~ cr- o~J e. iL{ k'=-(H1e.-"t { k'=-(r+<>~lfej 
K Gl., G. (h-a+) +1.,. C:,{ht·"·+J][h, ~ lh-a+) +~,;...(kM+ri)]. 
= i 0"' cr~ .t"J[ni-olH k':. {1'--~t} ,r:t~ ( Y+~J{ k!. { \rt.o~f} 
_ ( r-... J { k'=- cv·-"t-} + ( 'r-.. >1 k,_ -tr,...J'"} l.u.] 
'l( [-~ 1 ;;k..l. (h _,...£-) + b; ,.;_ ,). l h.,..cr+) - :U., ~ ~ .:! M-]. 
That is 
where )).,. _ a-~A[(\'+oLJ4- (\'-=I~ k'} e-.toLI.. 
-( Y+"-)f k':.tYf"l)"f -(Y--')f k'=-[f....:P'} + {~--J{t'=-f!rt.t.Jie4 
: -0"'( t'~A.J,) [(Y+c.){ fl':.. ( ~ot)i~-~ (I,. _ _.J{t'=- ( rf<Ltje~ 
"1..5 
-+ ,_ y( 3ot2.+ 'y,_-k') J . . 
102. 
But fJ, (Of It) :::0, hence by equations \6•4.8} and (6·47J 
(Y-at)f lY+~}~Jlfe~A= lY-ral){ {\'- "'}~lll.t ~-4 
.'. ( Y ....() { {t t"') ~It '-I i'"'''"'= (\r t-<'lJf (Y- .< }L__ k '-} 
....£ (\'+-l) f n·...-.1'--lt.'-f e -2.4_ (\'"-t)f l \r-t-.<)'-- k'-} 
Hence)= - a--( Y~~ ,_) [- ( \r....t)f {Y+df- ~z'-}-£ 1'-f<>L){l~-d=--k'} 
~9 . 
+ (Y+A)f ( h-;.)l,_k_'-f +{ 'r---<Jf { 'f-a{)'--kL}]_ 
== -o-(Y~AtJl.t"1 Lr+~l:. kt.f -~1£~-t2L)1-IzlJ] 
'-5 .· . 
= rr .._ (r-: .. ") r L Yt.U'-- l Y--S] 
. 9 L 
:. ]) = _ 4 vo('l r. cv~ ~1.-J, 
5 . 
We now substitute for <$, in equation ( 6 .. 39). 
We have already shewn that · 
~~.,. i(lY+.t).e-""-'- fY- ... 1~ (Y---0~d- f~+"'Jz. r 
l( [±. !.," f I+ e, 1 { h _o-f-JJ + i \'I I r c.~ a uv+) f+ !., 1,1 { ('.,J..kw+ f:,tpt-1 
( v-1. 2-~J. [ -4- 0'-"'' z d- { r +«J z] 1 + w -~ J . e - -£ . 
x [\. ~' { ,_ C.,_ { k- o-t-) J + f L: f t- C..t { ~ :r-rtrt-J J 
-+ b, b..(-(;, J..ik. + &,;~. u+)] 
103. 
Hence ~ Y [). &h J 1 if: d.'l:. 
. ~ 
\, L 1.. [ a.1 -~d f .1.ol. ~ 7 
= ~ 4- t'"o<- lf-(Y~ ,., .... J"'-L -(f'-t«J .e + ( r-... .e J 
X [ t (J,/+ ~) ~ + b, ~ C, J. t7-l:: >.] 
+ Y(r- «~r (- 4.t.!.. + ~~ e -.J."'-'--) 
~c( )( r u~. + J.,.-·-) ~ -r b I "~ ~ c.. ,_ o-tJ 
104. 
~ = rr [ (.t+ .t) [.d..- U-<~ { Y-"') e ... ..!- (Yr-<Jz] 
X [-4 Co{k:f-t>+) + 4, C, {R.~ -r<>+ll. 
. ("" ~ ).1 .2. - ,.. yz. [ 1. - .l..eLA+ 2--C. z. . . z 1 
,, f? = ~ e. ( Y+-~~il .e _ .2.(r~1-) + (y--.!)~~-2-.tJ 
>{i If{ lt-Cn.t[ kx-<>+J J+ 1e.r 1+- &:! r k:r-rtri-Jf -~ ~~.rt..J.l:r+ O.:t ... ~-n 
:. J-£ (::'1,. .,2tz: dz 
= z_L [4Yot- I+-(~!:otl-]ot-( - { (fot)l.e-.1~ ( Y-«)~ _L,i..{l 4~ . j 
x[f ~l-f /+ C,J { h-a-t-)}+1: /{ f l+C..L(k.f-t-ri)}-/.14 {t.U;r....t.~~ 
, . 
" [. > /.(.( 1t:P,J-1 2.YL 
' ch.. - . .ll d.z.. ~~ ~t 
I D 
= Y"t>-t. [+ Y t'L- ~{ Y~~J.,J ~ ~ - { Y-1- ol)l..-'?. _,_~( r-l)'£~] 
1ct-~ . 
)( [ ± U{~· b,_L) ~- b, "~>.. t, :t rrf-J ( 6•62) 
u . '2. 
sJ.ng the value of ~~ determined earlier 
{ ( Jt, }z_, :: r [ { riot) ., - -<1..- o· -...J-<! "'·"f 
)( [t k,l..[ I+ c;. :1{ kJt-tri-)] + H.:· { 1 r &..;. (k•-t-<>+-) + 61 ~ ( t.u .. ~~ 
+ (v;., ... [ -e~ ~-<~-] 2. 
X [i ~l. { /- C.l(kx-...+)}+ H' { 1-Cn.l.{/1: "-+<>+1}+",4 (t,.J.v+- C,J.kx)] 
... a-[-(~ «i ;".d.- tr-... )~ ( Y~o<').e ~- { Y+-t}Z] 
)( [- t, C., ( h- a+)+ b,. C:, Ox +o--1-) J 
. ( 0 q,,. z,l..~l) -
~ ~ 'IT ~'Lat z..:..o -
~'-( y~ .. '-) ( -R-~.e;) [(r+oLJ~---: t Y-"'J e ""~ 
}( [ ~. Cn {h-~)-b!L C.fh-ta+J],. 
:: a-'-(y!: ~~ ( €.~4!4[LY+«)-e-~ lY-~J.e "'~ 
x [ k_ ~l. f I+ C..1 ( h-cr+ ~ + i b~ {I+ (;, l- { k>L + <>-+ Jf 
- h1 t2 ( (,. 2 k. "X T C., "1 eM-)] . 
1 )t L ( ~~ . ~~ ) cl-.%, • • 0 9 '3 t o~t>c z.~ 
= lJ'-y y !:...::') ( e ~ e ~) [ ( r +«.)-e -~ n-·--<) 2 ""9 
. fi 
. X [ 1 (A;+ L:") ~ - b, b.2 ~ (!, .l ~] • ( 6. 64 ) 
.... , 
106. 
,.. .. [t r +<>l)e~ ( \'"-<)e. ~2 
X [ b
1 
C., {kJ<- tl'-t-)-b.._C..{Rx~o-t:b]l. 
:, icJ,l ~ ( ~) ch = 
0 l c- 2:=-o 
.;; t (t· -tot)~-"":.. ( \'"-oL) ~ ""'"1 ~ 
X [ i ('11T-4:) ~ - b1 "~ ~ C., 2. o--tJ ( 6•65) 
Adding together equations (6'"'61), (6•62~, (6•63), (6•64) and 
( 6..4'65) we have from equation~ ( 6•39) 
~ y r >-ch. i '""- ~ ~ .2. r~z. + J ~ {~) o~Lr. -Jo o 1 t 0 J t:- z~ 
E19= ::2-[ 4'C-<- Lf-l v~LJ<>l-(- lr~~- ~(r--<l'£ ..... ~ 
+ ~ (\'~ DLi2. ( o . 1.ot-L -..t.~-L) ~ -4"'-~+-e -.e. :i 
A.«'t 
107. 
:. E0 = ~ («-?:..~JflfYGl- q.ft!:"'-)"'1{- fY.,..o(t·.e--~~:{r-aJ~2"( 
40'- L 
J-#1 -1.. ... l - .2. IIi ..(_] 
- 4( a(~ r ... ) tJ( ~ -+ r ..l! r~ .£ - c ""2-- ya.-J -e 
+ ~ lo~~d[-{ (Yi-.t}e-_...,._ ("Y-"'-)e ".,_ r+ (.t!.y1{e~L""<f] 
o--1. {Y~~Y [ ( y. } - ~~~""- l ~ J II(J ~ ( -<~ -dl'~ l 
- +« -L - --£ e - ~. - Q.. J 9 iJ.. • 
• J. E. 0 \r [ \r ( v )~ - l..~ -4 ( \, )~ '-"" ""-
. . = .J.... 4 f D(. - ,+« -e. . + ,-D( -e. 
)\ ( q 1;. y0 :J.tl( 
.\ ~d. 1.. z.-\ - ,ti(.~J + ( «1.- Y...,J .e - ( ,£ -Y J..e 
-+i[{ (\'+o<.Ji""'~ n- .t} e"-A.f -t- (-4 ..... rj(e4 e--<~r] 
-f (~ .. ~.e. --<'1[('(+-L) ll.-"'--L__ 0'---<) -e. .. 1 
~ ( 1. V: ) -~ ) :Ld . L ~ 
= 1 Y- Y + rD<- ~ + l « r -rJ.. .e.. ~ f. { Yt- .LJ.e-.2.o( 
-(Y~CI("') + l ( V--l).~-~;L4.:L + i ( ,(~ y.1..) .e.tl(~ f («=y').i~~ · 
_ (.,t:.y~) _ 1 r~i.. + (Y-«)~~ e.:J..tl{~+- (rM)o--'-e.-.J.ett-1... 
g 9' 9 . 
= 4-Y{r-.f) +., [ ...:~ y:~._ ( r -k4)·f) e -2"'~ 
+ .1. ["' ~ y~-+ l ( r-..t) ~1..] e.1"" I... 
= 4 y ( r-j) +J.{4{-r'r}{ 11(- r+-~J (l-:Lc~ 
. 1...) ~~ 
+.2. (..L-Y) {t'(-rY-~ ~ 
[s,;,. ... ·z.>· k ':.. "L+ y:t. t:>-.d. 1. y: ~ ~ :. ~ ';. k ~2. ~'"+~I 
108. 
+~,t-Y) ( «rY-
kl:. ~L+ YL) e -:i.lf.""-
.s..y 
k '=- c< 1+ Y'-) .e. :J..A.-1... · 
;t)' 
:. :t ( Y 1+"' '=- k ... ) + ( ..(-t-YH .e + ~"' Y- .,.,z.._ y ... J .z.-~ 
)' 
+ (~-r) (- k1 -~-~ Y.+ti\- r~) .e,2..."'/( 
r 
=- -'"( t1:r~~L L_Jt2-J- (r_,(J1 (Y.,.Dl)~:_ ll} +{~~){ Cr-o<J':-lj 
y 
( ):.;.._<& 0"-<>~.) { (Y r4~ .. k. .. } ~ ~ { Y +-"') { { Y""'J~ t i ~ -.U.... 
.:. ( ~-t~J 1 [ Y-o(.J~tL t ~t~ cr~>f (\'"+.t}l.-tt.} 
<>....t. LY ...... ) { ( y f"<'{) .. _ k'·f ~ u. ~ ( 1"-t..t){ ( Y-... )"-kL} J 
:. 4 E0 :: 2-( .tl-+ yJ._ t_L)-
)\(ot~Y~ . . 
- (r- .t)(Y+D(ll._ kt{Y-at)+(Y-t~)l¥~}1-kl(\'"~) 
t 
= .l ( ~z..+Y'--k.1..) - 2. r (Y!_~~.--) - ,:y k~ 
y 
= 2 Yl.+ ~ ~2--ul.- 1- YL+ 2. ""L-t l- t. ll-
109. 
E(j) = ~(ol.l..-Y1)~- (6·67} 
~·~oes not enter into the subsequent work and so need not 
be simplified. We now have four equations \6·58), (6•33), 
(6,59) and (6-66) from which to determine • 
Guided by the form of equation (6•58) we set 
-i.. _ [ r- 0 -.l(Y-.1{)~ F® -'-(Y~al~ _{j) -~rz.l 
...,..-,.. Jl.. + e _2.re J 
.t. -
X [ /,:,aM. :L {i M- ~>-f) - J:,: ...,..;_.. 1. { k. It- + td-) J 
[ F
@ - .. I \'-A)Z. ® - 2-( r-~>A)Z. F®-1 Yzl_ . 
+ e ~ + F .e -~ e, J 
" l.. ,, J,l.. ~ .:l u- t: .+ .. +:: t6 •68) 
where F@ p® and 
' 
are 
functions of u-. ot; Y'1 k.. anli ~ , that is, of the physical propertie's of the motion and the medium, and 4>! 
is a function of the variables x, z and t. 
We nmw substitute for ~~ from (6•68) in (6•58) : 
110. 
)~.. 4[' lr }l. F (j) -.1(Y-~J~ .2 ~Q) -2(Y+Dl)Z. ~ zl. ::. \.I~ -'!. + ( Y:.,(J J- .e 
- .:~. Y'- FQ:>.e -2-r~J ( l.t .a.:..l-ttx.- o+)- J; ~2{ h-t-o-1-)] 
. + { [~-otYF ®.e.- 2{~'--"''~ ( Y-t"'-t F®e -2.{ y.,....)z. 
\t ~ F@ - !L-Y zJ /, 1 • ~.- '"\ ,_ ~ / 
- l. I .e. . ;t I Dl. ~ .2..o-" -i- ~ . 
)'Z..Z.. 
o~J.- -l-,....0 -z.{t-.. dZ FQ)_z.l\'"M)Z. F®-2.-tz1 ~ ~ - ~ .e + -e - ,2. a J i-l 
l( [ 1.,:1. ~ :1 ( h-tri-) - b .. 1 ,a;_ .1 {kx.,. tr-1->] + "'!!:. ) x2. 
V ~ = + [ { C Y-·•Y-t'J F 0e -l{r-.,~ [Cr-MJ':..k .. ] ~ -J.l~Jz 
-.1 ( Y"- k"} F®e -2-'(z][ b," ,.:..l{k)L-t)-4'" ~(tt.+o+H 
+ { 0'-"'f F~.e -l{Y- -<Jz. + ( !r-f"lf ~.e. -2{1'"-t-tJZ. 
-l. Y'- F~ .a. -.1-Y~ J .l.J,, ~.2. ..u... :Lo-t" + V4>~ . 
)~ -A'l.[ F(l) - .1-(Y-l)"Z F@ - 2.-(Y+-')Z.- F{j)- .z-.Yz.] 
__: = -4" ~ 1- e -l. .e 
ot,. 
1( [h.'-~ J..(h-<>+) -1.:-~2.(h+o-t-~ 




Equation (6•58) becomes 
"i-+J _ t:].'V'¥,'-~~: Aall{~l.{k~-*>~~l.{h+~ 
') t1. 
@ 
+A . .bl-1 '~ ~ .t u-t . (£) (j) ® ~ ..-.(i) <f) 
Now select F 1 F , f 1 F:" , ,.-~ and F so that the 
.right-hand side of this equation vanishws identically. Then 
F(J) 42-l.{t--'JL [-4~~ '+-ca...f ( r~JJ..-'Lt -r :L~(Y-«J] 
+ F® -2 _2-(Y~l%. [-4- 6"1. -u.c.Lf ( Y+"'JL-k.z.J +.l..lj ( Y+,..D 
_ 2.~ -4--2. \'z. [- 4~1 -4--cJ..-(YL- k2.-) + ,_ Y9] · 
-
(i) -2.(\'"--l)Z @ -2.(Yr.t..)Z. C(j) -2-Yz . C e +Ce _.,_ e. J 
and 
F(i) .¢ -1(\'-... J~ [-+ o--.. _ 4-c'-O·-.i.l .. + J-5 (y-.J] 
~ ~e, -.1-( h«)%. [ -+tr-1..- 4-c~(Y+"'-}.z.+ ~~ ( Y+-..!J 
-.bf"®e-.z..Yz [-4a-L- t+cz...Y'-+11Y] 




-4-u--2-- 4-C.~{ ( Y-t)L-k'} + l.~(Y-Dt) 
c® (6·69) 





-1.4- ~~-4 c:,_ Cr-~l'- +J.~f LY-ell) 
. (_@ 
- tr ~":'- q.c.,'- ( Y-r"'-J'-+l-It l Y+Dl) 
c~ 
( 6 •70) 
(~cA) "'[F@(v. J -.1(t..-J-L r=9> .i -2.fr+-tJI.. F® -lt~ ..2 = -"'" ,~ e. + crf«, e - 2. r .Q., 1r%. z~~ 
K [ b~ ~,_( k. x- rt-)- b.._1 ~ A.(k x +o-l-~ 
- 1 [ F ~ cr-4 e- :~. o--"J~-t- F®C ~+ -0 ... - .2-£1'1-.. J .:_ .:~. ~ e -~j 
x .1. b, &.1. ~ ~cr-r + ( o 4'.{) · 
') "Z. 'Z:. £... 
Hence equation ~6·33) becomes 
(~4>~) .::. &0~,.1.~2(h-a-t-)-l{~.t{b+O+~ 
o"%. z:~ ® . . 
+ G ,2, b, &:L ~' (t"'"t' ~· ( 6 ·71) 
where !'f!J ,/ ) ..:2.-(t"-•l-L (l) ( J -2{ ... +-t}Lr.-, V .J.f-l(j) 
u : vtY-« e. F +J. Y~ ~ F~-4- ,e. F 
..I 
6·72) 
and (}9 ~ 1.(\'..-L)il(t..,..)tFte +1(h·..t) ;l{Y.,..4~82_u, Ye -J.Y~@ 
113. 
= 4-[ H Y- .r.)'- k'-} F Ill+ f (y~-J'"- k'-} F®_ ~(Y~'-) F~ 
x c ~,.,.,..:....:Ll.h..- .... t-) _ b: ~ .2. (h+ ~1:-n 
-izl.[ (\'-«f F 10 -r ( Y+.t)• F®- :2. r~ F@].ll., ~ ,.,._,J.ctt-
Hence e~uation (6•59; ·becomes 
-t{v1<~>:) z. =- 0 -
" 
(v~:)z.~;(:b-4f lr-~)1-k'} F 0- 4-{(~~oL,~ k .. J F@ 
+ f(~ k':)~] [~,1p.i.. .1{h-o-t-) -~~l{h-t-rl'J] 
+ [ D- 4( Y-«t Fl1tl- 4-(~+.1.)1 ~+ I?\'1·F®J .u., ~,o.i...:tcri:. 
That is (V'<I>/) = (l>+H0)[~'".ck-.tlh.-o+)-~:oo:....:~.(h-+~ l1 .J,. z.:.o 
+~+#). :v~ ~ ~.u-t- (6·73) 
where It~- 4{1~-tf-ki F~ 4-{{~t«J':.-i'-} ~r¥£t-~'"J~ 
and H<9= -4- ( y .... )• FQ>- ~t-O'"+o~-)1 F® ~ ty:a.. F® 
6•74) 




1 >. 1 "- .2.- tz '\ 1 + c/nL .e, . oc:p_, • dz.. I) 0 bt:; 
hence equation (6•66) becomes 
.1. r 1 ~ 1 "".e" r: '34{ 
0 - tlZ + 0 7>1: 
:: E 0 [,,~.+-L;) + ~ u, 6,_ en 2 ~ 
- {F® 2..P(.--' F~ -~ FfiJ J -FGJ F~ l 97r b,4:Jr C,ltrt 
-2, - .e. - 4- oln. + 1 ~~~. 
That is 
Where 
I::- ~r[F@2~-FI!le.-u~ + F~J.- ~ .... ~] 
- ;;:[ F~ + F~- .2. Ft)] (6·76l 
116. 
We now have ¢~ given by equation \6 •68 ~ involving c/l! 
which is determined by equations -(6•70},(6·71), (6-73J and 
{ 6 •75 L · 
We now seek to reduce the right h~nd members of equations (6.71) 
and l6 a73 ~ to zero by writing 
..PJ •{ J"({) e.- (Y......tiJz -t- I(.i)e._(l-.,..i) zJ 
X [~t .o<-2- {kJI -o-~) -b: .a,.o;...2.{h1-trl-)] 
[ __a, -lt-..chJz. ,<.e -lY+.thJz]u A ~!tO""t +~'' (6·77~ + J-~ +.J e. /:.1. .2. 
where :r~ ~~ J®and J~ are functions of the 
constants of the m0ti~n and the medium, and 
and o{ //J.: - 4- fi-'L + y,_ 
c.~ 
Substitmte for ~~ in equation {6•71), 
117. 
Hence by equation f6•7l) 
( . 1n4>~~ J = [-&0 + ttcr....t') i{t-l·J~ ~C~+--,Ji c t+-L'J"-1 
')%. :Z=~ J 
~- [ "t ~2( k:~-~) - J{ ~2{k>t+o-t-J] 
+( Gc-®-+-~ rr-..~h) e.-o--·J! ~( y.,...tj.~~ -l tr-l"J~ 
X J ~,&,_ ~..tcrl:'. 
. . ... () <bi.') . = 0 
n. ':~ (6·79) 
if r~@ --<D(y. tl ·-(t"-c.')t -NJ("' ,, -cr~')-1.. (6-80) 
tlX + J - -< J e + J ~ ,..,.-., e = OJ 
and Gr@ + ~ (Y..,('') .e-l t'"....t"J~ ~ {V-fw{") ;t T·r•"e~ oc:>' 6·81 > 
From equation (6·77) 
. ~;:! ~ [ :r0 n-.d'--e- o--..!·,~ r(i)c"+"''J ... -L- {t"-t-t' Jj 
x [ 1.:-~ l- ( k ::l-·.,...r) - ~>: .A4:.. :A-{k .x. + r-t-) J 
+[i00--.t•)'".e. -I t--<'rJ:._ TQ 0"+-i"JL. i"('r+"''Jj 
118. 
= ( J"@ {t-.t 'Y + tiii( t"+"''):i--4- R .... :fl'-4k •yiilJ 
)( [ ~/ ~ :l { b- <ri:-) - ~ p.;._ 2. (k X+ri iJ 
+ [ r® n·-..t"Y· + 
• 
[v\p:] z.: [])+He?!. JW{ (r- .. 1')~ 4et- ~f{t~')'--4~--n 
x [ b: tUJ { h-~ - b;-,;;.. .z.. a "+ ,..ri] 
+ lP + ffV-T~ O· -"''') ~-~ Cr +•dj )..}., ~~ '-rr-t-. 
That is r -<t=/.l....J,. "] :_ 0. l V r..y:J, 2. ~D . l 6•82) 
if J> + 1-1(!) = J®{ c r -''"'-~~-*~ f + TY { c tM' r -4 i: •J ( 6· s3 ) 
and ])+4P=: ~ ( t-~4}2. + J""0 ( Yi-lh)2r 
In order to determine ~ and --,-® we l.t · 
. ..; cross mu ~ply 





- ( Y+•l) ~ ('(+-~~.')~ (b-r Efi'J -f (y~"'~}~ -q.k.~.}. G-v 
~ 
(Y--t') <2.- CY--''J~ (.b+U@) + { (t"-«1)~-4A.~.J. G0 
I 
-
- (Y-•') ~-CY-4'J~f (Y+K'J'"-4.il."}- (V .. ~') 42-Lt'..,."''J~{ (y~)1~~ 
But 
{ 
~. Jot -(t'"'""'' Jl.. r } - { Y-' , J ~ LY-'')- 4k J (~~')e - 1 H'.f-J.')-4-k .. (Y-,_.')~ 
-Yl[ ( .&. J.J -ll('l. 1 LJ.R "'1~ 
-: e. · (V~') y:. ,Yt1L1+J.1 -~rk e -(y-.c'){V~z.Y•'+.I-If-&:. 14 J 
= -t'![ r{ y!:. ,/ ~ 4 .ej(.e«'' ~ e-«' ~) + «' ( y~ ... ·>:r 4-.k j {e. "'~e -•'.c_) J 
: -u-Y'-[ Y( y!:.l~+-k"J ~ ,..'.J.. + IJt' {y':....,.,,_ -1-"'A-"J U .t1 ~ J 
-
( 6• o5) 
fience 
. :fD = f (Y+tl' j~ 4-!2..~ G- (0 .... ( V-r•') ~- ( t~"''} ~ (11 ~ tl0) 
6 ( 1.0"", .1 k) 
( 6·86) 
f (Y~•j~_ .. k~.} '@-+ ( Y- 1(1) i'( r-ai' ~"'-(:b .. HWJ 
.........__~ _  __;;_ _____ ___;____:::. __ _:_ ( 6' 67) 
6 ('-Ui ::t.lz) 
providing 
/:::, (,,., ,2./L ): .:~ ;Y~ [ Y( Y~ .t1~ 4k'"}~ tt'l.. t- .t'(~-<1 +u .l'-) a.J. •!l J 
=I= 0. 
lJO. _I§;> 
!n order to determine J and .J - we cross multiply. 
~quations '6•61~ and t6,84), thus 
J® 
- (Y+~''jelt"+-''')~ (b+ H@) -(Y+"'-11~ Gra; 
:r(j) 
-=-~-=~-=~--~~~--~~----~--~ 





-t. =' CJ{ , hence 
Hence 
·J'(I) = (Y+41('') 1 rx@ + ( r+ G('')~-Lr+e~t'~~. (}}+ H@) {6·88) 
L\ (.2 t'l o) 
~ = ._ Cr-~u):~ot;Q) + (Y-•'1 e- lt"-'A)~ (b • H®) 
ll ( Aff", o) 
provided that 
fl (~ o) = -.tert[t(Y:"·~ ~ ""-t +"*(r~ot"' CJ..<~''4to 16·90) 
We now substitute for 4>: in equation ~6·75) 
')4>:: .2.~[J0e-n··.oe'J~+ J~-iY+•'Jz.] 
1t . 
. " tl.te.l.(,b-<rl")-1{" G.l.( bt-<H-~ 
+ ,.:~[ ;r» ..,.-( r- .. •u.+ y&> .eC l..Y +""Jj.J.I., 1. . e.., ;a ,n- + ?!';• . 
1~1. 
;L~ ( :r(!)+ ~) [ ~ ~~ ,.;..1 { h-H-) - ~ ,.;... .2. { k,. +o+ J] ). 
:tk 0 
+ '-~(fl>+~) ( u "A ~1H-J."-+- [>- ( "lfJ: 
1-1. "'at/1. 1 .z...rz.. . ·[ :r0 !Y+"')%. :r® £Y-''Jz.] ~ ~ -e cl:'Z. = ')....OW' .e. -+ . ___ e. __ _ D ~t- r+"'' r- II(' 0 
x E- b,'l~, .2. (k x -.K-) - ( C.~ (.Ax+ r+ ~ 
l ~ (Y-r«")% _@ (\'"-J .. )%.1"' + 2-D"- J ~ + J -~ ;1. ,, b.,. c., J.{l-t-Y' + "'If 'r-« /1 f) 
122. 
Thus equation '6•75) becomes 
[ 
~ 1 ( Y+•")(. } 4-Y ~ .J 1 e - 1 + 
·rT•'' 
~ . -L 
+ ~r [ 41 ~:a.~ ot~J:' c~z 
0 t1 lt" 
+ .u-( J~ + T®) .2. >- 1., '~ C... .1.o- t- + £ Y ~l':;,"" 
: £ w ( /,/ + 1,;) + ( £@ ~ r) :1- b, J,,_ Gn ,._a-t--. 
That is 
~ Y [). eh j..(e.z.~ "ij/' tAz + J ~ ( ~} tiAc, 
. e D . 1) C 0 ") t- Z.:::.O 
. = £ 0( b/"-r(") + (f(J) + I+ k) :Lb1 J,,. Ca ,.rrt ( &91) 
where 
It now remains to express equation (6•70) in terms of ~q 
We have · ~ • 
~4{ _ [ J0 -cr-.t'Jz .....rY -cr~Jl!l ,_ 
'af;J,. - .tJ. + J -4ft J 4 tt-
l( [ -4,.. ~ ,_ ( .h _.,:.r) +b.: """- .,. {k JC+ ~t-~ 




x [ b1 J.. ~"-(I!.~- tri--)- b: ~ :L {N)L+~t-g 
. -t- [ ~( r-.t')2. .e-(t"-«'JZ. + r<D( Y+•')Le -(t-... •''%.1 
X [ b,,_ ~ :1. ( R JL-~) - b~:J.. ~ .1. ( ,t >t-r ~i:--Jj 
+[ -jJ> ( r ~· }'-~- o· -t ,,~ J® ( r ..... , Jz. 41. -{ r -t-«")1 ;J.J.; 4 .... :-:u-t-
end 
a ,; l- _.me J - t r-'' )%. -6} -( r .... •' )~ 1 iL =- J- r~t c + J ~ (rf-"''} e. J 
x ( b, 1~.2-CAx- ~).- b_: ~ J.,(R>t-t-O"+l_] 
- [ ~o··-o~.'')-£- tr-"''~ r®cr +- .. ~Ja.-cr+"h':J.u,,;,:L.()M.2o-t-
Hence , in 
- L4- r'-+ ~c'i.. k'l._ c.i-·( Y __.,}1- ~ 5( Y-A.1) 
: ~,..i..-f- 4-C.&..JlL- (..&.(\(~ 2. yetLf +~IJL.~ + _ull..r(Y-«q) 
= ~~i-+ ~,_k1- c.a..(Y:..2.Y•'+.t'l-- 2,ya..~J....Y6'! 1) 
= -~~,_ + "'"'t...+.z...,., c....,(._V'J,-r"'f~_L __ ~· rLJ by t6•7e) 
0. 
124. 
The coefficient of 
~4.- (Y+ctt'JZ.[ b,,_.4k-l-(krt-o-+)- b: ~ J. (,h. x+o--t-.)] is 
- /.fD'-'1. + 4-C~ ~.z. - e~ ( Y'r eli J,_, ~ ~( r+al) 
-= -ttr~L-+ ~c.t..ft.L- ct.{r~~y.t'+t~t'L) +.t.cLy(Y+A.1) 
by ( 6. 78) 
"'"&:. 
Hence the coefficient of[hu~ l (It~~~) CP h}: ~.1. (k K~ ~ ~ 
is zero. r» 
--cr-#1")7- "" '- . : 4.- • The coefficient of a ~ ,2.-~,..s ~ .t: ~" f.l 
-I+ ,.2._ -c""(Y"-cll 11)J.. + s ( r-..t'') 
: -4-~ 'L_ ct.. (YL-.J. r"'' +«111. J . +J.c. Lr (Y-fCn) 
by ( 6. 78} 
"'-: ; . 
·: - ·o-.- .. · ..... . 
The coefficient of 
4 u-,.- c.,_ c r +- •" J 1. + 5 { v-+ IS(~~ 
: .q..D"-'-- c"'( Y .... +-'""Ygi+-"''~) + cz..V(Y+DL") 
- o. 
125. 
Hence the coefficient of .lAJ1 h:J. ~ .ta--1::- is zero, and 
so equation (6.70) transforms into 
(6•92). 




J ( 6· 82) 
It has already been shewn that a solution·~..f the four 
equations 6•25,6•26 , 6•27 and 6•39 is to be found by 
adding a constant multiple of t to a ~elution of the 
equations 6•25 , 6-26 and f5 .•27. Also equations 6 •92 'I· 6 •79, 
6•82 end 6191 are derived from equations 6•25 , 6•26 , 6•27 
and 6• 39 respectively by the same cha.nges of variable. Hence 
a solution of equations 6·92 , 6•79 , 6•82 amd 6•91 is to. 
be found by adding a constant multiplt~t of t to a solutmon 
of 6•92 , 6•79 , and 6•82, 
Now ¢/' =:: 0 satisfies these last three equations. 
Hence a solution of a~l four equations for 41" 
is 4>J,{( = c , ...,[:- (6•93) 
126. 
On substituting from (6•92) into (6-91) we have 
,, ( zr( J ~ j.,-y: .£ ~ -I , t\ + c '! ~ 
1r" 
= C ").. ~LY~ : ~( 6, ~'!) + l ~ [ +K} .2-i, ~ G,.2 r;rl-
Hence C II A q. ~ r" :::. £(/} { 1/-r 6,/l-J (6•94) 
and ~ + r ~ I( :.. 0 • 
.. 
E(J) { 6/"+ 1,::) ~~=;;=:"~=- • i= , ~ e.J..r-4 Hence 
From equation ( 6•7~) 
<:j>: : ( y0 4--0'-"')!.. ~ 4 -( Y+ "'' Ji[~/,..:.l-C.t.. -<>+ J ...: ~ 2-(A.....nij 
+ [J!!>A.-n·-o/11)2 + fi'.~--lt<.t•)ZJ ~ j,L A-<-1~ 
-t £ (j) { 6, 2. ~ t,;') ~==~====-, _.c . 
. A e-2-Yi( 
Then from equation (6•68) 
. .f:l { F0t. s..<Z+ ~ ..,.u ~ l-~ J .t.z. Yz [~, ~ J.:.{l.J<.--<7+) _ J,: ,..:..J./ kx....+lj 
. [F@ U£~ F" -JAZ "' c~1 e-vYz. :;vh b ~ .1 """/;-+ A, -t 4, -~ r J . 1 J. 
+[ J@4 •'z: + ~.~--<'z] e -Y~ [ 1./~,l..Ox-ri )-4, .. ,.,.:..zO.~t-ri!J 
+ [Tl'o"'".z. + r® a....«"z:J e- y~ 2- /,1 "~ ~ :ur-1::-
( 6 •95) 
l-.27. 
We thus have an expression for ~ 
of quantities 
F 0} F (i) I F ~ p tJ), p , , p ®~ 
invmlving a number 
(D . 
and E . . ~ --lJ) ._..& -;--® .,~ will be finite provided that ..J , ..J -, .J -and J 
remain finite. 
For this, it has already been stipulated that neither 
/j.(l.r, l-k) nor ~(:J.6j o) must vanish. Hence before proceeding 
with ~ we must examine these functions further. 
By definition 
Hence b, ( 6rj 9 k) =.. 
-.t~Y"-[t( ~~ 3.19'-k') ~ {8'-k~~~ ... +V:._)i~ 
128 • 
. : /j ( /Jo-1 9 It) 
= _,_,-r-~ ~~~~fr(•-~,ft)+~e..«,4-t] 
c"' l 1 
From ( 6•53) Jt..1.. o-1.. > K-- () 
c"~-
, hence 
~1.-= e'( #('::. ~J ~ y1.. is a positive increasimg function 
of 8" . But f& ~ (&1.. is an increasina function of ;51-
when ~1.) 0 and henc.e is an increasing function of £) 1 • 
Hence equation \6~96) shows that ~(~~can only vanish 
for one positive va~ue of 9 . 
But /) (~ k.) must ~anish in order that cp1 shall exist. 
Hence A(l.t;.Lk) cannot vanish. 
It is however still possible that ~ (w,o) should vanish. 
This will be considered in the next chapter; for the time 
being it is a.s~umed that & (l.'iO) is not zero. 
129. 
CHAPTER~. 
A£Plication of the results of chaEter 6 to ocean waves. 
For ocean waves we may take 
o- = o. S sec-1 , g = 0•98 X1o3 em/ sec2 
h = 106- ·em , velocity of sound in water ( 7 ·1) 
= c .::::!. l" 4 K 105 em/ sec 
By equation (6•51) 
· PY"- ~. 
r ..e. < l. ' 9• i' )t fl X 16 
~X f.~~ >C ID'0 
r""- < :) .. ~ x ,o- 2 
By equation (6 51} 
-.l. 







-~ J( (O 
Hence, since et-t.. ~ 411l4 ~ / for real 
equation (6•50) shews that 
( 7. 3) 
( 7• 4) 
tJI.~ 










p D( ""- + !iL 
«~ 
fee-L -1- :l•G"l4/()-:L 
«~ 
. by ( 7• 4) 
by (7•2) and (7•3) 
~ ct-1... -11- f;..L [1+ I0-10] 
r;,..~ c '+ o{!l] 
. -· : cr-1. 
-
- -c .... 
9 .2--~ _ .LY - .2 Y-' . 
f:i. -, - ~ - P«-k 
_ :a. r-.. -t-~ ~. [ t-i- O( k )] 
hl. . 1. 0'""'- v 2- . 
By ( 6 • 4 3 ) I'( : II( + -;-..... - 1 
:. ~";, <>!~[ 1+ ;-._. J.Y"' · t&.-t.. "'-"' f I+ O(.t}}-- (~)"] 
.:. ~,_:. <>t'"[ I+ 1. (_t) ~ ....t.. + 0 ( ~t] (7·8) 
· We now determine the functions </>, and cP~ after expanding 
the coefficients F 0 , F(j), etc. 1 e.nd neglecting powe&-s 
of r after making us~ of equations ( 7,7 r and ( 7•8). 
ex. 
131. 
From equations \6•56) and (6•69) 
0 F = 
= ,.,.[ r._-.z..r +1-1-q ~~-o(!J'j[~~·U•Ja...uc( 
-!±!~- 4-c.'-[ !_L _ ~r +I-I- -!:_Y J;;...L~-~It)j+ ~ {f-t) 
IL. - 6'1(,... 111- ot l~ "'! t:JL. 
ot..,.. ~ .... 
!!: rr ( ~ a..l..+t) .e-~ 
~ . 
-
-'!!", + ~: .1... CHs. ~ r1_ o(t)lll_Y·(t-r~~)-~ 
•fi' "',... "'Ya.. 1J "" ~ 01- ot 3 
-
!:!. r- ( t+ ~ a)~-~ 
~ 




y olj ~~r -~ :2.~ ~ -




'(~J ~~- -~ ~ . ..12, 
~ ()"'. &J..~ 
Yot3 • e-~~ 
.. J. ,., ~ :1 «.. ~ 
- 4 .,.~-~ca.. { { Y+4f""-k.'- f + . .3-f ( Y+~) 
-o--~ ~~ + ~+·- ·-~ f ~"'~-ex ~r"ft~l~-- L~ _,., t~-~ 
_,· J.i.,..'-- f+CJ... f (~ ~ :J..Y T-1-1-~~~- IV'tj 1f+~(!+~J Cii- 7 ~ ""~ "' . - <!.Jl-. «" 
~~--.!~~-~ (t- ~«~)e.~~ 
-~ ~ ~ .·IC ~ «~·rl-0(!)1.~ (t- fA-L«AI+l..5(.Y+t) 









-q..g-"- ( ,..,.. ~~ -t) +-~ 
y "-3 l {-~ GLAJ .e:L.M-4. 
1 ~- ~ ~.t;, 
y.i. ~~. :;te.~ .e.~ 
,_g- . a,A o!-4 . [:L.d+.~~.-~) 
133. 
- o-- ( ~- 4 '-- K-J ( Y"= Qta..) 
- 1.f. 0"' ~- 4. c1- ( YJ..-#Ia...J + l..1 Y 
J\-





F(i;) = - o-{ ( r-dl(..l''·+ kl.f { Y+"'J'-e-.l.a."-
-4-~,_- 4-c. .... rr-,1 .... + )._'1 { r-"') · 
r r'- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ L ( tL z, y ) -2.111 ~ ~ ~-~cr~,=-::::"":..._ ..._----=-~=--+_1 +_, +----=~=-...-~-~_1:..._:._:;;;:_ ...._+~~~+_:_' _.e.~--
- ~1-_ 4 c.l· ( !..L _ q + (\ + 2.9 ( t -t) «~ «.... _«.... ~ ~ ~j ~ 
134. 
- (!-/ l r+GC~L ~ kL.} l r-~J:a... .e2.4-4 
-· J.+.D-"1- -4- c,'&.( Y+-4}~ + ~{ Y-~) 
-~~~$- +'f +l+•-+¥~~r( ~':-~-t-,)ebt~ 
- 4-~- 4-G.i- ( ~+ -:r +t) + !1 (( t -l" ~ .,. «,. &:!(. . o.: "' 3 l $. I 
~ . . 
- ~ -.t.. ~ ~~rl-0(1=)1~(,+1-r)+~(t-i'~ 
tAL¥-- !%2- .2.t'"4. l 1 - j ,.. ~) D' ) . 
.~ 




-£f.(!-' - '+- c,'-r + ~ y 
-~c. ~~-1+1~ ~ ~~){r..-,)· 
~ 4~ _ 4- rLS.., Udd r1 _ 0(t~]..,. :tr 
. ~ II.."'~ 2.. <II(. y l: J ~¥-
~ tY. ~~ 
{7•14) 
135. 
From equation '6•60) )> ~ ~ r"" r,y {7•15} 
' From equations (6•72), since F~ Ff;), F(i), F~ ~nd F@ 
ere all of order . Y.t) , we have 
-(]"" 
0 :J.#l. 4 F. 0 - 2 #(. ~ F® G .::!: - :J. 1(. e + ~ « e 
-"'- r"'"' .e..~~ r «"' .e.- 01(.(.. ~ tJ... 
u= . ~ t.. """- + ~ • t!#JJ.. t.. d.. 





_ 2.. r. "". ~ a,.~... + .2.. r Cl( ~ t:;,.,.,..4 alA.. 
(1- ow . 
by equations 7·l~ and 7•13 
r® -- 0 ( tLell) That is ~ ---q::- at most { 1 .. 17) 
From equations .~ 6 7 4) · 
H(i)::!::. - 4-( ""-... _ k'"') F QJ- 4- (..c.'--kL) p®- ~k .. ~ 
-JL. 
-
..... ((lt1 F® -"" O(.,(rFOJ) ( by equajion 7•81 
r~,..r~ ~d { by equation 7•11 { 7·18 ~ 
(!'-' 
and 1-f"Cb)~ - 4-4L F (i)_ q_lll..L Ffj 
"- ye(-». ;JJLA, ~ ~ -fi.Y,(, ~ iJLA. ~"-
-"'-
- (1'- o--
{~by equations 7•12 aad 7•13 I 
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that is fl@::!:. _ i'YCil s-. ~ .2.~ ~  oU... 
jrom equation '6•50} 
or 
~ ..e. (!.frl:t. ~ - !j { 0(." J J- ~ 0 
o.J.. (>- ~ 






]) +Hi):!: lt=Y 41(.; ~ ~ { 1-:l (!..,L :t«.A.J 
(1- • 
- 4-YDt~ ~d.(Cn"-d-.t~d.fA~:J.d) 
~ t!4A d · 
= _ 4- r~•.. ~ d tmt..3~ (7·21) 
u- GoA.~ 
From equations ~6·78) 
./=~"' .. ['+~~.d.. -+OU~t] 
1.. 
"-"- .n and el - \V .. 
- tYat ~~[1-t-O(~J]+t1 
Also from equatio.l ( 6•67) 
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By definitmon . 
A -t"-( D ( :a.r, ~ k.) :. - 2¢ Y ( Y~ 4 1:._ J4. k J-) ~ w1" 
. + "'' (V~ ..... +«-.P·) &/. .. •~ j 
Hence, by equations ~7,8) and (7•22), . 
fl ().ct-
1 
,_. R.) ~ - ;t.e.-Y"-[-9'¥.2-~ 2.-t.k +f/,-t 1Y fa-.L«-1.. &4 ~ ~ 
: -I' r ,C..._'"-t~[- ;t.pc:.-L ..,k ~ ...4 + 3 {-.,...k~ ( (,L ';t,t +fki.L~ 
::: -~2. y ~~-e-Y"'; il:;,-4d. ~';d 
Also equation \6,90) gives ~ {.Uj 0) -= - ;I e- t ,( [ y ( y': ~·,•J ~-......!. .t. ~ -+"' " ( r ':oo~NL) ~~..,. L J 
.: ~ (:a.llj o) = - ).L -Y-l( \'~ .t•J ( Y ~ .t'•.l.. + "- 11 &1.. «''-i.) 
But ot~~~-~L. =- _ w-r~ ~~. [t+ o(!Jl 
c"" ~, 
hence 
6 (.16j 1>) ~ - 1' e-Yl. y .... ~.d ( '{ ~ <t'~ + .. '• Cl>l.. «".1.) 
:!:: _,, ~~,-Yl. r A:" q ~d. e.;,"~ ''-It, 
Hebce from equation (6•86) 
· J Cl>::!!::. o~! e- (l"t-"'' )~ 0 + H 0) 
6 (aOj .:L k) 
That is 
~_,._ -. ~ ~ e"" (t+-L')I... l,t y « ~ fa. .. L ~ 
0"'; J~ Y«.z. Jl-Yi._ t;.J...d./)c~~~ 
by (7•20) 
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i (J) --D'l-_ - 3 D( ¥-
•• ...J "i"-·~¥J 
From equation {6•87) 
~== - -tJt'. 4Z-c r-«tJ~ (JJ+ lf!J) 
Ll (l.O"j ~ k ) 
= _ __;«;...;;.,.,;._( -=e;_-_(_r-_4_' H-_, _;l:.;:.;:z.:......:_Y_;~t~_G"---=--=f~::....:...::....:....::.......~--=-­
rr. 3:z Y ~1 ~-r£. ~ ~. ~ 2...~ 
-
-
«"-e. -C'r+~~thJ~ (]) + H®) 
6 (:L"f 0) 
ei I~ Jl- ( Y+-« II J ~ £?. y "'( ': ~ ad.. . ~A. 3lflf.4 
(!-". (A,J.. d . (' ~-~ Jrat 4(,/ ~ t:d... ~1..;~"-l 
by equations 7•21 and 7•26 
From equation ~6•89) 
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That is 
By equation (7•e) 
1c 2.-=- ,.(~-r, ~ , ( n f;a..J. .J.. + o l t r-1 ~
"'«'"[1+-~r~.(~d)_.. D(~J) .. 
but .):. j , hence neglecting, not only terms 
of or&er .!. but also of order y{ , 
~ . 
k.2. ~ c<: .2. . •• ~ ::::= of. . 
Hence, from equations {6•78) 
o( 
1 ~ ..2. ~ and «. 11 ~ . 2. ...i. ~ • 
Hence we may replace """" , tt~''", IJ{ ''-"- and 
y~ 
e by 
~~. ~~.~ , 1.-i.tt--1!. and D =-I ./1, , respectively • 
c:. 
But ~1.= k_L- o--"-




-A.. kl-- Cl( J,.. 
-c. .... 
-"- « 2.+- .2. -.y rc-J.. ot..t.... -41-by ( 7 8) 
()'l-
-"'- ..2. tJL y G.-L «1-,,., 
-
or (/"'1,.. -A- 2.~)'~~~ 
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By equations (7.1) and ~7•3) 
Hence 
1 eL y ....~~..._ 2 J< l• /"x 1llP ~ 2 .. 5 " 10-.2. 10" 
~980 
~g 
"""' ~ ..=!:: '3 It _,fa_ t... It " . 
We now find thw values of c:/>1 and ·tf:t~ to the order of 
greatness used so far in this chapter. 
From equation (6·55) , 
,h [ ( y. J -~- {Y.-t)Z ) d- { Y-tii(}Z] T, ,. t II{, ~ - ( r -«- e,. 
x [ J., ~ {h-t>-i-)+ '~ ;...;._ (i:Jt.r,..~lj 
- r z[ ' -d.it.. + at.Z. d- ..:z] (Y 
= ~ . ( Y+.t. 4 - ( r--c).e ~~-~~ 
. u.z..~ k.'( 
J.;:t.k .. ~ ld •. ~ (h-t>--f:"} .._ I>~U~ tl.. ..,.;.{.t.~ 
(7w o-
That is 
-L. - rz.. [ ( ~ J "'(%-LJ ~ ~ _ P( {2..-1...~ ~' = 0"' e ~ +4!t ..e - ( ~ -« J It 
:J.,/t~tA. 
X [~I~ ( k_x-a+)- AJ. ~ ( h+o-t-~ .J 
where 
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• . ~ -==0"-=4==-=1(;~~-=- r \( f e."' l><-1. ~ e.- .1{'1:. -1..)} + ·{; {"Z-':j .,-ot {z-1.)} 1 
•• ~ =~i-~k_.{ ~ l J 
)C [At~ (h-....+)- "'.t.,...:.;. {.t:rt+,._i-~ 
-Y'z. [ J 
::; r' t, r ~~ ( ~ -1) T "'- ~~ ~ {%-.(~ 
. k,.~ k"-
" [a,~ (k4t- ~J -a,_~ {t,,+trl-)] . 
Neglecting terms of order of Y~ , and setting 
· _tz 
I( -::- k , .t. ::.. / , we have 
4 ::::!= ~ • It ~I. l{z-t.J.fa p;,.. {h-a+)-o.,~...,.;... {it+~+)] 
I k"tU:-1.. 11.. L I . 
'l'hat is 
~ -:. ~. GaL k (-z.-4) ·[a ~ { R, 11-tt+)-taJ, ~ {j;,u.rt)l 
I k 3;,...4 It A. g { 7 • 3 ~ 
J,Jsing equations {7•9), (7-10), t7•ll), (7•27) and q.28) 
the coefficient of [b1;a. ~ :1lk1t-~) -b:,cU...t.{k.,+tt+J] 
. ..,/,.. .. 1' t• '6 ) . ~n ~.1. , . g~ ven" equa ~on , • 95 , . ~s 
on neglecting terms of order Y { this becomes 
- 3 k."' { .e t t:t ~-lJ _Jt. t:t-t.--z.JL 
4tJ-~1.It"- +· e · 1 
-
-3 k": ~"'- A ~'"i-z.) 
-
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Hence the term involving [ '(" ,O.:.....:a. ( #t.)(-,-E-) -b: ~.2 ( RJt-tlrl-~ 
becomes 
- 3k~ U,J- k(;a~-2.). o-2- rQ~...;_ukx-trl-')-~~{k,+n[} 
,.,... ~_.1..1- k" 4A 'f~:&.A.-1.. L" 
- - 30'"' 
- -· 
~ * tr~-z) Cl,..~J.t!<M-rt)-~~.,tA-H-t-ri'H ~ '1- k-t L It 
Where ~and qLare defined by equations (7•32). 
Using equa~ions ~7·12), (7·13), (7•14), q.29) and (7·30) 
the coefficient of ~1b2 ~ .2. g-1;- is 
-.2.Y%. V ...,3 ~ ; -~ f 2.A.Z.-2.A-I. -2."'-%..+-.1.""-1.. l_ 
-e. L..::.. , C'L,."k e. + e + I 
(7-




Hence, after substituting for b1 and ~ the term invo~ving 
b1 b,_ ~a. owl;- becumes 
lz.,. &,4. Jll"' . ew, ~ ~~~-~ 
--. 
__ (}"" 




lhe remaining term in equation (6-95) becomes 
Thus the value of ~ is· 
~.:. - ~· &>J.. t ~% - 4 ) .ral.~;t(tx-K-J-a:~J,{A.x-t·ri""!J 
- • ~If It""' r , . 
_a- &,k 3k,A. t, '-~(<>z.-4.)/&.. ~a t:t t>ilk:J.rt-
.. , I .a. 
-· r OMJ.. s..ILI.. , tn4 klr.. (4. ~,."-/c. 
+ 
(!-' a/+-~ trk ( 7. 34 ) 
-. r 
it- ~2-ft."" 
We now use equations (7•33) and (7•34) to investigate the · 
changes with depth which occur in the second order pressure 
term,~~~ given by equation (6·37). 
Let "Sl and ~c. be the lengths of a gravity wave and a 
compression wave; 
then )\' = 1: and ~,= :J.;c. (7•35) 
neglectil'lg terms of order . r and l( ~ 
C~Y ~ ;-~ · ~~- ~ .,A,. .. ' 




Case (1) : When the depth is less than half the length 
of a gravity wave. 
71"'"' i.e. '%. < -
Jc. 
Also by \7#37) and (7•35) 
~ < D • ~c. : ~ /@'1) ,, 
, ,. (}'-' z 
... 
~ 2.,... {z--L)/c 





Hence from t 7 .. 34 j . 
cp2-~- Ai-: (d,A. j..{('z-.<.J.[o.'-~:J.O.x-.n-)-a:~.h+rl-g 




which is independent of c. 
That is, the motion is unaffected by yhe compressibility 
of the water, since ~ is also independent of c. 
. ' 
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Case ~iiJ. When the depth is of the order of one gravity 
wave length. 






4- rr. /2. ~ :t rr-t. < !1!. 
/10 c. I·~ 




Hence k.-L -t~ ~ < e < O· oo ;t.. 




hence, from equation (7·33} 
• 
J 
also . ~ ~~~~ . 
~'-l-i. fAt... tl 
v~<P. ~ o_ 
-
·c . ;ll~ _ 3/l.f.. \\ 
u. .e, +£ ) 













Then equation t6·37} give3 
~l. 1. ~ ~ _..... 
=- ~ - ~t11 a~ ~ «..m .:to--c. .. { 1 ·39) 
[ c . ~ 2-l"Z. _;... 2.Y.C. S"x.ro-z. O·o:a- ] ~--c.c.. e. - e < e = f!. == 1 
That is at the depth equal to the length of a gravity wave 
there is a second order pressure variation with twice the 
frequency of the gravity wave. 
Case {iii}. When the depth is comparable to the length of 
of a compression wave. 
"'· "::!!: 0 . 
,h c- . t.n l (!-(%.-~)/c. f: 
AND ,...2. ~ - i • 'f-. . /LQIQI. ~ ;J.(J- • 
~ )r-L/c 
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:. ~;a. -!: - (!-'. C,:~.o-(%-~)1, . a,q;£~:ttrt' (7·40) 
~ ~(1'-../../c 
fhat is, the m~tion reduces to a compression wave at depth uf 
the order of the length of a compression wave. 
Equation (6•9) is the general differential equation 
for a wave motion in a heavy compressible fluid. It is 
interesting to see which terms in this equation dominate for 
the ocean waves of this section. 
If we take the value of </>1 , given by equation ( 7 • 33) 1 for <j> we find that 
_ _ It tJ.. f,h. k. (%.-A.). [a
1 
~ { R.,. _ rt-)-".1,.;,.. { l,+O+d 
- ~A~ . . 
It q- t!nk.lt {'%.-/.) . [ 01 ~ { ~ lr-crl-)-a,.~ ( l Jt+H--ll ~~"" I 
that is 
So. that no compression term appears. 
l! -= rr~ It ('2:.-~J. [a,~ { lt~-r;+) -a~~ {t~+H-~ 
')% ~ k-1.. . 
~ o ~ cz~~-
T~ese results are in full agreement with the usual first 
order theory. 
If we now take the value of tA, 1 given by 
equation ( 7 ~38) for tp we find that 1 
')cp-
--'}'L 
~ .2e {%-£) . fa"-~.1 {.t"-rlJ-t:tt~:L{.t~+tri-~ 
~lfll~ 1:' 
A_ ... J.. _g .. ~ ~ 2 ~ {'%.--i.)/ G . r.;+_ 
(..NI .;_-----:--- • .2.~~~ ~ J. • 
~A,.(. &o4.44 CtD a flw~/~ 
148. 







x ~t...:.. 2 (l,_<>+ J-~-:.. .t{ll<+IM-fl 
t:ol... 3 A~ it, '~ ( -z -I. )I c, • ..2."'4~ /.)c~ :z "'t- ., 
~ ki. ~kit"- Cn~tro.l/t:. 
'l ')tf, remains finite for large h. 
a a z 
)( ..2. ~, a.,2. ~ .ttY"" t . 
It thus appears that the ocean may be considered as 
comprising· two layers: a surface layer in which the gravity 
term of equation (6•9) dominates the motion and the 
remainder of the ocean, below a depth equal to the length 
·of a gr~.vi ty wave, in which tije compression term of 
equation (6·9) determines the motion. fn the surface layer 
the motion is similar to that to be expected in a heavy 




-:: 4= X 0• 5"' X I·~ X /0 by equation (7•1) 






~his is the same result as is obtained by putting !4, 2(1--(/c:. 
equal to zero in equation (7•40); which is to be expected 
since equation l7•40) is derived frum equation (6•95). ~his 
condi tian, when l. ~" - '\'1'\lT + lr .. 
' - . a. "' 
is one of resonance between the surface and the sea bed. 
From equation \ 7•40} we··;see that the length of a 
compression wave is ~ , so that resonance occurs when 
. ~ __ o-(~ + L~ ~ ~7•41) 
. - A. "- o- . ~, ~ 
that is when thw depth is. abou \.~ Cl\. -t- ~) 
times the leng~h of a compression wave. 
SUmmary: In an incompressible' fluid, there is a second order 
pressure variation under a standing wave. 'This pressure 
variation exists at all depths and ha.3 a frequency twice that 
of the standing wave and an amplitude proportional to the 
square of the mean amplitude of the surface wave ( see 
chapters 2 and 3). 
In a compressible fluid, the elasticity of the 
liquid has little effect on a surface layer of dapth equal to 
a wave length of the gravity wave, and the liquid in this 
layer has a motion very much as would be expected if the 
whole liquid were inelastic. ln the lower layer the motion is 
small and is controlled by the elasticity. 
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'l'he compression wave in the lower layer has the 
same frequency as the pres~ure variation, and may be 
regarded as a consequence of the pressure variation at the 
interface of the two layers. 
The fluid being regarded as incompressible, a pressur• 
variation applied to the free surface, may be used to 
estimate the displacement at the · bed, due to a standing 
wave which produces a similar pressure variation at a depth 
of the length of a gravitational wave • 
• 
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CHAPI'ER 8 • 
. . 'rhe displacement c,f the sea bed due to an oscillatory force 
applied at the free surface. 
In this chapter we shall make a first order 
investigation similar to that made by Stoneley(l926) and 
by Scholte (1943). 
The origin is taken on the surface of the ground, 
the z-axis is measured vertically downwards and the x and y 
axes are taken in .the horizo.ntal plane and are p~rpendicular. 
The superficial water is of depth h, so that in 
the undisturbed state the equations of the sea bed and the 
surface of the sea are Z ~~ and L.:. ~~ respectively. 
We shall neglect the effect of the water's viscosity. 
Let ru/, vf, IJ,JI, denote the displacement components 
of the water in the x,y and z directions respectively. 
~0 and Po are the pressure and the density of 
the water in the undisturbed state; ~~ and fi are the 
changes in the pressure and density respectively. Then the 
actual pressure i' and the actual densi·ty f are gi v~n by 
r~ p. + ~I } 
P-=- f., + r. 
In the Eulerian system the equations ·or motiom are 
f. {J2. I .of, CA. - - - ) ) t"' 
"" 
Po o~v' - - ~"' - - J lta. 0':1 
fo ~1.""/ :. )PI 
-
f ot~ ii.· 
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The continuity e4_uation for a cvmpressible f..J..uid ( Lamb 
chapter I, section 7 } is 
, 
where 
and &.\. , V , W are the velocity components in the x, y 
ana z directions respectively. 
Also the changes in the pressure and density are connected 




Hence by equations (8•4) and (8·5} 
))(' =· 
-bt 
l Pt ~ ') t:.J' since it+- Dfl~) 
Hence by equation (8•3} 
154. 
From the first of equations \8•2) 
IJ -iu' - - "£ . ( ~) . ~ o '1) ~J - ''l X ~ t 
Hence from (B 2} a.nd (8 6) 
f t!d ~ 2 i ~ j !!''~c"'o l ( ~~-+ ~ + ~~J~L , 
0 1t-3o 1"- L D 1>t 'tJ 1Jt; 1J"' 'l~ )"&. 'I 








V-= ov' 7J~ (b•6) - -- - - , ')e- 1'3 







where </> is the velocity potential. 
") ( '1""' ~V1 oW1 ) 
-- '--;--
")t' 0~ 'l.; '1Z.. 
Then 
- 0 (~"'·) 2.. ()vi) + ') .. ( )~' ~ 
-")-;. u: ...... '")~ ')t- -ri. -at J 
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Also = L (1!!') 
"k"' )t , etc. 
~ence the first of equations (8•7) becomes 
that is 
Similarly the second and third of ~8·7) become 
• 
Hence must satisfy 
-:: {8·9) 
In what follows we shall assume that the «epth of the ocean 
remains constant and that the density of the suboceanic layer 
of the earth is uniform, and equal to ~ • · We shall also 
assume the density of the.water to be constant and equal toe. 
We suppose that c/> varies according as 
156. 
then substitlilting for 4> in (8•9) 
= 0 
. 
·~= - ,, 
-
where A and B are determined by the boundarj:::conditions.Also 
and 
w = -Y' 
'll. 
= ./ (0'1-- ~ .. )-H~[t !+-!.) Aiif~ (-iJt.~.) B~ -i .1'1 (8•16) 
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By Lamb section 40 
" ---r, 
Where JL is the potentia~ function of the body forces. 
At the surface 
0 ::· ._ ~ - f. tjt'1. + F { 1-) at the same instant. 
Hence 
or 
, = ~ 1£ + 9f. (z.-r..t) 
• ')e ' 
For the displacements ih the material of the sea. bed 
Bullen ( page 21) gives 
after neglecting external forces, where ~ and ~ are 







for a displacement vector Ut, ~ l= l,2,3). 
Let lJ and ~denote the components of the displacement of 
the sea bed in the X and Z directmons respectively. 
Following Bullen ( page 86 ) we set 
' 
• 
A displacement of the sea bed satisfies 
i and ! being unit vectors in the x and z directions 
respectively. Equatmon (8 19) b.ecomes. 
"}!: (LV+~W):: (}\-tr.)V.~(iV+!hl)+fcfl'{iU-t~W) '~l~ . 
= (X+ft.)V(j¥+ ~)+1-[l.(~+~)+lffi.'!+~i 
.. c~+l<{if-J~+JrJ + ~ 1z.c~ +~n 
+~[1(~+ t-"v)+ ~ (~ +i)~)] a,.,. il z.: 
159. 
and. 










Take 4'= c {8 .. 23) 
and ~~ = 
In order that {8·23) should satisfy the first of (8a22) 
. f;L ~s.. - ( "-t-*) (s1+- ~~) 











that is e{L is the velocity of the compression {dilatational 
or irrctational J wave. ( bullen section 4•1 ). 
In order Lhat (8•24) should satisfy the second of (8•22) 
• 
... 





where ~.. = If. 
~ 
that is ~~ is the velocity of the distortional 
( rotational or equi voluminEI.l or shake ) wave. \ Bullen 4·1) 
The velocity components of a solid particle are 
au lW 
.lt1 : ii, and -tiJz.. :. ~ (8·29) 
From equations (8•18), (8•23) and (~24) 
I [ ( -; j2. 1\ - ittoz.1 "'. ( o-t"-s x) u:. - ~ .§ +_y~e. J· . .ll, . " 
and 
f../ -.: -;. [ C pc_tj.~j) g (L- '"j ~:" (o-t"- ~x) 
J 
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hence by equatiun (8•~9) 
The stresses across the XOY plane pariEllel to OX and OZ 
respectively are P~x and p'2..'2.. , where by Bullen (./ 5 •1 ~ 
Hence 
~x =. ~ _;!:: ( C P 4- ;;r:_ .b f -e-l'f"z.). e. .i (!rl-- "i") 
+I-'- ~ (C. P S e-il'~j)t¢ .e- '"z.) e -<-£*- f><) 




= ). .~ + (~ .... .).~)~ 
o)C. l'Z. 
= ). ~.< [ C Se-itz+ ])"'-/ i '}-'} e.< ( tr .t-- ~ ><) 
· +(>-+J.~)i: [ C p.tLipz_)S~e-''tj e-i (r...t--"!;,.) 
= i [ f t>.$2 ... ( >-~>r.) c ,~r e- i pz. 
+ l>{ >-"5 'ir- (>.+:>-/< H ,.. fe...;: 'tz] e..: ( u-t- $><) 
= i> [ C { ),~ ..... (>..~J../<) ~"}4-,; ~'l:.- ~- .2.,...~;t<;.•] e-1. (~- 'fx) 
But by equation {8•25) 
:, fn ~ ~ [ ~ f ~ ~>-':.Ol~ ~2 }e -i ~~ J). :>-~$ 'ire-i.,.z] /(.k-S,) 
= ..i._!.L[c ( &""'1.- 2-~ 'K'-).e._,.Jn_ 1> $~ Jq, - "tt.j -<lo+-sx) 
(1- k .,_ k. 2- • #, .e k" 
Hence using equation (8•32) 
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Continuity of ve~ocity and stress at the ocean bed. 
Equations (8•15), (8•16) and {8•17) give the components of 
velocity and pressure at a point {x,z} in the ocean. 
Equations (8•30}, (6•53} and (8•34} give the components of 
velocfty and of stress. at the point (x, z) of the sea bed. 
At the surface of the ocean-bed the-normal components of 
velocity and st~ees must be continuous. 
The ccin,tinui ty of n:>. rmal stress gives : 
[ fJ lf +- 9 f, {z.-r!..} + 9(, ( E:l.e>Iation of lower surfRce of ) 
"at" ~Z.~o sea ) 
:. [h.'%.] + 9 ~ ft- '3 ft ( Eleva ti oil of surface of sea-bed) 
Z.-= 0 . 
• 
That is 
.i (crk- ix) f, ..i tr. e · . (A+ 5) + 
'!! . / ( lrl-- !"" '· [A(~ :f of-.tJ+ 6 ( -d' +~~~ 
= .i. ~ tr [ ( ( 1- !11) _]) . :1}'~] e ..i { trl"'- fx) 
:1 . k2.. k"' 
'Fhat is 165. 
The continuity of normal velocity at the sea-bed gives 
~ince we assume that the viscosity of the water may be 
neglected it follows that the. horizontal movements of the 
ocean-bed and the ocean are independent and·that there is 
no stress in the plane z =o, 
that is [ ~Z.'I'] :.. 0 
~ence from equation (8•33) 
~li.c. + ( ~- L'JlY-=- o, lk ... tf'l. k'iJ., 
But ~~= ~~- ~z. (equation 8•27) 
--~11.. 
Jl. 
- k~- r' ( equation 8•32) 
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Hence (8•37) 
To determine A,B,C and D we need a·foutth equation in 
addition to {8•35), (8,36) and (8•37}. This extra equation 
can be derived from the conditions at the free surface of 
the ocean. Let us suppose that the pressure at the.free 
1) ~ ( trt-- "iJt) ..f. 9~/c '1. 
surface is the real part of .L 4 _, 
then 
r~ i..f] + tj/J [elevation of the free surface abovel 






-< ~r. ( A 
(8•38) 
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We know by chapters 6 and 7 that a periodic disturbance of 
the free surface of the sea sets up both gravitational and 
compression waves and that the former are attenuated 
exponentiallj with increase of depth. ln any case we wish 
to investigate the effect of the compression waves at depth 
h, so we neglect the gravitational terms in the four 
boundary equations. 
+t is convenient to write 
Equations (.8•35), .(8•36), (8•37) and {8•38) then give : 
, 
.;1 't~ h - ) ~ 
___ r. c + ( t- *.1.77,.,.. JJ =- o ' 
; 
( 8 ~'43) 
• 
From (8,41) and (8•42) 
168. 
Substituting for A and Bin equation {8~4) 
-)) r ~. 4- "'1· (d) 1'1:- -l ~ ;M 1'<] l f, ~ . 
;!ut by (8•43) C= (2~~-.J~> 
;1.-11.2., 
. T 




::: :;p [-! {(2 ?J':..) .. .f + 4 ~ ~ 2.} C,J.. .i ;f -1.. 
f, 2~~-~ s 
+ J_ . ~. ~ ..< -!"- J ~ "l.'- ~ 
: . .J>= i :tt1 ~""f.[~ {{2"l,._c}Lf + .t1"1L.J f4,(.i !~- ~~: T ~~ J 
- Pa.. 2. "11.~ 5' ' 
We let ~ denote the vertical displacement of the ocean 
bed at the point ( x, 0, 0) ; then after putting z: 0 in 
the expression for W , 
W, ~-.;:. (q- )~) e.-icM--f,..) 
: ~ [ (.:t ~'-_I) f - ~] -e .i. ( ~ - S,) 
a- 2 _,.,.,. 
by equation (8•43) 
= ~ ~ . e-' (o-t-- J>£) 
0::: . ,l.:tz,.. 
After using equation (8•45) 
l:' tj) .,i ( crl-- i .lC) L• _ - 5 • e. · f'lo-
.,t. cr~ f, .11, '-[ !': { e ., .._, )2 s + .2-tJ.-"llj 
f, 2. 'JZ~~ i' 
170. 
That is , 
where 
!eut 11 :. l. : J P.,~ by equation { 8~40) 
... t&. (IV 
( !!:..2. _ l:2.) i _ c~ 2. ~2.Ji , > p = tl:- > - 1. ~-~ by 8,25 
and 
I 
- f, ( ~~- jtl...\ -'i. __ . I _.;, :f-/!., 
-. ~ c~} -~ 
r~ . 
=[ ( ~t{( .tf!.i'-f ( S!-5;~ r~ II- (s~ ~ .. )~~~ t..J. -'-1-l. 
- ~ ( f:. .z..~r~  "';f~ . 
171. 
but 
.'. ~ C~J = ( ~~ ( ,.~~~rc s!.~rf -4- cs!. ~ts·-J. e.t.{f~f.J~ 
-rl! . (s~ ~'"r~ ~('g1- !t)~-!. 
f, . 
With the aid of equation (8•46~ we may now determine 
the vertical disp1acemebt of a point of the sea bed caused 
by a force at the surface which is represented by a more 
general function. The new function of force selected is 
! .iri' -.C .... '" A ... "C .... ~ applied to the free surface, where r is 
the distance of the. point on the sea surface from the point 
(O,O,~d) and ~is the distance at whmch the force is e times 
that at the point where r = 0. The maximum force is at (0,0, -d) 
that is vertically aboVe the origin, and the force decreases 
radially symmetrically. With this pressure system we have 
only to deal with a limited area within which the waves are 
generated. 
Denote the displacements U anc'! W of the sea 
o ..i (IJ"'t" .. T:w) + 9"-/c~ bed, produced b) the pressure variation L c. _ , 
by Fe.,- i "fx. and "~- i 'fx. reapecti vely. 
172. 
Then the displacements due to a pressure variation 
1) ,i (trt- s" a,y-l't~rJ+ ~ 
.l. L will be 
-i(~xG,Y+ 'il~·rJ 
V1:: .F ~ Y· ~ parallel to Oy, 
, '-- _" ( sx enr~ '"E 1 ~ Y) 
and W : ~~ ~ · parallel to Oz. 
By allowing Y all values from 0 to 21J' we can find the 
average value of these functi .:.ns for all y . '.I.' he result, 
which will be independent of the azimu~h ~ , will be 
radially symmetrical. 
1 1 .2-ii' ,..· ( rl- f,c,t- "f~~t) The average force ::: ,i1r l_ e p{ r. o I 
on writing 'X.'= r C,l)~ ~-::.. r~ e, where 
this becomes 
That is , the average force 
=- t.:: ...+ £ ;w-{C. ('fr ~<J}- -< .s:.:.. {r.-.-:..~Jfa.,s 
since o( may b!t> anything. 
Since Cncf>:-ln{n~) and 
the imagim=t ry part is zero, 
173. 
the average force 
-
n .;,rk I J.. e , o (~,.) 
where J 0 denliltes Bessel's function of the fi rs·t kind 
and zero order. 
I 
The average value of ~ is 
I 11-'lr -i( "ix c,y-'- 5'l~ y) 




After reference to equations (8•46) and (8•48) we 
aee that the value of ~~ CRUS~by the pressure 
J: (~ r) 
We now seek to transform the function 
into 
• 
According to Titchffiarsh ( ''Theory of Fourier Integrals'' 
section o •1 ) 
for an arbitrary function flx). 
174. 
With we have 
r 
--
.e ""' : 
According to Watson ( ''Theory uf B~essel 1 s Functions 1 1 
chapter XIII section 13•2 
-
-
~. (:J,b)". I(V+ i) 
(fA:,.-+-/,~) !1-t-J/.a • .fiT 
. v ~ 
Q.a. (,:1,~) . ~~ =.l "=~=' =·~·~ ul~i~) ~~ 
(a1.+~~)v~J~ ~ '1.~. ~.rei) 




Setting )J = 0 
! ( ~ ,t) (7 dk ~ 
I 
' -Replacing Q. by a- , t'by § , b by ~ and V by~ 
we have that 
175. 
Hence using equations (8•51) and (8·5~) 
(8•53) 
By considering the force on an annulus of radius r and 
centre ( o,o,-') we see that the total force exerted on 
the free surface z +.h =o is 
-
(o•54) 
w~ now suppose that ·. Q, tends to zero in such a way that Jn fea" 
keeps throughout the value ~ • Then the force over the 
surface .. is equivalent to a force'l concentrated a.t a point 
(8•55) 
176. j AO ClJ... S d_ ~ Application of the operatcr 
0 
/j..- a'-l?!':J.ll Jt~ 
v -i~I l' T ~ _)I 
to the function .L. e ~ ('lr) has given the 
~ ~ -i.~- ~~'"Ia. 
function l- ~ , so that &.pplying the same 
operator to equation (d•50) we see that a pressure variation 
'i) .,;, trl' - ,.1 a. L ~ applied to the free surface produces a 
t_/A/ 
vertical displacement rv~ of the bed at a point distance 
r from the origin, where 
:. -
Putting Cl :.o , we have that a point force 
applied to the free 
surface produces a vertical deflection 
/(Q. .;,~ 
-
at a distance r frum the origin • 
.(, o--t" 
fience a concentrated force K e applied at a point 
( o,o -h) produces a vertical deflwction of the bed equal to 
_ It .e..(.o-rj~ J; (sr J s ~ :5 
j.To--.,..~ 
0 
~(i) at a distance r fr·om the origin. 
177. 
..il1'"t" 
It is convenient to let W(r, ~) e denote the vertical 
displacement of the sea bed_at a distance r from the origin 
..4. rt: due to force ~ applied to the sea surface 
immediately above the origin, then 
~ 
W(wr)e"~! -lj. J;(~r)~e-<~ 
' . J-11' o ~ ~,.G(~) 
We notice that as r.j_ tends to zer~_, 
fi(~) ~ (~)1(.:~s'=f)(f.! ~'L)-i 
- -o( ... 
~ 
then £i(i) ::.0 becomes 
(2f~-~J (r=-
which is the Rayleigh wave equation; it is in fact Stuneltfs 
equation (24). For th~s to be so it is essential that the 
( 
.&. ~a./ ) -i;. (g:-..l. 0'"-L/. a.Q f_ 
square roots f;_ /1(,... and :> - / l{J be taken J. 
positive or zero. ,·Since~ Cni... {t'--%~)';_i. and(r!: ::J-t~(r!~J~ 
are singled vatued functions of ]f , the choice of sign for 
. cr~ ~~) ~ is immaterial. 
To evaluate ~he right hand side of equation (8•56) we take 
S to be a complex variable.) ~o that for li{T} -:. o, 
when h tends to zero, to be the Rayleigh wave equation the real 
parts of { 'fl:. !i J-';:, ar1d ( fl:.. ~) {:. must be 
positive or zero •. 1rhaS the field of integration is restricted 
to one sheet of the Riemann surface ( see Osgp~d; Functions of 
of a complex variable) bounded by the cuts 
,{' (r~ ~t)~o 
(8 .. 57) 
where u-' is also taken as complex. 
178. 
These cuts are rectangular hyperbolas 
s-plane 
Figure 7. 
Before proceeding further it is necessary to consider more 
fully the function k(~) . Since ~f~) vanishes at certain 
points on the real axis if r is real, we take ~ as 
co-. p/e" n-'( ..i. rrl::-i•s~iRQWf and allow argV"" to tend to zero. tw U'jr) ~ 
will then contain converging 0r diverging waves a..; arg~ tends 
to zero through positive or negative values. Sibce we require 
divergi1Jg waves we allow argo- to tend to zero through 
negative values. 
179. 
When o- is real. 
It is assumed throughout the following that we are restri~ted 




{p,4_ (l'!:.. 5)i...£. :j:O , we write 
' ~('f)= 4 (;,~ {~~ ~)"i-t, 6-, t~) ~ (8-59) 
where G.t~J=(t)Ttr!: !i; f{r!.:;r!. ?:'-(f1__ :t>i] 
• 
+; {t) (r=- 5·-r~ ~ c~~ ~y-L . (8•60) 
say. 
When {.t... {"f~ ~'1. }~ -t! :.. 0 , we have 
Edf) .. !! (r~ tr~ ~ {'f= 7:Ji--l 
P~.. 
- f, ,. (-1)"'~ 
- ( 8. 61) 
-. 
f), (.h+•) 1r 
where n is an integer. 
By ( 8 • 59) every zero of &1 {'i) is also a zer0 of ~{f~. 
But since (8•60) never vanishes it follows thet &fi) ce_nnot 
vanish unless C,"' ( i' 2;... ~'ll-) i -1.., * 0. 
Hence, by (8-59), every zero of ~{W)is also a zero of ~{¥) 
and the zeroes of Gr Ci) a~d &-if~) a.re identical. 
In the fol.J..owing we shall find it mere convenlilent to deal with 
~Q li) than with li-f~) . 
We shall first supp~cie 
that tr' is real. 
Let C, a c,+ Ca,<f" c1+ c.,.• c~­
be closed contour in the 
~-plane. 
Where c, is the imaginary 
axis from iR ti O; 
c .i. , cJ and c~ are 
real e.xis from 0 to 







resp$'cti vely; and cf' is •.a.. ~ .. 
an arc of a large circle of radius R in the first quadrant. 
C.z.. and ~ are taken along the upper side of the cuts along 
the real axis defined by equations (8•56), and the contour 
is indented inwards at ~ = 0"-/~J. ( where in general Gt-,, 
has an infinity ) at t -:. o-j (1J1 , and at any zero of ti- 11 
on the real or imaginary axis. 
By considering the variation of li-u round this contour we shall 
prove that, when 
On c 1 and c2 , 









, ( ~~;r J c' .. _ h) 
(~:.;y). "' ( tt-f) 
>o 
i. (i-,, > 0 
-/nJ'] 
that is {i-11 is of the form ( -i) (poisi ti vw quati ty) 
so that 
On c .1. ; let 
Then 
argG11 - - Tr 
- :; 
_._. .fl.. ~-1::. tl(t 'f'-
, say on c 1 • 
v-1- r.f-
and Pt~ - I = ~ . 
which is positive. 
Hence G" is of the fo~ (-i}.(positive quanyity) 
.• a.rg G., :- -¥ , say.on c~ • 
So that on c 1 and ca. (excluding the point !!:.. ) 
-,1. 
arg G 11 : - ¥' , say. ( s ... 63). 
In the neighbourhood of o-~D(z 
..JL positive quantity 
-
182. 
arg G lies between 0 and - ~ • 
L. Aa-In the special case when 1Jt{2- =:-..2 rL the first term of G, 
becomes negligible compared with the second. Hence we have 
in any case --:--- E ~ arg GIJ ~ f (8•64) 
where t is arbitrarily small. ' 
On c3 • c~~ ;;.~ }'"(r'=- ~;Ji is real and ~·-c~~ ;;Y~ 
is imaginary and non-vanishing, except at t:?""/ l;~, 1 where the 
former term is positive. Hence G 11 is non-vanishing and 
- "J!: < arg G11 < 0 {8·65) ~ 
On c~ , G 11 is real i.e. arg G11 is zero, and for large 
positive ~ we have 
( ~ )y.. J [ ~'1. )L( .,...1- )-~ ( ~z. ){] &u = -! · J ( ,_ w~ _,_ «: 'i,. - ,_ ~,. •. 's. 
~ (~Y'~J[(r-B.)( 1+ z:;T~)- ( •- ;~~0] 
= (~Y fJ 
< 0 since ~ < o(.z. 
{8·66) 
........... 0 h ~- q-Since G 11 ? w en s- "'li.a.. 1 G 11 has an odd number of zeroes, 
say · 2N + 1, on C~;o • At each zero arg Gn is diminished by lr 
(since we travel round it in a clockwise direction). Thus on 
the real axis arg G8 takes successively the values : 
arg G = 0 1 -Tr , -.2-ii 1 ----- - - , -(2N +l)tr. (8·68). 
On c~ equation (8•64) is still valid, so that when R is large 
arg G11 ,...,; -(2N*l) iT'+ ~ ~ . (ll· ''1) 
Hence the final value of arg G 11 on comp~eting the circuit C 
is -(2N+l) ir + 'l[ • ~ 
183. 
The values of arg G 11 round the contour C are as shewn 
Thus starting at B, with an initial value arg G11 = -!! , and ~ 
completing the circuit C in an anticlockwise direction the 
final value of arg G is - ( 2N-+ 1 )+ Ir . Hence the 
II l-
increase in arg G,. in describing the circuit once equals 
- (2. N ~~) 11-+ r _ (- f) -:. - .2. N /r. 
Now, since Gu is regular and has no poles inside C, the 
increase in arg G 11 in describing the circuit once equals 
( by Cauchy's Integral .i.'heorem) .2 lT" , where n is thw 
number of zeroes in the interior or c. Hence we have 
-2NlT = 2n1T 
or -N :~ n {8•70). 
Since N and n are both essentially non negative we must 
have N::.n:O 
In other words Gg has no zeroes inside C, and has just 
one zero on the positive real axis. 
Now if f(z) is any fmnction 0f z (not a constant), 
regular and non-vanishing within a sim~le cloded contour C, 
.184. 
then it is possible 
f,( z) given by -/1 
to define without ambiguity a tumction 
-i lerf 
= (Z. 
Since /f. I= e ~f it follows from the maximum modulus 
theorem (Titchmarsh : Theory of Functions, 1932, chap. V; 
tf f(z) be an an,lytic function,.regular in a region D and 
on its boundary C, then I f(z)l reaches its maximum on the 
a~F boundary C and nmt at an interior point) that ~ I 
and hence arg f, takes its greatest and least va~ues only on 
C itself. 
Applying this result to a 11 , we see that from 
equations (8·63), (8•64), (8-65), (8 ... 6o), (8-69) and (8-70) 
that, at all interior points of the fi1-st quadrant, 
-lr- e < arg a. < E 
where <= is as small as we please. Hence 
-'TT ~ arg a .. ~ 0 
But any interior po1nt of the quadrant may be surrounded 
by a contour consisting entirely of interior points, at each 
of which (8·73) holds good. Therefore in (8·73) the 




0 < arg ~ < r , J 
- Tr< .arg a,,"" 0 
Also when 0 <· arg z < lT ~ 
(8•74). 
, we can shew that 
0...., ?1~ '' &,~. !1 + i CtnJ. .x.. F~, , 
CQ,4 X ~ ~ .,_ .... • ~~ S".:... !f 
where both)(..and}are positive, since 0 < arg z < r. 
.2. 
.: ~ 1-~). ~ ~{ ol-L'2 {n~ +I ~1..~ ~,..;. ~) 
K( &.J.kt:nu- ,. ~;.J,.)L .r .... _y_y 
185.---. 
• • the imaginar;y part of arg tanh z 
2.. . J. • 
Gnl,. X ~ 1 (;, 7 - ~X "'"I (;,7 
I ' 
= j ~.l) 
and the real part of arg tanh z 
-:. (v,"-1~X. ~lit+ ~2~~x. U,/....x 
::. i ~:J.)L > 0 
since )t "":>- 0 • 
Hence, since the real part of C4A"'J f~ ~ is positive, 
tanh(z) lies in the first or fourth quadrant, and so 
-r < ~ f&c-,L 2. < 
t8 .. 75) 
.1.. 
when 0 < -
Also when 
f 
- f .().1." ,..,....L )l (A., + ; ~ )l ~ !1 
- &t.t<J ~~... "" en 'a ..,. ,. ~ x. ~!I • ll+ ,., J 
:. 111~ (~>e. G.)+ I G.L 'I<-.:.:,). 
((..I." (A,'J- j ,..:...t." _.f..:.)). (X _,•!I) f 
= a-., i 1 (~2" ef. ... o:-1.-,) (ll-i~) t 
Imaginary part of ~{ 1-?ZJ 




since these are both unity when .X-::.~=- o and thereafter 
increases while I ~·; ~., I <= 1 · 
Hence we have that, when 
0 ~ argz C::::: ¥' } 
-1T <. arg~ -z.-1 f:c:-4 Z. J <:: 0 then 
We shall now apply the results t8,74), (8-75} and (8·76) 
to the function G1 • 
At all points in the interior of the first quadrant we have 
0 < a.-, ( "S 2 - '; .. ~)i < ::r, 
and thereafter, by (8·76), 
- 1T < arg G l2. < 0 
Also by (8•74) GH is non vanishing ond 
-n <arg G11 < o 
( 8 •77) 
.. Gl , = G1;+ G1l.., is non-vanishing in the interior of 
the first quadrant and 
-ir arg G1 < 0 
Since, when a- is real, 
( 8. 78). 
... ~ 
G1 (-S ) ::. G ( ~ ) G1 ( ~ ) -::c G I ( ~ } ( 8 •79) 
( 1Ftar denoting a conjugate complex ), 
G 1 is a non-vanishing in all the other three quadrants. 
Thus Ga has no complex zeroes. But every zero oi G{~) is 
a zero pf ~~ (lf) . Ben~~(s) has no complex zeroes 
when cr is real • 
On the imaginary axia, and on the real axis when 
l S 1 < ~ we hc.ve .;een that G 11 is non-Vt1nishing and 
-J:r ~ arg G E; 0 .a.~ If • 
_187. 
On the other hand G11 is real on either of the axes and so 
Ga has no zeroes on the ime.ginan axis or on this part of 
the real axis. 
On the positive real axis, when l; ~~ G1is 
real, and therefore, if the axis is approached from the 
interior of the first quadrant we have from (8·76) 
a rg G 1 - Tf or 0 • ( 8 .. 7 8 ) • 
But, if we travel along the real axis in the directmon of 
S increasing, pa~ving above the poles and zeroes of G, , 
at each pole arg Gf is increased by lr and at each zero it 
is diminished by Tr • Therefore, the poles and zeroes of a 1 
must occur alternately. Further, for large S 
ultimately negative and arg a, = -lT . 
, a 1 is 
There is, therefore , at lea.:;t one zero in the i.nterval ~.). ~· 
For, either there is a pole in this interval or ;,ot. If there 
is a pole, arg a, must at some l@[MX point be 
from o to -lr . If there is no pole, a,_ (s) 
positive and &, ( ;: ) ) t;
11 
( ~) > 0 • 
changed back 
is always 
Therefore continuity r~quires that G1 should vanish at some 
point. In this latter case, however, there is only ~ne positive 
zero, since if there were two zeroes there would be a pole 
separating them. ;But the zeroes of a( s ) and a~\ ) are 
identicai.l and every zero of a( t ) is also a zero of a, ( ~ ) , 
also the function G( i, ) has zeroes only when £.1... (~~ C:.:-) ~ (. 
is not zera, so we conclude that when ~is real, 
( 'r ) ~ o-/Jl the positive zeroes of a -~ are all ~ /~ and are 
separated alternately on the real axis by the zeroes of 
~ ('F;'=- FY-l, 
188. 
We shall now suppose ~to be complex • 
Suppose arg o- = - 6 , where o· < fJ < :zr 
..L since we 
wish argo- to approach zero through negative values. 
Let L, = L 1+ L...l + LJ + L~ , be a closed contour in the ~ -plane 
L 1 is part of the line 
arg S :: ¥-9, 0 ~ f ~~~ R; 
L ~ is part of the line 
arg ~ = -~, OS~~~~ l::;J ; 
LJ · is part of the 
rectangular hyperbola 
( 
2. """1.) i -· ~ 5-c;. = 0) 
L 4- is an arc of the 
circle ~~I= R. 
We shall now consider the variation of G 1 round L. 
We can write 2.. 1... ~-!. ~l.. ( ~L. I )f] G- =(~L)""[ ( TL- L '\(I - L., ~ -~ (;:a.-~ 
., ;: (Ill..... .l. t J (7"".. oli ~ . .. 
On L 1 , since arg ( J_ ) ~ Jr , we have from ( 8• 60t 
I>' .2. 
"' ;r arg a11 : v-:2 .L 
alsdl, since 1. o-L.) L '1:-0 < ~ ( £- C'- < ~, wehave by (8•76) 
-Tr < arg G11 < 0, 
-li < arg G 1 < o. 
When-"< arg~<lr-e it follows from {8•74) that 
~ 
• 
'So that on L.2. we have, taking the limit 
9-ir:; arg Gu :J; 8 
But, on L~ , ~ (~~ ?.')i:-. fJ- r 
we find, except possibly at ~:: o-/a 
6-1T < arg f%1;J.. < 9 
a;;; arg ~~- 9, 
• 
and so using (8•75) 
• 
189. 
At 'i = z ~we have arg G1,_=o. 
Hence at all points on L.2. we have 
9 - Tr < arg G1 < 8 
On L 3 (excluding the point ow/, ) 
9 -11" $ arg G, < {J , and arg G1l.: o, 
so that 9 -iT< arg G1< fJ . • 
• 
On L q. , if R is suf 1 ici ently large, G l2- is small compared 
with Oir and we have 
arg G r f"''ttJ arg G 11 , 
so that S- Tr - ~ < arg G 1 < fJ+ E I 
where C is arbitrarily small. 
• h · . . . { Si..- .... ..it:- ~~s. h ~t;. ) 
•• G 1 as no zeroes lnsJ.de L •. .... -~~J ~llA.C. ~ ~--""--sL 
Thus, when - 'Jf < 2 rg rr < 0, G 1 .has no zeroes 
on the positive real axis, and so, as argc-' tends to zero, 
the zeroes cannot approach the positive real axis from above. 
But the zeroes ere continuous func;Yions of o- , hence it 
fo~lows thet they Must appro~ch the po~itive real axis from 
below. 
We now return to the evalua~tion of the right 
.hand side of equation (8•56) •• The cuts in the ~-plane 
given by eqtil.ations (8a57) and shewn in figure 7 apprvc-,ch the 
positive real axis from below as arg r tends to zero. So that 
we are restricted to a single sheet of a P~emann's surface 
bounded by a cut e.long the negative imaginary axis from the 
origin to _..icO and along the real posiyive axis from the o1·igin 
to ,-/~~ • Also,as seen above, the zeroes of G(; ) 
• approach·the positive real axis from below a._s arg (!-' tends 
to zero through negative value.a. Hence the path of integration 
must be taken along the upper_ side of the cuts from 0 to o-fotZr 
and from 0 to cr;!~ and must be indented above the real ·axis 
near the zeroes of G( $ ) . 
190. 
The path of integration is shewn in figure 8; where 
~~ 1 ~.a 1 -- -- _. are the real zeroes of G( § ) · 
c 
0 
Fig.8 i -plane. 
Now Bessel's function of the first kind and zero order 
can be expressed as the sum of two Hankel's functions 




T, +I 1. (~·80) 
For I. the path of integration is transformed into c,-t C:a. I 
~ 
where C 1 is the positive imaginary ax1.s from 0 to I co and 
C.z. is the quadrant of the circle /s I= R from iR tcb Rand 






J.J;> ('fr) S d-g 
(;--(~) 
., 
The integral I~ is evaluated along a contour specially :. 
selected so that the integral over part of it will cancel out. 
This part of the contour is C 3 , which is taken along the 
left hand side of the imaginary axis cut from 0 to - i oo • 
..(.!r _iir 
Along c I , ~: R e ~ , and along c~ , s: (? .e .&.. 
also G- (s)=- 6-{-~)and H~ (t: e-i!J = - u.w(t£if). 
Hence 1 H/!J(fr)~ol~ = -JIL0{~,-)sPls 
('I (i. (~) CJ Gr (~) 
or ( 8•82) 
192. 
where 
To extend the contour to infinity we use C~ which is a 
quadrant of the circle Js I= R from -iR to R. 
Now C ;- sta.rts on the right hand side of the imaginary axis 
cut from 0 to -i ~ , so that a contour Cq.. is necessary to 
link up c3 with e,.. This contour c._ surrounds the cuts 
in the s -plane. The contour C~ sweeps uver the zeroes ofJ 
G( S ) (approached from below), so that these must be 
compensated for by integration round small circles c; , c,• , 
etc. round the zeroes V,, ~..J. , etc. 
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Figure 10 1 
According to Watson (Theory of Bessel Functions) 




when izf is large and - :lTr+ c ~ argz .$ Tr- ·E. 
Hence when 
194. 
\1§1 is large and 
- tr -t- f: ~ arg -~ =:: 11'- E 
~ -: e .i (~r- !) 
(:tur) ~ 
,_ - i (f,.-'!) ~ . e 
The B.A. Mathematical Tables VI give the value of J 0 (25) 
as 0 • 0962667833. 
The asymptotic series for J 0 (25) is 
' c 0•11338892sSin25 ~ o•ii226159Cos25 
0 0 
:O•il3388922inl432•39448783+ O•ll226159Cosl432•39448783 
:: 0 •11338892Sin( 14 40-7 • 60551217) 
+ 0•11~26159Cos(1440-7•60551217) 
= O•l1338892Sinislr-(7~ 36•33l )} O•l1226159Cos~811-(7° 36•331') ~ 
, , 
: --0•11338892Sin(7~ 36•33l)+O•l1226159Cos(7° 36•331) 
: -0·015007 + 0•111274 
= 0 •096267. 
So that to six decimaw places, the limits of working with 
seven figure tables, the asymptotic value of J 0 (25) agrees with 
the values of J
0 
{ 25). 
Now in chapter 10 it is shewn ( see 10,4) that a likely 
~ _, 
value of ~, is 5•29125 x 10 , so that when 
r :. 2 x 10 \? em. J J', ~= 10•6 x lO.l.. 
Hence it is justifiable to use the asymptotic 
Ho0 {5r J and ~{'Jf r) in the evaluation of 
I® I@ 
.2 J :i 
respectively • 
values of 
T 0 and I . 
195. 
Using the asympto-tic value for Ho<!J (fr) the 
contribution to~ from the neighbourhood of. the zeroes 
of G( ~ ) is, by Cauchy's Residue Thedlrem, 






-f ..i. ~(" 
+ S . e 
J.TT.;,. . .e 
Gltrr) 'I~ 
196. 
l)l!hen ~ is large, as it is along C ~ and C r- , 
= r~~ 4 r n + - - g -+ -=---""""=--A_ 1.1 j ~ O""L . o-L 0'-'l.. J 
o-'1'. ~ j i~~: ~"il..~:- .tiS~ tl: 
X ~ f~ (1- .t::R.JE~) 
+.1.-f:( I+ .t::~~) ~ ~-t..{t- ~:;~ .. ) 
('..J,. !) 
= ~"" . .t"f ( ; .. - -;.) ~k ~~ ( ,_ :;:~) 
t1'-s. ... ~ 
-
K ( ~2..- -<:-) . ~ ~ ~-( . 
(r,. o(: 
17i' . 'L -fl.~ {1-tt{l) e df) c) 
where 
1 f - ~ {f9+cl) €. ..,.. olf) C) 
-
-
- l (Yiir)~ ~: (g~-~:) 
~ 0 e,s R~ ~ 
198. 
Hence I~~ 0 as R~ t!IIO • (8·86) 
Similarly from (8·82) and ~8·84) 
n\ .(ll 1 I~::!!:: -e "'. u-~ o<,. j "}: -:f - 'i~ - .(. fr 
2. (21tr)~ r( ( (--<.t) c~ > . e . e . .l:[ 
X .e- fl ... ( C..fJ-t-A·s.:...~) -i. /{ /8 J tf.f) 
:. /I®/ < o-L -':- 12.Te rK-'- IJ- R./..Got9 
2 pn rf t( ~z._.tJ,'") ;,r . df) 
-~ 
::. fT ... ~:- 1i' . j_ [ (- 2{:1' +¥~) (-2.:41 +j~~ . 
( )
/. /i~ ( ,~ L a-1 R.J. e - e l .llT,.. ... r;J... r,- .,. ... J &. 
~0 a_, {(~ 00 
r®· '> o 
2. 
as {(~co· (8<P87) Hence 
199. 
We may deform the contour C 
see figure 11. 
Figure 11 
into C 
The contributi .... ns to -:t! from the straight portions 
' of c~~,. cancel ea.ch other and we are left with the contributlilons 
from approxims.tely circular paths of small radius a. bout 
S = !r/ 41 .L and 1; ~ o-4.1. . 
With ~he values (10-3) 
~· .L 





- ...,4'L.. S· 5" ,1( ~ D • 
~-
Hence it is justifiable to use 
in the evaluatiun of ~ • 
H® the asymptotic value of 6 
~ I '1 f.ll9(ff')~~'f ![ H~(T;t')folF I-n..- 4 +L ,} 
Hence ~ - .2. t, li-('i) . r.J.. ~(~) 
where ¥1 and ¥"1 are c·ircles of infinitesimal radius 
a.bout the branch points crj41f.z.. and ~~,_ respec~i vely. 
That is · 
.( 1! 1 -ci - i't'r ,~: '!..!" i ~ i _if,. 1r ® ~ ,_ .e, IllS -e y. .) 4!. • P«S 
I 1 ::!!::- ;nr>i r, lC-m + c~rl~ t,. Gr('E' J 
200. 
Near the branch point ~we have ');.= 
and fi.(~) ~ { ~)V: ( .2. P~-L ··s)-~ 












as f ~ 0 and r i3 large. 
201. 
Hence ~ !_ fl.- 4-"fr d l 
li-(s) 
~ 0 as r~ 0 and r is large. 
Hence by equations (8·88), (8·89) and (8.90) we see that 
the contribution of T~@ is vwry .small. After reference to 
(8·80), (8•81), (8-82), {8~.83), (8•85), (8·86), (8-87), 
(8•88), (8•89) and (8·90) we see that the only appreciable 
part of the integral I comes from the contribution of the 
integrand at the poles, that is (8·85). So that 
(8 .. 91). 
Hence e_uation (8•56) becomes 







--c: J[ rt--f_,..+ l~-~-~) nJ 
Ck'i'L.e (8·92) 
where 
Eech term in equation ~8·9~) represents a diverging wBve 
of length llT /f,..., ctmd amplitude proportional to c"' • 
~03. 
CHAPrER 9. 
The displacement of the ground due to Ocean Waves. 
In chapter 5 we have shewn that a general wave motion, 
on the surface of an incompressible liquid, in a square S 
( -R < )c. < R, -R < ~. <:: R) where 2R >> ~ , 
produces a total force with a frequency twice that of the mean 
frequency of the surface motion at all depths. This force seta 
up seismic waves in the sea~bed. 
Inchapter 7 we have shewn that if the compressibility 
of the water is taken into account, the pressure variation can 
be regarded as due to gravity waves in the surface layer which 
is regarded as compressible. We ~an consider then a variable 
force applied to the surface of an incompressible sea instead 
olf a motion at. the surface of a compressib.J..e sea and producing 
the same variable force at the bed. 
Then in chapter 8 we have found an expression for the 
displacement of the sea bed at distance r due to a variable 
force applied to the surface of an incompressible sea. 
Now since the wave lengths of the compression and 
seismic waves are comparable and ~, / )\, -::::!!::. 10- 2 
the square S can have a side very much greater than )\9 and 
yet be only s. fraction of the lengbh of a seismic wave. 
We therefore divide a storm area int0 squares, such 
as S, and by considering the surface mvtion in each square as 
being equivalent to a suitable variable force at the centre uf 
that Square, make an estimate of the vertical disp.Lacement fJf 
the ground at a distant point due to each square. Summing the 
results for the whole storm area, we derive an estimate of 
the vertical displacement of a poiat distant from the storm 
area. 
If microseisms recorded in Europe are generated by 




From chapter 8 we have that a variable force ~ 
applied to the surface of the sea above the origin pr·oduces 
-ivA:' 
a vertical disp..1.acement W (C7j r) e of the 3ea bed at 
a distance r from the origin. Hence a force 
ap~lied to the surface will produee a verticai disp~acement, 
at distance r from the origin, of J Where 
But (9•1) is the total fJrce at the bed due tu the motion in 
a square S given by -R · < ~ < R, · -R < ~ < R; 
see equation ( 5• 4-'1). 
Thua I represents the vertical displacement of the ground at 
a .. LJ.. points. at a distance r from the centre ofrithe square S. 
A 0 .,_ = ( 2,k7rJ ,a. The area of the squareS is -r~ 
after using equation (5·¥~). If E is the mean energ~ per unit 
area of the square S, then the tqtal energy of P is (.2k'1TJLE . 
Hence after reference to equation ( 5, ~0 ) : 
E : f f5 r ro It' (u, v). A' ~{u, II} cW. dA/. (9•3) 
-·~ -.b . 
We define the mean amplitude. ~ uf the motion within ~ as 
half the height, from trough to crest of the simple 
prugressive wave train having the same mean energy per unit 
area. 
By Lamb (j230) the mean energy of a progressive 
wave olfi: amplitude a.. is f ~fa~ 
hence £ := :f 9 fe:t.t.. . 
That is, by equation (9·3) • 
a'" :: 1: [.,"" If 1 ( u, v). A' {", 11) eU.. Mr. 
We have already postuLated, in chapter 5, that for 
the motion to be wave-like, the energy of the rnutiun must be 
confined to a narrow band 0f frequencies and directions 
characteristic of the group of waves. ~his range will be 
very nearly the same for the hypothetical spectrum A~ as for 
the original spectrum P.. Let Q, denote the region and its area 
in which the point (-uk, -vk), defining the length and 
direction of the wave CJmponents of the group (see chapter 5) 
~ 
mlllst lie. But -c. his area is also ( 2R) , · 
hence :~ : { ,2./l)'" $ (' .. trtn-)J. by equation ( 51!1- 6 ) • 
Let A denote the root mean square value of hhEe" modulus of 
the amplitude A1 (u,v) , so that 
or 
~~f-f~ fiA'(u,v)jr rM<JN 
-c-o _ _, 
since I 
-$ = 0 , outside S , 
-
kl. -.~s 
~ by equation (9•4) 
-so that A= 
~06. 
As we have seen in chapter 5 at least two separate 
wave groups are required to provide the opposite wave ccmponents 
needed to give rise to a pressure variation at the sea bed. We 
:t' A I therefore suppose that the moticm defined by and 
comprises two distinct wave groups with spect1~ A'(u,v) and _/(u,v) 
I , 1 I X 
Then A(u,v) = A1(u,v) + A1 (u,v) • 
Let us suppose that the A: wave group has its energy 
in the region Q1 ,which has an area Q1 , and that the mean 
amplitude of this wave group in Q1 is GL1 • 
Let Q,a. and ~1 be the corresponding features of the 
wave group. 
By analogy with equation 
values of the moduli of these 
(9•5) the· root mean square 
-
- ka, A, = ~::. where 
' 
-Al.: 
are AI abd 
(9-7). 
two wave 
F4uation { 9·2) may now be written 
~ = _ ({,. 4f(fff[[{ A: (u,v) + Ai (u,v)J 
-A.z, 
(t,+Q.J,. 
x fA' {-u -v)-+ A: (~,-II)J o-._ W (JIT. r )e:o-<rl] o{.t.AI 1 I I " t9•8);> 
Iince neither A~(u,v) I nor A~(u,v) exist outs~de the 
region Q 1 + Q.l.. • 
Since a wave does not possess opposite pairs of wave 
I · I 
components, then either A1 (u,v} or ~ (-u,-v) is zero and 
I I 
either AJ..(u,v) or A~(-u,-v) is zero. 
We suppose the two wave groups to be motion in opposite senses 
and set I A1 {-u,-v)=O and 
I A~(u,v) = 0 • 
207. 
Then ~ 
::- (( +f{ ff Jf A:( u,v} A: {-",-V) 11"1 Wl2o-,,. ):_. ,.r,M,.,W 
~.~ 
where Q,1 denotes theregion common to Q1 and -Q~ since 
this common region is the nnly region in which opposite pa~rs 
of wave components can exist, and so the contributmon to S 
from other parts of ( Q,~ Q~) must be zero. 
If we let o;~ denote the mean value of .,., over Q12., then 
since u, v, r and lr" are independent o·f t we can wri lre 
It may be assumed that there is no correla.tiu!l 
between the phases of the wave components of the true spectrum 
A(u,v) at different points of the (u,v) plane. Owing to the 
fact the.t neighbvuring W<:cve components of the originsl spectrum 
. I 
A(u,v) contribute to wave components of the new spectrum A(u,v} 
there may be scrne correlation for points which are close 
together in the ( u, v) plane for the phases of th-e wave components 
of i(u,v) • For points more than unit distance apart, equation 
(5-~i) indicates that the correlation wi~l be very slight, 
whereas for those closer it wi~l be appreciable. So we may 
divide the r.egion Qll. into q~ /It,. unit squares and carry 
out the integration of equation (9•9) uver each square 
Separately. The result will be the sum of li11l- /1cJ.. vectors 
208. 
of random phase and each of order of magnitude of 
So that the order of magnitude of the right hand member of 
equation {9•!) is _ 
[~~) ~ tf ( fr li, ( .. ,.,) A.._(,.,v) a;; W(:z.u,1, r) 
since the sum of n vectors in random phase relation increase:5 e.s 
n{. • ~ence 
s~ <if(ft'A, {u,") ,it.( .. ,vJ Q~. ~._ W(:z.o;1,,.~~~~~ 
. '7r Itt 
+f the total storm area is ~~ , then this may be divided 
7r " k2.. into J\. J \. squares ~ike S. 
~4o::'R~~.- : 4 rr J-
Then the to~al displacements ~ the ground, Ll , from the 
whole storm area is of the-order 
f'hat is 
s. - . L ! :Li. l?i:~. ~ ~:!: f f·["f) A1 (u,v) A~ {u,v) E Q,~. W{.to;.:r, r-) e (9•12) 
-1 .2Tr 
Let W (C7jr) denote the sum of the squared moduli of the 
. t-
terms in the asymptotic expansion odr W (t1j ~) e~'. Then 
209. 
Then to the same order of apptoximation 
Hence 
.J. .2 .;. tiD ~ 
41Tf. if, (u,V). A.,.{u,V). 0::· (A Q,a) ~ W {.!~,,..), e . 
It' . 
But from equation (9•7) 
-
- hence 
I\ .;a. 4-rrf Q er cr"" (A Q,:L)~ ;::; (J. ~ -r) .fl2.l. tr;:J. t: ( g:•,i4} I.J- '', I :L 1~ • VV I:J. J. 
Q, Q;~. 
We notice that the displacement ~ is periodic with a 
frequency twice the mean frequency of the generating wave 
groups and with an amplitude which depends on the product of 
mean amplitudes of the two generating wave groups and the 
square of the mean frequency. In this it beats a marked 
similarity to the mean pressure variation produced by the 
I a JP T pi •; 1 I a a 1 i t 1 interferen-ce of 
two wave trains travelling in opposite directions ( see 
equation 4•5) as is to be expected. Further fl. is 
independent of the sizes of squares used for subdivision of 
the area .J't , but depends only on the area . .Jt of the 
generating region. lt will be noticed that· L\ increases 
with Q,J. and decreases with @1 Q~ ; so that the greater 
the area of interference the greater is the displacement; 
but the greater Q1 and (W.1, that is, the more widely 
distrtbuted is th~ energy of each spectrum the smaller is 
the resulting disturbance. 
21D. 
CHAFfER 10. 
Practical Application of the results of chaEter 9. 
Ghapter 9 indicates that a periodic vertical 
displacement of the ground will oc~llr if two groups of waves 
of the same wave-lengths but travelling in opposite directions 
interfere, co that in order to explain the generation of 
microseisms by this theory it is necessary to louk for 
co nditions which will give rise to opposing wave groups of 
surface waves. 
When Bernard (1941) suggested that microseisms were 
the consequence of standing waves he considered that suitable 
standing waves would be generated at the centre of a cyclonie 
depression or off a steep coast where there was interference 
between the incident and reflected waves. 
Microseisms from a circular depression: 
Since the lowest pressure in a cyclone is near the 
middle the winds necessarily blow inwards from all sides, but 
because they are deflected to the right (in the northern 
hemisphere~ they do not blow directly towards the centre (Lake). 
At each point of an isobar there is a considerable component 
towards the centre of the depression. Observation suggests that 
when a wind blows steadily in a particular direction there is 
eventually ~enerated a swell travelling more or less in the 
direction of the wind. So that the centre bf a depression 
should be receeving swells from several radial directions. Thms 
would be the necessary condition for the generation of large 
standing waves, and may be the reason for the. large pyramidal 
waves reported from centres of low pressure and low wind velocity. 
211. 
Suppose then that in the centre of a circular 
depression in the .Atlantic, wave energy is being received equally 
from all directions. with a range of periods between 10 and 
16 seconds. 
The speed of propagation of waves in deep water \1 
is given approximately by v~: ~~ (Milne-Thomson 14•17) 
whilst the period T of the wave of length "' is given by 
· V= )/T . 'JT'-
Hence apprlixima.tely for waves in deep water ). = 
If )\0 and }\ J. are the lengths of waves of periods 
10 seconds and 16 seconds respectively, 
)\, ·:;::. 
~ C!f'l KJO 
J .. :rr 
= 
Referring to chapter 5 and taking the centre of the circu~ar 
depression as the origin we see that ther energy of the frequency 
spectrum entering the area of the depression is contained 
between the two circles·with centres at the origin and radii 
JT[. and ~ • · 
lk ~· "2-In~hal~A~his annular region formed by drawing any common 
die.meter of the two circles, the two wave groups will be moving 
in op:posi te directions. Such a region is the ~~ , the Q'2.. 
and the region Q,.2. of equE>-tion ( 9 ·14). 




I -7 J. · I"' X I o /.)t:J- . ~ .. 
212. 
Taking a storm area of 1000 sq. Km., a mean period of 13 sees. 
and a mean amplitude of 3 metres; 
~ ~ W I 
..11. :: 1000 XlO sq. ern.; O"f:~-: fr sec! Q1 : tl1 =300 CIJt {10•1) 




Is-f. f .26 X /0 dynes. 
Hence '~ { == /·~ )C {6S' X W (.1cr;~, r) 
-




::. 1• 0 gm/ em , 
-
., 5 I ~ c:::- gm em , 
~ 
c c. .1- 4 XlO ern/ sec, 
r 
2·8 .-10 em/sec 
h . G' 
1.) X 2,-e "10 em/ sec 
0 G 
(According to Poisson's Hypothesis 
-- Bullen / 4 •.12 ) 
.t :3Km :3 )< 10 em, r = 2000 Km. = 2 X lOS" em • 
With these values 6f('i)vanishes only once, 
. Gr(s~~J 
when 'S, = S: :Jq,.2r x 'o _, 
and 
} {10·4) 




From equation {8 47) : 
d, ~c~> =- (~''fr,A~~~,_)'(;~~)-~.4-f~(r~ !!~z.)i] A.; rrJ V ~ o1,_ ~~-
~ . ~ . 
X ( 7:- ~2-) ~ ~..!. ~ ( ~.~- ~~) ~ 
+ (~Y~(.tr~;rc ~~ ~,_r,k~ 
+ ~ ~ (.2 ~~ ~~) ( r~- ~~ri_ 4-t(~~ ~~)-1. 
~ .~ ~ 
- f"f (~'"-ft)i.] c, ( ~:-- ~>-)i~ 
-~)· (f._t.-f,_f~ fL (~'-_~r~~(Z~~~,_)~ 




Hence using (10 3), (10 4), (10 5) and (10 6): 
J. 
W ( l.OQ., I")= 13,_ X (t;. Jill) 'xt01 
~·5"X (.211)i X.li. XIIJ¥-JC(q..71),. /f"~7 ~toT; 
-19 . 
: f .. ~ :1 XIO em/dynes. 
214. 





Hence the amplitude from peak to trough of the vertical 
displacement of the ground is 
'-s- x~o-v- em. = 
at a distance of 2000 Km. from a wave in water of depth 3Km., 
and the period of the displacement is approximately 6·5 seconds. 
Microseisms from Coastal Reflection. 
When a wave group is incident on a steep coast some 
measure of reflection occurs and the reflected wave group 
will contain the same frequencies as the incident wave group 
and the necessary conditions for the generation of microseisms 
are realised. It has been demGnstrated experimentally by 
Cooper and Longuet-Higgins (1950) that there is a sharp decline 
in the value of the co~fficient of reflexion against a p~ane 
surface, when the plane is inclined at less than 45 degrees to 
the horizontal. At 15 degrees the coefficient of reflexion is 
less than lO'o and the foremost edge of the incident wave is 
becoming turbullent. The coasts of EUrope are anything but plane 
suffaces and the beaches are frequently shelving, so that a 
high degree of reflexion is not to be expected. Exactly how 
much energy is reflected is difficult to assess and we shall 
assume that the mean amplitude of the reflevted wave is 5°/0 
of that of the incoming wave. 
Let us suppose that a swell of mean amplitude 
2 matt8s and period 12 to 16 seconds whose direction of 
propagation lies within an angle of 30 degrees is approaching 
a coast, so that the shore-line makes 10 degrees with the mean 
direction of the incoming waves. 
~15. 
The direction of the refl,cted wa·. e is also spread over an 
angle of 30 degrees, so that only one third of the angle of 
the reflected waves overlaps that of the inc~rning waves. We 
assume- that the effective shore-line is 600 Krn. and that the 
reflected wave extends outwards a distance of ld ~., this 
gives us a value 6000 sq. Krn. for _)\_ • No1~ally the depth 
up to 10 Km. from the shore is negligible compared with that 
at the storm centre in the Atlantic, so we may take -/...-:=- 0 • 
For the quantities in equation (9 14) we have the values : 
41 = 200 em., ll1. = lOcrno, ~: 0, 
. J _, p :. 1 gm / ern, a; 1 ::. 14 sec., 
r = 1000 Km. (say)l. 
A (~o·8) 








f.!I., ( L - ....!._ ) 33). u.."' 11,¥ 
I· 3'J' XIO-'l sq. em, 
' 
-i' I· 3 't x to . 
With the values (10·8) BJld {10•9) the ceefficient of 
~~ _,,;G'i'J.e 
tj (~«r,J..I r, £- in equation ( 9·14) is 
(10·9) 
. . 3 ~i (llfJ~[ '" ID 1<0•'?7 ~~0-





When (.: 0 
li(-g) = (tJT':l f! :~~rc~1- ;;tr!. '"~,.(~~:; )tJ 
: 0 J 




- 4'ftrX.IO when ~ has the value of (10•IJ) 
)..· s,s. I 
ttence 
• 
. 131. x b· .,.sT-Ji.~{O -J 
'·S" )t ( 2 '7T) -t_ X (O '~- x ( 11-71 )" '1-!j](l, 'k I o r 
-
em./ dynes (10 "12) 
From (10•10) and (10•12) 
~~, ~ I· q 'r~ X f·3q3X/o-' 
-
,,. 12. )( /0_, em. 
-
-
0· ,,32 f<, 
-
.: .2 j 61 ~ 0·3~ micron 
217. 
So that the ref.Lexion of a wave gro\lp, of mean runp~itude 
2 met~~s, will produce microseisms of amplitude 0•33 micron. 
1~g effect of Resonance. 
It has been shewn in chapter 7 that we may expect resonance at 
certain depths. 
The asymptotic expanslhon of W(tr; r) e..i a-k 
namely ZN it .4(cr-t--'f~r-t- (,..'1-~)lf] 
"" 1 ,.. .e (-) . ~ ("-~) . ~ ,..1.(, n r)" ~ 
r, " - "'=• """ f=- r_ 
represents a set 
proportiona-:1: to 
and amplitude 
By giving ~- particular values and solving the equation 
(i (J) = 0 the following table is obtained. There will 
be no real values of -{. for $ < 3•452. 
It will be noticed that there are several values ~I , ~~ , 
"(3 "lv.- ,. etc. at which particular values of J 
satisfy {i-(~) ~ ; these correspond to the roots of the 
equivalent equation J. z..)-~ 
[ 
a. ,2.) ... ( r.z. ~J..Jl.(T 1. ~ 'i-
. ~ {,4.\• 4 rJ.(r- A"a. - 2 -7ft - ~ 
( ~ rJ.)Z.-~... - --:.7 ,, .. p._ Ci- - - ~ f, I ( trl- _ "C"I.) -~.a. 
. 'lfz. . 7.... , 
The values of (rt / 1f)"ft correspond to ~ ~ ~I , etc. 
It is observed that ( ji. / ~ )r, rises to a maximum at 
~,: 2•462 Km; (-r'~( ~}f2.. has a maximum at 
-/,.,2 :. 7·281 Km; these and the other ma.xima must correspond 
to resonance. Po that we may expect ...a with a standing wave 
group of mean period ::Z.. Tr/t~ seconds ~o find resonance 
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Examination of the table shows that there is a very steep 
·rise to and decline from the maximum values of the amplitude. 
That these do not become infinite as chapterlindicatea must 
be due to the fact that energy is being continuously removed 
from the region of the disturbance. 'I'he graph shews how the 
amplitudes of the different wave components of the 
displacement W ( tr; r) .e.l. crk come to a maxim'tiun at different 
depths. The amplitudes of successive wave components are uf 
Re"c,.... Hr•~ -IM~ 
opposite sigm. R_~mlg~pi~ thisAa quantity prvportional to the 
displacement may be obtained by adding a..lgebrai.cally the 
ordinates for any value of h. The effect of resonance is to 
increase the amplitude of the displacement at certain depths 
... by some multiple of the average value.1his factor may be as 
much as five for certain depths. 
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CHAP.l ER 11. 
CONCLUSI01~. 
Miche has indicated that a pressure f~uctuation 
independent of depth is not produced by a swell (houle) but 
by a choppy sea (clapotis). This phenomenon is wide-spread a:nd 
occurs whenever the motion of the sea comprises a frequency 
spectrum in which there are wave groups of similar 
characteristics moving in opposite directions; these opposite 
wave groups produce a generalised choppiness which is shewn 
by the t;umultuous waves noted near the centre of a depression. 
Opposite wave groups produce a fluctuation cf pressure with 
a mean frequency twice that of the mean frequency of the wave 
groups; this pressure variat·ion is not attenuated with depth 
and will produce a periodic displacement of the ground with a 
frequency equal ·to that of the pressure varia.tion. 
The required opposite wave-groups occur in a region 
of depression and in coastal waters. The existence of more 
opposite wave groups in a circular depression than in coastal 
waters will give rise to mic roseisms of greater amplitude 
from interference in mid-ocean than near coasts. Owing to the 
damping of the higher frequencies by the viscosity a g~eater 
proportion of the energy will be carried by the lower 
frequency components near coasts than near storm centres, so 
the coastal microseisms are likely to be ~f smaller amplitude 
and lower mean frequency than the deep water micrcseisms. 
In both cases the mean frequency of the microseisms will be 
twice that of the mean frequency of the generating waves. 
Since resonance between the compression wa.ves and the sea-bed 
will occur at certain depths, there will be microseisms of 
unusua.ll~ large amplitudes from certain ocean depths. 
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'!:his will acfount for the change in amplitudes noticed as 
. ~ . . 
a depression moves and also for the fact that depressiens 
of equal intensity but of different location do not 
produce e~ual microseismic act~vity. 
I should like to e~press my thanks to Mr. E. F. Baxter 
for suggesting the subject of this thesia and for his 
encouragement and supervision. 
This thesis is not an account of an original investigation, 
but a synthesis of detailed treatments of several original papers. 
M. Miche in a. paper "Mouvements Ondulaires de la Mer 
en profondeur constante et decroissante" published in four 
pa~ts in the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees (1944) discusses 
several problems. Chapter 2 in this thesis is a detailed 
presentatien of the relevant parts of Miche 1 s work on the 
existence of a second order pressure variation under a standing 
wave. Miche 1 s work is very contre.cted and parts consist of 
statements of results. Miche's notation has been maif~2ined and 
the missing steps in his mathematical_ treatment_ havelprovided. 
Thus the values of the functions G~ and fj.t') have been determined 
by considering the boundary conditions end the associated 
cifferentiBl equatiOns, wherees !,1iche is content to state a. va.lue 
for G1. (his equation 66), to give no vPlue for f~lt1end to ::;tete 
in his eyuation (67), our equations (2·38), (2·39) an0 (2•40) ~P.lues of the coordinates and pressure.) 1 
·chapters 3-7, 9 Bnd 10 are a detailed treatment of the 
paper mn the Phil. Trans. Roy., Vol. 243, No. 857 September 1950 
by M.S.Longuet-Higgins. Tpis work is c.lso very contracted and 
the details have been provided. 
Longuet•Higgins in equation l78,lour equation (8•56)\ 
states a result given by J.G.Scholte in a paper "Over het verband 
tussen zeegcilven en microseismen'~ (Nederlandsche Akademie van 
Wetensc.happen Vol. LII, 1943). Scholte ;:;tarts his paper by 
assuming an equation given by K.Sezawa ( "On the transmission 
of Seismic Waves on the Bottom Surfa~e of an Ocean"-- Bulletin 
of the Earthquake Research Institute, Tokio Imperial University, 
Vol. IX,l93l). Chapter 8 gives a full determination ·of 
Lo·ng~et-Higgins 1 equation 178 and the evaluation of the integral 
whic11he has stated in equations 183 and 184. 
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